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About Galadari 
Galadari is a full-service Emirati law firm dedicated to providing legal solutions at every stage of the 
business cycle. 

Since 1983, we have supported the development of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) legal framework, 
while contributing to the industry and driving great commercial impact across the Emirates and 
supporting our clients to navigate through their challenges. 

For four decades, our goal has been to deliver the highest-quality product to solve complication issues. 
Our team take pride in our uncompromising approach to quality and recognise everything we do, or 
produce is a measurement of our commitment to quality. We give 100% the first time and every time. 

Our legal team consists of over 60 locally qualified Emirati and international lawyers across 3 offices 
in the UAE who are fluent in 18 different languages. Our Emirati advocates have full rights of audience 
across all UAE Courts. Our team aims to provide the highest standard of legal service and maintain the 
same level of quality at every point of contact. 

Aligned with our core values, Galadari is committed to being a responsible business. We are actively 
progressing towards a diverse and inclusive workforce, using our legal capabilities to do good in the 
community through pro bono work, supporting communities and charities across the UAE, and 
reducing our environmental impact. 

 

Galadari’s Interna2onal Arbitra2on Prac2ce 
Galadari “are a local law firm with international standards and lawyers, familiar with local UAE laws, 
DIFC laws, and international laws” (The Legal 500 EMEA – UAE 2023). 

With over four decades of experience in the UAE, our team possesses extensive expertise gained from 
their involvement in high-profile, intricate disputes worth millions of dollars across the region. Clients 
rely on our broad-ranging knowledge to guide them on the most suitable strategy for their business 
when faced with a dispute, whether as the claimant or respondent. 

We represent clients in proceedings governed by a variety of international arbitration bodies, 
including ICC, LCIA, SCC, SCIA, DIAC, and GCC CAC. Additionally, we also provide representation in ad-
hoc arbitration cases, and arbitration-related proceedings before the courts of Dubai, the DIFC, Abu 
Dhabi, and the ADGM. 

With one of the largest teams of Emirati advocates in the country, we offer a one-stop shop from the 
initiation to the conclusion of any arbitration, eliminating the need for external counsel. 

Clients and legal directories continuously praise our forward-thinking approach. The team was 
shortlisted for Arbitration Law Firm of the Year by Thomson Reuters Asian Legal Business Middle East 
Law Awards 2023, and Arbitration Team of the Year in Law.com International’s Middle East Legal 
Awards 2023.  
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navigate its legal framework. Abdulla has been recognised by The Legal 500 as a “Leading Individual” 
in the region. 
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an Attorney and Counsellor of Law in the Courts of the State of New York. Sergejs has over 15 years 
of experience in advising and representing multinational companies and high-net-worth individuals in 
a wide range of complex institutional (ICC, LCIA, DIFC-LCIA, LMAA, SCC, SCIA, DIAC, GCC CAC) and ad 
hoc international and domestic arbitration proceedings, and litigation proceedings at DIFC Courts. 
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Editors’ Preface 
Galadari’s Arcficial Intelligence (AI) Commentary on arbitracon rules, laws, and treaces, was 
composed by Abdulla Ziad Galadari, Sergejs Dilevka, and Dimitriy Mednikov. 

The term ‘arcficial intelligence’ (AI) was first suggested by John McCarthy in 1955, defining it as a 
challenge “of making a machine behave in ways that would be called intelligent if a human were so 
behaving”. 

Almost seventy years later, further to mulcple waves advancing AI technologies and notwithstanding 
several so-called ‘AI winters’ (prolonged periods of cme when interest and investment in AI was 
significantly decreasing), AI has finally arrived as an essencal technology for our future development 
and is here to stay. Today, leading AI plahorms are able to maintain logical conversacons their users, 
thus, sacsfying Mr McCarthy’s problem by making a machine behave intelligently. 

The benefits of AI for both individuals and businesses have transiconed from being purely theoreccal 
to pracccable and, to a great extent, quancfiable. For legal praccconers, presently, such quancfiable 
benefits would likely be based on the billable cme saved, for example, on document review and textual 
analysis or produccon of documents based on standard templates. Further, there is a huge potencal 
to use AI to write simple code automacng mundane tasks, such as generacon of exhibit lists, 
(re)numbering of exhibits, bulk-conversion of documents from one file format into another, updacng 
cross-references or footnotes in a document — one can think of plenty of use cases and what is needed 
is a bit of knowledge on how to make basic changes to that code and run it. However, as of the date of 
this publicacon, it seems that the general consensus among legal praccconers is that AI systems 
cannot be reliably used for legal research and all of the results of such  research would scll have to be 
reviewed with great care by human lawyers. 

Galadari’s AI Commentary on arbitracon rules, laws, and treaces, is an experiment focussed on using 
AI to ascertain the current quality of AI analysis, and to determine whether AI is able to digest large 
quancces of complex informacon and produce an accurate and logical analysis of the relevant text in 
respect of various arbitracon rules. 

In the development of this AI Commentary, we used ChatGPT (GPT-3.5), an AI-powered language 
model developed by OpenAI. This AI model is capable of generacng human-like text based on context 
and past conversacons. The method used, for consistency, and not due to lack of imaginacon, 
implemented the use of the following prompt template to generate commentary on each provision of 
the relevant text: ‘analyse arccle/seccon X of arbitracon law/rules/treaty’. 

Overall, the general outcome of our experiment indicates that, in the majority of situacons, ChatGPT 
was able to successfully dissect provisions, spot important nuances, and generate meaningful 
commentary on the relevant provisions. Specifically, once ChatGPT was presented with a provision for 
analysis, it would typically amempt to break down the text into separate aspects into a list or bullet 
point format, tackling each and summarising the provision at the end of its analysis. This approach is 
consistently observed by ChatGPT across all the AI Commentary publicacons. We found this method 
to be suitable and informacve, allowing readers to process the analysis in a systemacc manner and 
benefit from ChatGPT’s separacon of the provision into smaller bits that the reader may be specifically 
interested in. It was noted that ChatGPT does not overlook or miss certain aspects of a provision, which 
is a potencal human risk factor. ChatGPT addressed every aspect of provisions without fail, for 
example: 
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Ar$cle 21.3 of the UAE Federal Law No. 6 of 2018 on Arbitra$on (“UAE Arbitra$on Law”): 
“The Arbitral Tribunal may, at the request of any party or on its own moHon, amend, suspend, 
or cancel an interim measure it has ordered, in excepHonal circumstances, by prior noHce to be 
given to the ParHes.” 

ChatGPT: “ArHcle 21.3 of the UAE ArbitraHon Law grants the Arbitral Tribunal the authority to 
modify, suspend, or revoke interim measures it has previously ordered during the arbitraHon 
process. These changes can be made under specific condiHons referred to as “excepHonal 
circumstances”. Let us analyse this arHcle: 

1. ModificaHon: The Tribunal can amend or alter the scope or condiHons of an interim measure 
based on the evolving circumstances of the case. 

2. Suspension: The Tribunal can suspend the enforcement of an interim measure temporarily if 
the circumstances warrant it. 

3. CancellaHon: The Tribunal can completely cancel or revoke an interim measure previously 
ordered if it deems it no longer necessary or appropriate. 

4. ExcepHonal Circumstances: The Tribunal’s power to amend, suspend, or cancel interim 
measures is limited to excepHonal circumstances, implying that such measures are not subject 
to rouHne or arbitrary alteraHons. 

5. Prior NoHce: The arHcle requires the Tribunal to provide advance noHce to the parHes before 
making any changes to the interim measures. This ensures transparency and allows parHes to 
present their posiHons on the proposed amendments.” 

The commentary produced using ChatGPT did display some shortcomings. For example, there were 
instances when ChatGPT would ‘hallucinate’, making something up, which is a well-known limitacon 
not only for OpenAI and ChatGPT users but also for other AI systems, for example: 

Extract from ChatGPT’s commentary on Ar$cle 2.4 of DIAC Arbitra$on Rules 2022 containing 
a reference to Ar$cle 32: “This excepHon indicates that certain specific provisions, such as 
ArHcle 32, may have limited applicaHon to agreements to arbitrate made before the effecHve 
date of the Rules. It provides flexibility for parHes to agree on different rules or procedures 
regarding the seZlement or terminaHon of proceedings, even if the general principle of the 
Rules taking precedence over the parHes’ agreement sHll applies.” 

Human lawyer: ArHcle 32 of DIAC ArbitraHon Rules 2022 does not concern ‘seZlement or 
terminaHon of proceedings’ but sets out provisions pertaining to expedited proceedings. 

Occasionally, ChatGPT would not appreciate the important discnccon between ‘may’ or ‘should’ and 
the commanding ‘shall’, which can be crucial, for example: 

Ar$cle 4.1(c) of DIAC Arbitra$on Rules 2022: “Any party wishing to commence an arbitraHon 
under the Rules shall submit to the Centre a Request which shall include: […] (c) a copy of any 
relevant agreement between the parHes, which contains the agreement to arbitrate, in respect 
of which the claim arises; […].” 

ChatGPT: “ArHcle 4.1 of the DIAC ArbitraHon Rules outlines the requirements for submi^ng a 
Request to commence an arbitraHon under the Rules. Let us analyse each component of this 
arHcle: […] Copy of relevant agreement: The Request should include a copy of any relevant 
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agreement between the parHes that contains the agreement to arbitrate, which is the basis 
for the claim being made.” 

Parentheccally, ChatGPT somecmes would simply paraphrase a provision several cmes within a single 
answer or alter the format of the responses with a series of prompts within the same commentary. To 
be fair, most of these provisions were quite nominal and did not contain much substance for analysis, 
for example: 

Defini$on of ‘Par$es’ Ar$cle 1.1 of UAE Arbitra$on Law: “ParHes: The Claimant and the 
Respondent, whatever their number.” 

ChatGPT: “ParHes: Refers to the Claimant and the Respondent involved in the arbitraHon. The 
parHes could be individuals, companies, or any legal enHHes engaged in a dispute.” 

It was expected that there would be such limitacons, but it was pleasantly surprising that their 
frequency was much lower than anccipated. 

Being cognisant of all the exiscng issues and scepccism within the legal community, we consider that 
this experimental AI Commentary could be of assistance to praccconers in at least two ways. First, it 
allows the reader an opportunity to perform a sense check on their understanding of a provision or its 
aspect against ChatGPT’s analysis. Second, the cme required to produce 24 publicacons comprising 
the AI Commentary was significantly less than the typical duracon needed to produce a single 
comprehensive commentary text on any of the relevant arbitracon laws, rules, or treaces. Thus, 
should it become necessary, a similar AI commentary could be produced on any arbitracon 
law/rules/treaty at a fraccon of cme and cost typically associated with such a task. 

The purpose of publishing the AI Commentary is to provide arbitracon praccconers and academics 
with a general sense of what is presently possible to achieve in the field of arbitracon with the 
assistance of generacve AI sorware, and encourage the arbitracon community to push the boundaries 
of arbitracon as a flexible, efficient, and effeccve dispute resolucon method. 

Notably, all commentary was generated with ChatGPT and was supported by a seleccve review by the 
Editors. Accordingly, the commentary may contain inaccurate and/or incomplete informacon. Readers 
are strongly advised to exercise caucon reading the commentary with some scepccism and to keep a 
pencil in hand to note any inaccuracies. Needless to say, nothing in this text should be considered 
and/or relied upon as legal advice. For detailed informacon, please refer to OpenAI’s Terms & Policies. 

This project would not be complete without front page illustracons, which were also generated by AI. 
DALL E, another OpenAI system capable of creacng images based on prompts, was used for this 
purpose. The chosen concept is based on a watercolour paincng style, primarily portraying athlecc 
rivalries in locacons that correspond to the relevant arbitracon law, rules, or treaty. The hope is that 
the readers will find the illustracons aestheccally appealing. 

Should you have any quescons, comments, or observacons, including any nocced errors, please do 
not hesitate to contact us directly via email at s.dilevka@galadarilaw.com. 

Abdulla Ziad Galadari Sergejs Dilevka Dimitriy Mednikov 

November 2023  
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SWEDISH ARBITRATION ACT 20181 

The Arbitra<on Agreement 

Sec<on 1 

Disputes concerning maNers in respect of which the par<es may reach a seNlement may, by 
agreement, be referred to one or several arbitrators for resolu<on. Such an agreement may relate 
to future disputes pertaining to a legal rela<onship specified in the agreement. The dispute may 
concern the existence of a par<cular fact. 

In addi<on to interpre<ng agreements, the filling of gaps in contracts can also be referred to 
arbitrators. 

Arbitrators may rule on the civil law effects of compe<<on law as between the par<es. 

Seccon 1 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act provides an overview of the scope and authority of arbitrators 
in resolving disputes. Let us analyse its key provisions: 

1. Agreement to Arbitrate: The seccon establishes that parces have the opcon to refer 
disputes to arbitracon by mutual agreement. This means that if the parces have a legal 
dispute and they agree to resolve it through arbitracon, they can do so. This approach 
reflects the principle of party autonomy in arbitracon, allowing parces to determine the 
method of dispute resolucon that suits them best. 

2. Scope of Agreement: The agreement to arbitrate can cover a broad range of mamers. It 
states that the agreement can pertain to any disputes that the parces are capable of 
semling, indicacng that the scope of arbitracon can be quite extensive. The agreement 
can also extend to future disputes arising from a specific legal relaconship that is specified 
in the agreement. This allows parces to proaccvely include potencal future disputes 
within the scope of arbitracon. 

3. Fact Disputes: The provision explicitly mencons that the arbitracon can involve disputes 
over the existence of parccular facts. This acknowledges that arbitrators have the 
authority to determine quescons of fact, including whether a certain event or 
circumstance occurred. This is significant as factual disputes oren form a crucial part of 
legal disputes. 

4. Interpretacon of Agreements: The seccon grants arbitrators the power to interpret 
agreements between the parces. This means that they can decide on the intended 
meaning and implicacons of contractual terms, which is oren a key aspect of contractual 
disputes. 

5. Gap-Filling: In addicon to interprecng agreements, the seccon allows arbitrators to fill 
gaps in contracts. This means that if a contract is silent on a certain issue, arbitrators can 
provide a solucon based on applicable law and the intencon of the parces. 

 
1 Source: h*ps://sccarbitra2onins2tute.se/sites/default/files/2022-11/the-swedish-arbitra2on-
act_1march2019_eng-2.pdf. 
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6. Compeccon Law Effects: Notably, the provision states that arbitrators have the authority 
to rule on the civil law effects of compeccon law as applied between the parces. This 
recognises that compeccon law can have implicacons for contractual relaconships, and 
arbitrators can make determinacons in this regard. 

In summary, Seccon 1 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act underscores the wide scope of authority given to 
arbitrators in resolving disputes. It acknowledges party autonomy, enabling parces to agree on 
arbitracon for a variety of disputes. The provision also highlights arbitrators’ role in interprecng 
agreements, resolving factual disputes, filling contractual gaps, and even addressing the civil law 
effects of compeccon law between parces. This emphasis on the power of arbitrators to handle a 
range of issues reflects the flexibility and effeccveness of arbitracon as an alternacve method of 
dispute resolucon. 

 

Sec<on 2 

The arbitrators may rule on their own jurisdic<on to decide the dispute. 

If the arbitrators have rendered a decision finding that they have jurisdic<on to adjudicate the 
dispute, any party that disagrees with the decision may request the Court of Appeal to review the 
decision. Such a request shall be brought within thirty days from when the party was no<fied of the 
decision. The arbitrators may con<nue the arbitra<on pending the court’s determina<on. 

The provisions of Sec<ons 34 and 36 apply in an ac<on to challenge an arbitra<on award that 
includes a decision on jurisdic<on. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 2 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the procedures and provisions related to the 
jurisdiccon of arbitrators, challenges to their jurisdiccon, and the role of the Court of Appeal in 
reviewing such decisions. Let us analyse its key points: 

1. Arbitrators’ Jurisdiccon: The seccon starts by acknowledging that arbitrators have the 
authority to rule on their own jurisdiccon to decide a dispute. This principle, known as 
“kompetenz-kompetenz”, grants arbitrators the inical power to determine whether they 
have the right to hear and decide a parccular case. This underscores the autonomy of 
arbitracon proceedings and avoids unnecessary interference from courts. 

2. Review of Arbitrators’ Jurisdicconal Decision: If arbitrators make a decision on their 
jurisdiccon and a party disagrees with that decision, that party has the opcon to request 
the Court of Appeal to review the decision. The request for review must be submimed 
within thirty days from the date the party was nocfied of the arbitrators’ jurisdicconal 
decision. 

3. Concnuacon of Arbitracon: While the review process is ongoing, the seccon allows the 
arbitrators to concnue with the arbitracon proceedings. This recognises the importance 
of expedicng arbitracon and maintaining the efficiency of the process while any 
challenges to jurisdiccon are being addressed. 

4. Applicacon of Other Provisions: The seccon states that the provisions of Seccons 34 and 
36 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act apply in an accon to challenge an arbitracon award that 
includes a decision on jurisdiccon. Seccons 34 and 36 deal with accons to set aside or 
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challenge an arbitracon award. This means that the same standards and procedures that 
apply to challenging an award also apply when an award contains a jurisdicconal decision 
that is being disputed. 

In summary, Seccon 2 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes a clear framework for handling 
challenges to the jurisdiccon of arbitrators. It reaffirms the principle of kompetenz-kompetenz, 
allowing arbitrators to rule on their own jurisdiccon. It also provides a mechanism for parces to seek 
review of jurisdicconal decisions by the Court of Appeal within a specified cme frame. The provision 
ensures that arbitracon can proceed efficiently even when jurisdicconal issues are being contested, 
while also maintaining the applicacon of established procedures for challenging arbitracon awards. 

 

Sec<on 3 

If the validity of an arbitra<on agreement which cons<tutes part of another agreement must be 
determined in conjunc<on with a determina<on of the jurisdic<on of the arbitrators, the arbitra<on 
agreement shall be deemed to cons<tute a separate agreement. 

Seccon 3 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses a specific scenario where the validity of an 
arbitracon agreement is intertwined with the determinacon of arbitrators’ jurisdiccon. It introduces 
a principle that treats the arbitracon agreement as a separate encty in such situacons. Here is an 
analysis of the seccon: 

1. Separate Treatment of Arbitracon Agreement: The seccon establishes that if the validity 
of an arbitracon agreement is closely linked to the quescon of arbitrators’ jurisdiccon 
and if it forms part of a larger agreement, the arbitracon agreement itself is considered 
discnct and separate from the larger agreement. In other words, the validity of the 
arbitracon agreement is not concngent on the validity of the larger agreement within 
which it is contained. 

2. Avoidance of Jurisdicconal Complicacons: This provision addresses a potencal legal 
complicacon that could arise when determining arbitrators’ jurisdiccon and the validity 
of the arbitracon agreement within a larger contract. By treacng the arbitracon 
agreement as a separate encty, it simplifies the process and avoids conflacng the issues 
related to jurisdiccon and the validity of the arbitracon agreement. 

3. Clarity and Autonomy of Arbitracon Agreements: Treacng the arbitracon agreement as a 
standalone encty ensures clarity and autonomy for the arbitracon process. It reinforces 
the principle that the arbitracon agreement’s validity should be assessed independently, 
without being entangled with disputes related to the larger contract or the merits of the 
case itself. 

4. Facilitacon of Arbitracon Proceedings: By isolacng the arbitracon agreement from the 
broader contract, this seccon promotes the efficiency of arbitracon proceedings. It allows 
for a more streamlined approach to resolving disputes concerning jurisdiccon and the 
validity of the arbitracon agreement. 

In summary, Seccon 3 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses a common situacon where the validity 
of an arbitracon agreement is connected to quescons of arbitrators’ jurisdiccon and jurisdicconal 
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challenges. By treacng the arbitracon agreement as a separate encty in such cases, this seccon 
contributes to the clarity, autonomy, and efficiency of the arbitracon process. 

 

Sec<on 4 

A court may not, over an objec<on of a party, rule on an issue which, pursuant to an arbitra<on 
agreement, shall be decided by arbitrators. 

A party must invoke an arbitra<on agreement on the first occasion the party pleads its case on the 
merits in court. Invoking an arbitra<on agreement on a later occasion shall have no effect unless the 
party had a legal excuse and invoked the arbitra<on agreement as soon as the excuse ceased to 
exist. The invoca<on of an arbitra<on agreement shall be considered notwithstanding that the party 
who invoked the agreement has allowed an 

issue which is covered by the arbitra<on agreement to be determined by the Swedish Enforcement 
Authority in a case concerning expedited collec<on procedures. 

During the pendency of a dispute before arbitrators or prior thereto, a court may, irrespec<ve of the 
arbitra<on agreement, issue such decisions in respect of security measures as the court has 
jurisdic<on to issue. SFS (2006:730). 

Seccon 4 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the interaccon between court proceedings and 
arbitracon agreements, emphasising the role and cming of invoking arbitracon agreements in court. 
Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Exclusivity of Arbitracon Agreement: The seccon establishes that a court is not allowed 
to decide on an issue that is subject to an arbitracon agreement. This principle 
underscores the parces’ intencon to resolve certain disputes through arbitracon and 
prevents the court from encroaching upon mamers that parces have agreed to arbitrate. 

2. Timely Invocacon of Arbitracon Agreement: The seccon introduces the requirement that 
a party must invoke the arbitracon agreement at the first instance when it presents its 
case on the merits in court. This rule ensures that parces cannot strategically choose 
when to invoke arbitracon based on the stage of the proceedings. It promotes consistency 
in adhering to arbitracon commitments. 

3. Effect of Late Invocacon: If a party invokes the arbitracon agreement at a later stage, the 
seccon clarifies that such invocacon will have no effect unless the party had a legal excuse 
for the delay and invoked the agreement promptly arer the excuse ceased to exist. This 
encourages parces to raise the arbitracon agreement promptly when they become aware 
of the need to do so. 

4. Expedited Colleccon Procedures Excepcon: The seccon acknowledges a scenario where 
an issue covered by the arbitracon agreement is determined by the Swedish Enforcement 
Authority in expedited colleccon procedures. The invocacon of the arbitracon agreement 
is scll considered valid, emphasising that the arbitracon agreement’s scope should not be 
diminished by parallel enforcement proceedings. 
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5. Court’s Jurisdiccon for Security Measures: While parces have agreed to arbitracon, the 
seccon permits a court to issue decisions related to security measures during the 
pendency of a dispute before arbitrators or before the arbitracon proceedings 
commence. This provision allows for temporary measures to be taken by the court, even 
when the main dispute is subject to arbitracon. 

In summary, Seccon 4 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act reinforces the principle of respeccng arbitracon 
agreements and their exclusivity. It outlines the cming and condicons for invoking arbitracon 
agreements in court proceedings, ensures that parces adhere to their commitments, and allows courts 
to issue temporary security measures even in cases covered by arbitracon agreements. 

 

Sec<on 4 a 

A court may not, over the objec<ons of a party, try the issue of the arbitrators’ jurisdic<on in a 
certain arbitra<on in a way other than as provided for in Sec<on 2, if the request is brought acer 
the commencement of the arbitra<on. 

The first paragraph shall not apply to a dispute between a consumer and a business en<ty, if the 
consumer maintains that an arbitra<on agreement is invoked against him or her contrary to Sec<on 
6. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 4 a of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the issue of the jurisdiccon of arbitrators and the 
role of courts in determining such jurisdiccon in specific circumstances. Here is an analysis of this 
seccon: 

1. Limits on Court’s Role: The seccon establishes a limitacon on the role of a court in trying 
the issue of arbitrators’ jurisdiccon in arbitracon proceedings. It specifies that a court 
cannot adjudicate on the arbitrators’ jurisdiccon in a manner different from what is 
outlined in Seccon 2 of the Act. This reinforces the principle that issues of arbitrators’ 
jurisdiccon are primarily within the competence of the arbitral tribunal, aligning with the 
nocon of party autonomy in arbitracon. 

2. Timing of the Request: The seccon scpulates that this limitacon on the court’s role in 
determining jurisdiccon applies when the request is made arer the commencement of 
the arbitracon proceedings. This means that once the arbitracon proceedings have 
started, courts should generally defer to the arbitral tribunal’s authority to decide on its 
own jurisdiccon. 

3. Excepcon for Consumer-Business Disputes: The seccon provides an excepcon to the 
general rule for disputes between a consumer and a business encty. In such cases, if the 
consumer contends that an arbitracon agreement has been invoked against them in a 
manner that violates Seccon 6 of the Act, the court’s role in trying the issue of jurisdiccon 
is not restricted. This excepcon recognises the need to protect consumers and ensure 
that they are not unfairly compelled into arbitracon agreements. 

In summary, Seccon 4 a of the Swedish Arbitracon Act reaffirms the authority of arbitral tribunals to 
decide on their own jurisdiccon during arbitracon proceedings, subject to the principles laid out in 
Seccon 2. It introduces an excepcon for disputes between consumers and business encces to address 
potencal imbalances of power in arbitracon agreements. 
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Sec<on 5 

A party shall forfeit its right to invoke the arbitra<on agreement as a bar to court proceedings if the 
party: 

1. has opposed a request for arbitra<on; 

2. fails to appoint an arbitrator in due <me; or 

3. fails, within due <me, to provide its share of the requested security for compensa<on 
to the arbitrators. 

Seccon 5 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines circumstances under which a party may forfeit its 
right to invoke an arbitracon agreement as a bar to court proceedings. Here is an analysis of this 
seccon: 

1. Opposicon to Arbitracon Request: According to the first point, if a party opposes a 
request for arbitracon, it may forfeit its right to later rely on the arbitracon agreement to 
prevent court proceedings. This provision encourages parces to respect the choice of 
arbitracon and avoid undermining the arbitracon process by inically contescng its 
validity. 

2. Failure to Appoint an Arbitrator: The second point states that if a party fails to appoint an 
arbitrator within the designated cmeframe, it may lose the privilege to invoke the 
arbitracon agreement in court. This provision emphasises the importance of cmely 
parccipacon and cooperacon by all parces in the arbitracon process. 

3. Failure to Provide Security for Compensacon: The third point scpulates that if a party fails 
to provide its share of requested security for compensacng the arbitrators within the 
specified cmeframe, it may forfeit the right to rely on the arbitracon agreement in 
subsequent court proceedings. This requirement promotes financial accountability and 
the proper funcconing of the arbitracon proceedings. 

In summary, Seccon 5 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes condicons under which a party can 
forfeit its right to invoke the arbitracon agreement as a defence in court proceedings. These provisions 
aim to maintain the integrity of the arbitracon process and ensure that parces fulfil their 
responsibilices in a cmely and cooperacve manner. 

 

Sec<on 6 

If a dispute between a business en<ty and a consumer concerns goods, services, or any other 
products supplied principally for private use, an arbitra<on agreement may not be invoked where 
such was entered into prior to the dispute. However, such agreements shall apply with respect to 
rental or lease rela<onships where, through the agreement, a regional rent tribunal or a regional 
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tenancies tribunal is appointed as an arbitral tribunal and the provisions of Chapter 8, Sec<on 28 or 
Chapter 12, Sec<on 66 of the Land Code do not prescribe otherwise. 

The first paragraph shall not apply where the dispute concerns an agreement between an insurer 
and a policy-holder concerning insurance based on a collec<ve agreement or group agreement and 
handled by representa<ves of the group. Nor shall the first paragraph apply where Sweden’s 
interna<onal obliga<ons provide to the contrary. 

Seccon 6 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the applicability and limitacons of arbitracon 
agreements in disputes involving consumers and business encces. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Consumer Disputes: The seccon begins by stacng that if a dispute arises between a 
business encty and a consumer over goods, services, or other products primarily intended 
for personal use, an arbitracon agreement entered into before the dispute cannot be 
invoked. This provision is designed to protect consumers’ rights and interests by ensuring 
that they have access to public courts rather than being forced into arbitracon. 

2. Excepcon for Rental or Lease Relaconships: The seccon makes an excepcon for rental or 
lease relaconships. In cases where a regional rent tribunal or regional tenancies tribunal 
is designated as the arbitral tribunal through an arbitracon agreement, the agreement 
remains valid. This excepcon recognises the specialised nature of rental or lease disputes 
and the established procedures of these tribunals. 

3. Insurance Agreements and Internaconal Obligacons: The provision further exempts 
disputes related to insurance agreements between an insurer and a policy-holder handled 
by representacves of a group. It also notes that Sweden’s internaconal obligacons may 
supersede the restriccons imposed by the first paragraph of this seccon. 

In summary, Seccon 6 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes limitacons on the enforceability of 
arbitracon agreements in disputes between consumers and business encces, parccularly for disputes 
involving goods, services, or products meant for personal use. The seccon balances consumer 
proteccon with specific excepcons, such as for rental or lease relaconships involving specialised 
tribunals, insurance agreements under certain condicons, and internaconal obligacons. 
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The Arbitrators 

Sec<on 7 

Any person who possesses full legal capacity in regard to his or her ac<ons and property may act as 
an arbitrator. 

Seccon 7 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act pertains to the qualificacons of individuals who can serve as 
arbitrators in arbitracon proceedings. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Scope of the Seccon: Seccon 7 states that any individual who has full legal capacity 
concerning their accons and property can act as an arbitrator. In other words, the seccon 
establishes the basic eligibility criteria for serving as an arbitrator. 

2. Full Legal Capacity: The seccon implies that arbitrators must have the capacity to legally 
undertake accons and manage their property. This implies that arbitrators should possess 
the mental and legal capacity necessary to fulfil their duces imparcally and competently. 

3. Imparcality and Independence: Although the seccon does not explicitly mencon it, the 
assumpcon is that arbitrators should also meet the requirements of imparcality and 
independence. These are fundamental principles of arbitracon to ensure a fair and 
unbiased resolucon of disputes. 

4. Flexibility in Seleccon: By allowing individuals with full legal capacity to serve as 
arbitrators, the seccon maintains flexibility in the seleccon process. Parces can choose 
arbitrators from a diverse pool, including legal professionals, industry experts, and others 
who fulfil the eligibility criteria. 

5. Incorporacng Parces’ Autonomy: The seccon reflects the principle of party autonomy, 
which is a key feature of arbitracon. Parces have the freedom to select arbitrators who 
they believe possess the necessary skills, knowledge, and expercse to resolve their 
specific dispute. 

In conclusion, Seccon 7 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the basic qualificacon for individuals 
to serve as arbitrators. It emphasises that any person with full legal capacity in terms of accons and 
property can act as an arbitrator, aligning with the principle of party autonomy and allowing flexibility 
in the seleccon process. 
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Sec<on 8 

An arbitrator shall be impar<al and independent. 

If a party so requests, an arbitrator shall be released from appointment if there exists any 
circumstance that may diminish confidence in the arbitrator’s impar<ality or independence. Such a 
circumstance shall always be deemed to exist: 

1. if the arbitrator or a person closely associated with the arbitrator is a party, or otherwise 
may expect noteworthy benefit or detriment as a result of the outcome of the dispute; 

2. if the arbitrator or a person closely associated with the arbitrator is the director of a 
company or any other associa<on which is a party, or otherwise represents a party or 
any other person who may expect noteworthy benefit or detriment as a result of the 
outcome of the dispute; 

3. if the arbitrator, in the capacity of expert or otherwise, has taken a posi<on in the 
dispute, or has assisted a party in the prepara<on or conduct of its case in the dispute; 
or 

4. if the arbitrator has received or demanded compensa<on in viola<on of Sec<on 39, 
second paragraph. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 8 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act deals with the circumstances under which an arbitrator may 
be released from their appointment due to concerns about their imparcality or independence. Here 
is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Grounds for Release: This seccon establishes that if a party requests, an arbitrator must 
be released from their appointment if there are circumstances that could diminish 
confidence in their imparcality or independence. This emphasises the importance of 
maintaining the integrity of the arbitracon process and ensuring that arbitrators remain 
unbiased. 

2. Presumpcve Circumstances: The seccon then lists specific circumstances that are 
automaccally deemed to exist if any of them apply. These circumstances are such that 
they inherently create a conflict of interest or raise concerns about the arbitrator’s ability 
to remain imparcal. They include situacons where the arbitrator or someone closely 
associated with them has a significant interest in the outcome of the dispute. 

3. Financial Interest: This includes cases where the arbitrator or their close associate is a 
party to the arbitracon or stands to gain or lose significantly based on the outcome of the 
dispute. This could compromise the arbitrator’s neutrality. 

4. Directorship or Representacon: The seccon also covers situacons where the arbitrator or 
a closely associated person is a director of a company or encty involved in the dispute or 
represents a party with a substancal stake in the case’s outcome. This prevents conflicts 
of interest arising from direct involvement. 

5. Previous Involvement: The provision addresses cases where the arbitrator has previously 
taken a posicon on the dispute, served as an expert, or assisted a party in preparing their 
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case. Such previous involvement could raise quescons about their ability to remain 
neutral. 

6. Violacon of Compensacon Rules: If the arbitrator has received or demanded 
compensacon in violacon of the rules specified in Seccon 39, second paragraph, they are 
considered to be in a posicon that could compromise their imparcality. 

7. Balancing Neutrality and Expercse: This seccon aims to balance the need for imparcality 
with the recognicon of expercse. While arbitrators are oren selected for their expercse 
in a parccular field, these rules ensure that their involvement does not compromise the 
neutrality and fairness of the arbitracon process. 

8. Party Autonomy and Trust: By providing parces with the right to request the release of an 
arbitrator in these situacons, this seccon supports the principle of party autonomy. It also 
enhances trust in the arbitracon process by providing clear guidelines on when an 
arbitrator should be released due to potencal conflicts of interest. 

In summary, Seccon 8 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the circumstances under which an 
arbitrator must be released from their appointment to ensure imparcality and independence. It 
establishes specific situacons that are automaccally considered to diminish confidence in an 
arbitrator’s neutrality, thereby safeguarding the integrity of the arbitracon process. 

 

Sec<on 9 

A person who is asked to accept an appointment as arbitrator shall immediately disclose all 
circumstances which, pursuant to Sec<ons 7 or 8, might be considered to prevent the person from 
serving as arbitrator. An arbitrator shall inform the par<es and the other arbitrators of such 
circumstances as soon as all arbitrators have been appointed and thereacer in the course of the 
arbitral proceedings as soon as the arbitrator has learned of any new circumstance. 

Seccon 9 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act pertains to the duty of a person who is approached for an 
appointment as an arbitrator to disclose any circumstances that could potencally hinder their ability 
to serve as an imparcal and independent arbitrator. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Duty of Disclosure: The seccon establishes a clear and robust duty for any individual who 
is asked to accept an appointment as an arbitrator to promptly disclose any circumstances 
that might affect their ability to serve imparcally and independently. This disclosure 
requirement underscores the importance of transparency in the arbitracon process and 
ensures that the parces involved are informed about any potencal conflicts of interest. 

2. Scope of Disclosure: The seccon refers to circumstances outlined in Seccons 7 and 8 of 
the Act. Seccon 7 deals with the qualificacons of individuals who can serve as arbitrators, 
while Seccon 8 addresses situacons where an arbitrator’s imparcality or independence 
could be compromised. The duty to disclose applies to any circumstance that could fall 
within the purview of these seccons. 

3. Timing of Disclosure: The duty to disclose is immediate and ongoing. Upon being asked 
to serve as an arbitrator, the individual must promptly disclose any relevant circumstances 
that might hinder their ability to serve imparcally. This disclosure should be made as soon 
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as the individual becomes aware of such circumstances. Addiconally, once all arbitrators 
have been appointed, the arbitrator must inform the parces and other arbitrators of any 
new circumstances that arise during the course of the arbitral proceedings. 

4. Transparency and Integrity: This seccon underscores the principle of transparency in 
arbitracon and aims to uphold the integrity of the arbitracon process. By requiring 
individuals to disclose potencal conflicts of interest, it helps maintain the trust of the 
parces involved and prevents situacons where arbitrators may be perceived as biased or 
compromised. 

5. Maintaining Neutrality: The duty to disclose contributes to the seleccon of arbitrators 
who can approach the dispute with imparcality and independence. Parces have the right 
to know if any circumstances might impact an arbitrator’s ability to render a fair decision. 

6. Enhancing Fairness: By enforcing the duty of disclosure, Seccon 9 contributes to a fair and 
just arbitracon process. Parces are enctled to make informed decisions regarding the 
composicon of the arbitral tribunal and to raise concerns if they believe that an 
arbitrator’s potencal bias could affect the outcome of the dispute. 

In summary, Seccon 9 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act emphasises the duty of individuals being 
approached for appointment as arbitrators to disclose any circumstances that might impede their 
imparcality or independence. This requirement ensures transparency, maintains the integrity of the 
arbitracon process, and contributes to the seleccon of arbitrators who can adjudicate disputes fairly 
and without bias. 

 

Sec<on 10 

A challenge of an arbitrator on account of a circumstance set forth in Sec<on 8 shall be presented 
within ficeen days from the date on which the party became aware both of the appointment of the 
arbitrator and of the existence of the circumstance. The challenge shall be adjudicated by the 
arbitrators, unless the par<es have decided that it shall be determined by another party. 

If the challenge is successful, the decision shall not be subject to appeal. 

A party who is dissa<sfied with a decision denying a challenge or dismissing a challenge as un<mely 
may file an applica<on with the District Court that the arbitrator be released from appointment. The 
applica<on must be submiNed within thirty days from the date on which the party was no<fied of 
the decision. The arbitrators may con<nue the arbitral proceedings pending the determina<on of 
the District Court. 

Seccon 10 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act deals with the procedure for challenging an arbitrator’s 
appointment based on circumstances outlined in Seccon 8. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Time Limit for Challenge: According to this seccon, a challenge of an arbitrator on the 
grounds of circumstances menconed in Seccon 8 must be submimed within fireen days 
from the date on which the challenging party becomes aware of both the appointment of 
the arbitrator and the existence of the circumstance. This cme limit ensures that 
challenges are made promptly arer the relevant facts are known to the challenging party. 
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2. Adjudicacon of Challenge: The seccon specifies that challenges to an arbitrator’s 
appointment are to be adjudicated by the arbitrators themselves, unless the parces have 
agreed that another encty will determine the challenge. This gives the parces the 
flexibility to agree on an alternacve mechanism for determining challenges, which could 
contribute to procedural efficiency. 

3. Successful Challenge: If a challenge is successful and the arbitrator’s appointment is 
revoked due to the circumstance idencfied in Seccon 8, the seccon states that the 
decision to remove the arbitrator is not subject to appeal. This provision reinforces the 
finality of such decisions and ensures that parces do not engage in prolonged legal 
proceedings over arbitrator challenges. 

4. Appeal of Unsuccessful Challenge Decision: If a challenge is denied or dismissed as 
uncmely by the arbitrators, the dissacsfied party has the opcon to file an applicacon with 
the District Court to have the arbitrator’s appointment released. The applicacon must be 
submimed within thirty days of being nocfied of the decision. This gives parces an avenue 
to seek judicial review if they believe that the arbitrator should have been challenged 
successfully based on the circumstances outlined in Seccon 8. 

5. Concnuacon of Arbitral Proceedings: The seccon also mencons that the arbitral 
proceedings may concnue while a challenge is being adjudicated by the arbitrators or the 
District Court. This provision recognises the importance of concnuity in arbitracon 
proceedings and avoids unnecessary delays. 

In summary, Seccon 10 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes the process for challenging an 
arbitrator’s appointment based on circumstances listed in Seccon 8. The seccon sets cme limits for 
making challenges, specifies the adjudicacon process, addresses the outcome of successful challenges, 
provides for appeals of unsuccessful challenge decisions, and acknowledges the concnuacon of 
arbitral proceedings during the challenge process. This framework ensures a balanced approach to 
addressing challenges to arbitrator appointments and contributes to the integrity and efficiency of the 
arbitracon process. 

 

Sec<on 11 

The par<es may agree that a challenge as referred to in Sec<on 10, first paragraph, shall be 
conclusively determined by an arbitra<on ins<tu<on. 

Seccon 11 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the opcon for parces to delegate the 
determinacon of challenges to an arbitracon insctucon. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Delegacon of Challenge Determinacon: This seccon allows parces to agree that 
challenges to arbitrator appointments, as outlined in Seccon 10, can be conclusively 
determined by an arbitracon insctucon. In essence, this means that the arbitracon 
insctucon will have the authority to decide whether a challenge is valid or not, rather 
than the challenge being adjudicated by the arbitrators themselves or by a court. 

2. Flexibility and Efficiency: Allowing challenges to be determined by an arbitracon 
insctucon adds an extra layer of flexibility to the arbitracon process. It can be parccularly 
useful in cases where the parces want to streamline the challenge process and avoid 
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delays that might arise from a separate challenge proceeding before the arbitrators or a 
court. By entruscng the arbitracon insctucon with this task, parces may expedite the 
resolucon of challenges and maintain the flow of the arbitracon proceedings. 

3. Imparcality and Expercse: Many arbitracon insctucons are known for their imparcality 
and expercse in handling arbitracon-related mamers. By delegacng challenge 
determinacons to such insctucons, parces can benefit from their experience in dealing 
with issues related to arbitrator appointments and potencal conflicts of interest. 

4. Party Autonomy: Seccon 11 reflects the principle of party autonomy in arbitracon. It 
allows parces to tailor their arbitracon proceedings according to their preferences and 
needs. Parces are free to agree on procedures that best suit their circumstances, and the 
opcon to delegate challenge determinacons to an arbitracon insctucon aligns with this 
principle. 

5. Consistency and Transparency: When challenge determinacons are entrusted to a well-
established arbitracon insctucon, it can contribute to consistency and transparency in 
the way challenges are handled. The insctucon’s procedures and rules for determining 
challenges would likely be standardised and publicly available, providing parces with clear 
expectacons regarding the process. 

In summary, Seccon 11 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act offers parces the flexibility to delegate the 
determinacon of arbitrator challenges to an arbitracon insctucon. This can enhance efficiency, 
expercse, and imparcality in the challenge resolucon process while respeccng the principle of party 
autonomy. 

 

Sec<on 12 

The par<es may determine the number of arbitrators and the manner in which they shall be 
appointed. 

Seccon 12 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the parces’ authority to decide on the number of 
arbitrators and the method of their appointment in an arbitracon proceeding. Here is an analysis of 
this seccon: 

1. Party Autonomy: This seccon emphasises the principle of party autonomy in arbitracon. 
It grants parces the authority to make important decisions regarding the composicon of 
the arbitral tribunal. Party autonomy is a fundamental concept in arbitracon, allowing 
parces to shape the arbitracon proceedings according to their preferences and needs. 

2. Number of Arbitrators: One key aspect that parces can decide under this seccon is the 
number of arbitrators that will make up the arbitral tribunal. Parces can choose to have 
a sole arbitrator for smaller or less complex disputes, or they can opt for a panel of 
mulcple arbitrators for larger and more complex disputes. This decision can impact the 
speed, cost, and complexity of the arbitracon proceedings. 

3. Appointment Procedure: Another aspect that parces can determine is the method by 
which arbitrators will be appointed. They can specify whether each party will appoint one 
arbitrator, and those arbitrators will then select a presiding arbitrator, or they can choose 
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a different procedure that suits their preferences. The chosen procedure can influence 
the balance and imparcality of the arbitral tribunal. 

4. Flexibility: The seccon provides parces with flexibility to tailor the arbitracon proceedings 
to their specific circumstances. This flexibility can be parccularly beneficial when parces 
are from different legal systems or industries with unique praccces, ensuring that the 
arbitracon process is well-suited to their needs. 

5. Efficiency and Speed: The ability to determine the number of arbitrators and the 
appointment procedure allows parces to create a process that aligns with their desired 
level of efficiency and speed. For instance, a sole arbitrator and a simplified appointment 
procedure might lead to faster proceedings, while a mulc-arbitrator panel and a more 
comprehensive appointment process could lead to a more thorough and deliberacve 
approach. 

6. Potencal Challenges: While party autonomy is valuable, parces should also consider the 
potencal challenges that can arise from differing views on the number of arbitrators or 
the appointment procedure. Differences in approach can potencally lead to disputes that 
need to be resolved before the arbitracon process can proceed. 

In summary, Seccon 12 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act underscores the significance of party autonomy 
by allowing parces to decide on the number of arbitrators and the manner of their appointment. This 
provision empowers parces to tailor their arbitracon proceedings to their preferences and specific 
circumstances, promocng flexibility and efficiency in the arbitracon process. 

 

Sec<ons 13–16 shall apply unless the par<es have agreed otherwise. 

If the par<es have so agreed, and any of the par<es so requests, the District Court shall appoint 
arbitrators also in situa<ons other than those stated in Sec<ons 14–17. 

Sec<on 13 

There shall be three arbitrators. Each party appoints one arbitrator, and the arbitrators so appointed 
appoint the third. 

Seccon 13 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines a specific arrangement for the composicon of the 
arbitral tribunal in cases where three arbitrators are to be appointed. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Mandatory Three-Arbitrator Panel: This seccon mandates the use of a three-member 
arbitral tribunal for cases where arbitracon involves a larger number of arbitrators. It sets 
the framework for the appointment of these three arbitrators. 

2. Equal Representacon: The seccon ensures that each party involved in the arbitracon 
process has the opportunity to appoint an arbitrator. This approach seeks to provide a 
sense of fairness and balance in the composicon of the arbitral tribunal. 

3. Neutrality and Imparcality: By requiring each party to appoint an arbitrator, this seccon 
allows parces to have a direct say in the seleccon of one-third of the tribunal members. 
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This is intended to enhance the percepcon of neutrality and imparcality in the arbitral 
process. 

4. Appointment of the Third Arbitrator: The seccon also outlines a mechanism for 
appoincng the third arbitrator. It scpulates that the arbitrators selected by each party will 
jointly appoint the third arbitrator. This mechanism aims to ensure that the third 
arbitrator is agreed upon by both parces, thereby contribucng to the balanced and 
imparcal funcconing of the arbitral tribunal. 

5. Collaboracve Approach: The provision encourages collaboracon between the appointed 
arbitrators in seleccng the third arbitrator. This collaboracve approach can promote a 
smoother arbitracon process, as all three arbitrators are involved in the appointment of 
their colleagues. 

6. Efficiency and Expercse: By having three arbitrators, the tribunal benefits from the 
colleccve expercse of the panel members. This can lead to well-rounded decisions and a 
more thorough examinacon of complex legal and factual issues. 

7. Balancing Party Autonomy and Joint Decision-Making: While parces have autonomy in 
seleccng their respeccve arbitrators, the requirement for joint appointment of the third 
arbitrator ensures that both parces must agree on this pivotal member of the tribunal. 
This balances party autonomy with the need for consensus in forming the arbitral 
tribunal. 

In summary, Seccon 13 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act sets out a structured approach for the 
appointment of a three-member arbitral tribunal. By requiring each party to appoint an arbitrator and 
facilitacng the joint appointment of the third arbitrator, the seccon promotes fairness, neutrality, and 
collaboracon in the formacon of the tribunal. 

 

Sec<on 14 

If each party is required to appoint an arbitrator and one party has no<fied the opposing party of its 
choice of arbitrator in a request for arbitra<on pursuant to Sec<on 19, the opposing party must, 
within thirty days of receipt of the no<ce, no<fy the first party in wri<ng of its choice of arbitrator. 
A party who has no<fied the opposing party of its choice of arbitrator in this manner may not revoke 
the choice without the consent of the opposing party. 

If the opposing party fails to appoint an arbitrator within the specified <me, the District Court shall 
appoint an arbitrator upon the request of the first party. 

If arbitra<on has been requested against several par<es and these par<es are unable to jointly 
appoint an arbitrator, the District Court shall, upon the request of a respondent party within the 
<me specified in the first paragraph, appoint arbitrators on behalf of all par<es, and simultaneously 
also release any arbitrator already appointed. 

SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 14 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes a procedure for the appointment of arbitrators 
in cases where each party is required to appoint an arbitrator. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 
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1. Nocce and Response: This seccon specifies the cmeline and process for the appointment 
of arbitrators when each party is tasked with appoincng one. It highlights that the party 
inicacng the arbitracon process must promptly nocfy the opposing party of its choice of 
arbitrator as part of the request for arbitracon under Seccon 19. 

2. Timely Appointment: The seccon emphasises the importance of cmely accon by both 
parces. The opposing party has a limited cmeframe of thirty days from the receipt of the 
nocce to nocfy the first party of its chosen arbitrator. 

3. Consistency and Reliability: By prohibicng the revocacon of the choice of arbitrator once 
it has been communicated, this seccon promotes consistency and reliability in the 
arbitracon process. This rule prevents parces from changing their chosen arbitrator arer 
the other party has made its seleccon. 

4. Fallback Mechanism: If the opposing party fails to appoint an arbitrator within the 
specified cmeframe, the seccon provides a remedy. It empowers the first party to request 
the District Court to appoint an arbitrator on behalf of the opposing party. This ensures 
that the arbitracon process can proceed even if one party fails to fulfil its responsibility. 

5. Complex Disputes Involving Mulcple Respondents: The seccon also addresses situacons 
where arbitracon is requested against mulcple parces who cannot jointly appoint an 
arbitrator. In such cases, if the respondents are unable to agree on an arbitrator, the 
District Court is authorised to appoint arbitrators on behalf of all parces. Simultaneously, 
if any arbitrator has already been appointed, they may be released from their role. 

6. Promocon of Efficiency: By specifying the cmelines for accons and providing a 
mechanism for appointment when parces cannot agree, this seccon contributes to the 
efficient funcconing of the arbitracon process. It helps prevent unnecessary delays 
caused by disputes over arbitrator appointments. 

7. Balancing Autonomy and Expediency: While parces have the autonomy to choose their 
arbitrators, this seccon balances party autonomy with the need for cmely and efficient 
proceedings. The provision ensures that the arbitracon process can move forward even if 
there are disagreements or delays in the appointment of arbitrators. 

In summary, Seccon 14 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes a structured procedure for the 
appointment of arbitrators when each party is required to appoint one. It emphasises cmely accon, 
consistency, and a fallback mechanism to ensure the arbitracon process remains efficient and 
effeccve. 

 

Sec<on 15 

If an arbitrator shall be appointed by other arbitrators, but they fail to do so within thirty days from 
the date on which the last arbitrator was appointed, the District Court shall appoint the arbitrator 
upon the request of a party. 

If an arbitrator shall be appointed by someone other than a party or arbitrators, but this is not done 
within thirty days of the date when the party desiring the appointment of an arbitrator requested 
that the person responsible for the appointment make such appointment, the District Court shall, 
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upon the request of a party, appoint the arbitrator. The same shall apply if an arbitrator shall be 
appointed by the par<es jointly, but they have failed to agree within thirty days from the date on 
which the ques<on was raised through receipt by one party of no<ce from the opposing party. 

Seccon 15 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the situacon where an arbitrator needs to be 
appointed, but the responsible parces or encces fail to carry out the appointment within specified 
cmeframes. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Timely Appointment: This seccon underscores the importance of promptly appoincng 
arbitrators. It establishes clear cme limits within which the appointment of arbitrators 
must take place, ensuring that the arbitracon process remains efficient and cmely. 

2. Appointment by Arbitrators: If the task of appoincng an arbitrator is assigned to other 
arbitrators and they fail to fulfil this duty within thirty days from the appointment of the 
last arbitrator, this seccon grants parces the right to request the District Court to appoint 
the arbitrator. This mechanism ensures that delays due to failure in internal appointment 
processes can be remedied. 

3. Appointment by a Third Party: In cases where an arbitrator is to be appointed by someone 
other than the parces or arbitrators, but this appointment is not completed within thirty 
days arer a party’s request, the District Court is authorised to appoint the arbitrator upon 
the request of a party. This provision ensures that external appointment mechanisms are 
also subject to cmely execucon. 

4. Joint Appointment by Parces: The seccon also addresses scenarios where the parces are 
required to jointly appoint an arbitrator. If they fail to agree on the appointment within 
thirty days from the date when the quescon was raised, the District Court can be 
requested by a party to appoint the arbitrator. This provision ensures that even when 
parces are involved in the appointment process, disputes or delays in making a joint 
appointment can be resolved effeccvely. 

5. Efficiency and Progress: By providing mechanisms to resolve issues related to arbitrator 
appointments, Seccon 15 contributes to the efficiency and progress of the arbitracon 
process. It prevents unnecessary delays that could arise from difficulces in making 
appointments or disagreements among parces or encces responsible for appointments. 

6. Balancing Party Autonomy and Timeliness: While parces typically have autonomy in 
seleccng arbitrators, this seccon introduces provisions to ensure that this autonomy does 
not lead to undue delays. It strikes a balance between party preferences and the need for 
a cmely and efficient arbitracon process. 

In summary, Seccon 15 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses situacons where the appointment of 
an arbitrator is delayed or hindered. It establishes procedures for appoincng an arbitrator by the 
District Court when parces or encces responsible for the appointment fail to meet the required 
cmeframes. This ensures that the arbitracon process remains effeccve and cmely even in cases of 
appointment-related challenges. 
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Sec<on 16 

If an arbitrator resigns or is released due to circumstances which were known at the <me of 
appointment, the District Court shall, upon the request of a party, appoint a new arbitrator. If the 
arbitrator was appointed by a party, the District Court shall appoint the person suggested by that 
party, unless there are special reasons speaking against it. 

If an arbitrator cannot complete the assignment due to circumstances which arise acer his or her 
appointment, the person who originally was required to make the appointment shall instead 
appoint a new arbitrator. Sec<on 14, first and second paragraphs, and Sec<on 15 shall apply to such 
an appointment. The <me-limit of thirty days for the appointment of a new arbitrator applies also 
to the party who requested the arbitra<on, and is calculated in respect to all par<es from the date 
on which the person who shall appoint the arbitrator became aware thereof. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 16 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the procedures for appoincng a new arbitrator in 
cases where an arbitrator resigns, is released, or cannot fulfil their duces. Here is an analysis of this 
seccon: 

1. Resignacon or Release of Arbitrator: This seccon addresses situacons where an 
appointed arbitrator voluntarily resigns or is released from their duces due to 
circumstances that were known at the cme of their appointment. Such circumstances 
might include conflicts of interest or other factors that affect their ability to be imparcal 
and independent. 

2. Appointment of New Arbitrator: In cases where an arbitrator resigns or is released, the 
District Court is empowered to appoint a new arbitrator upon the request of a party. This 
ensures that the arbitracon process concnues smoothly even in the absence of an 
arbitrator. 

3. Party-Appointed Arbitrator: If the arbitrator was inically appointed by one of the parces, 
the District Court is required to appoint the person suggested by that party as the 
replacement arbitrator, unless there are compelling reasons against doing so. This 
provision aims to respect party autonomy while maintaining fairness and imparcality in 
the arbitracon process. 

4. Change in Circumstances: If an arbitrator becomes unable to fulfil their duces due to 
circumstances that arise arer their appointment, the person originally responsible for 
making the appointment shall choose a new arbitrator. The process for this appointment 
is subject to the same provisions as outlined in Seccon 14 and Seccon 15. 

5. Time Limit for Appointment: The seccon establishes a cme limit of thirty days for the 
appointment of a new arbitrator in the case of resignacon, release, or inability to fulfil 
duces. This cmeframe ensures that the arbitracon process does not face undue delays 
due to vacant posicons. 

6. Calculacon of Time Limit: The cme limit of thirty days applies not only to the person 
responsible for making the appointment but also to the party that requested the 
arbitracon. The calculacon of this cme limit is based on the date when the person 
responsible for the appointment became aware of the need to appoint a new arbitrator. 
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7. Balancing Efficiency and Fairness: This seccon strikes a balance between the efficient 
concnuacon of the arbitracon process and the need for fair and imparcal arbitrator 
appointments. It provides clear procedures for handling the replacement of arbitrators, 
whether they resign, are released, or become unable to fulfil their duces. 

In summary, Seccon 16 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act ensures that the arbitracon process can 
concnue smoothly even if an arbitrator resigns, is released, or cannot fulfil their duces. It outlines the 
procedures for appoincng a new arbitrator in such situacons, while also respeccng party autonomy 
and maintaining fairness and imparcality. The seccon’s provisions aim to prevent unnecessary delays 
and disrupcons in the arbitracon proceedings. 

 

Sec<on 17 

If an arbitrator has delayed the proceedings, the District Court shall, upon the request of a party, 
release the arbitrator and appoint another arbitrator. The par<es may decide that such a request 
shall, instead, be conclusively determined by an arbitra<on ins<tu<on. 

Seccon 17 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses situacons in which an arbitrator’s accons have led 
to significant delays in the arbitracon proceedings. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Arbitrator-Induced Delays: This seccon focuses on instances where an arbitrator’s accons 
have caused substancal delays in the progress of the arbitracon proceedings. Delays can 
negacvely impact the efficiency and effeccveness of the arbitracon process, which is 
intended to provide a cmely resolucon to disputes. 

2. Release and Replacement of Arbitrator: If an arbitrator is found to have caused such 
delays, any party involved in the arbitracon has the right to request the District Court to 
release the arbitrator from their role and appoint a new arbitrator in their place. This is a 
measure taken to ensure that the arbitracon proceedings can concnue without undue 
delay. 

3. Party’s Right to Request: The provision grants the party adversely affected by the 
arbitrator’s delays the right to request the arbitrator’s release and the appointment of a 
replacement. This empowers parces to take accon against delays that impede the 
arbitracon process. 

4. Arbitracon Insctucon Determinacon: The seccon allows for flexibility by providing an 
alternacve mechanism for determining whether an arbitrator-induced delay has 
occurred. The parces have the opcon to agree that such a determinacon will be made 
conclusively by an arbitracon insctucon. This can streamline the process and provide a 
more neutral assessment of the situacon. 

5. Balancing Fairness and Efficiency: Seccon 17 serves as a mechanism to balance the 
principles of fairness and efficiency in arbitracon. It acknowledges the importance of 
cmely proceedings while also ensuring that parces have a mechanism to address delays 
caused by arbitrators. 

6. Encouraging Accountability: By allowing parces to request the replacement of an 
arbitrator responsible for undue delays, this seccon encourages accountability among 
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arbitrators and emphasises the importance of adhering to agreed-upon cmelines in 
arbitracon proceedings. 

7. Preserving the Integrity of Arbitracon: Arbitracon is oren chosen for its speed and 
efficiency compared to tradiconal court proceedings. Seccon 17 aims to maintain the 
integrity of arbitracon by addressing situacons where arbitrator-induced delays could 
undermine the benefits of the arbitracon process. 

In summary, Seccon 17 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act provides parces with a remedy when an 
arbitrator’s accons result in substancal delays in arbitracon proceedings. It allows for the release of 
the delaying arbitrator and the appointment of a replacement, and also provides an alternacve opcon 
of having an arbitracon insctucon conclusively determine whether delays have occurred. This 
provision upholds the principles of fairness and efficiency in the arbitracon process. 

 

Sec<on 18 

If a party has requested that the District Court appoint an arbitrator pursuant to Sec<on 12, third 
paragraph, or Sec<ons 14–17, the Court may reject the request only if it is manifestly obvious that 
the arbitra<on is not legally permissible. 

Seccon 18 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the circumstances under which a request made 
by a party to the District Court for the appointment of an arbitrator can be rejected. Here is an analysis 
of this seccon: 

1. Scope of Seccon: Seccon 18 pertains to situacons where a party has requested the 
District Court to appoint an arbitrator based on the provisions outlined in Seccons 12 
(regarding the number and appointment of arbitrators), 14 (appointment when parces 
fail to jointly appoint), 15 (appointment when arbitrators fail to appoint), 16 (appointment 
when other encces fail to appoint), or 17 (appointment when an arbitrator’s delays 
occur). The seccon sets out the criteria for the District Court’s decision to reject such a 
request. 

2. Legal Permissibility: The main criterion for rejeccng a party’s request is that it must be 
“manifestly obvious” that the arbitracon is not legally permissible. This means that the 
Court can only refuse the appointment if it is overwhelmingly clear, without any 
reasonable doubt, that the arbitracon is fundamentally not allowed by law. This sets a 
high threshold for the Court to reject the request, emphasising the Court’s deference to 
the parces’ choice of arbitracon. 

3. Presumpcon in Favour of Arbitracon: By requiring a high level of certainty that the 
arbitracon is not legally permissible before rejeccng a request, Seccon 18 aligns with the 
general pro-arbitracon stance of the Swedish Arbitracon Act. This reflects the Act’s aim 
to promote the autonomy of parces in seleccng arbitracon as a dispute resolucon 
method. 

4. Limited Role of the Court: The provision underscores the limited role of the Court in 
mamers of arbitracon. It acknowledges the principle of party autonomy and recognises 
that arbitracon is a consensual process. The Court’s interference is only juscfied when 
the prohibicon of arbitracon is glaringly evident. 
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5. Balancing Judicial Oversight and Autonomy: Seccon 18 strikes a balance between 
ensuring that arbitracon adheres to legal principles and respeccng parces’ autonomy to 
resolve their disputes through arbitracon. It ensures that the Court does not interfere 
with the arbitracon process unless there is a clear legal impediment. 

6. Preserving Efficiency: By seyng a high threshold for rejeccng a request, Seccon 18 
contributes to maintaining the efficiency of the arbitracon process. It prevents 
unnecessary delays caused by court intervencon in mamers that are within the realm of 
arbitracon. 

7. Promocon of Predictability: The requirement of “manifestly obvious” legal 
impermissibility provides parces with a degree of predictability in knowing that their 
choice of arbitracon will generally be upheld by the District Court, unless there is an 
unequivocal legal obstacle. 

In summary, Seccon 18 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes that a party’s request to the District 
Court for the appointment of an arbitrator based on certain provisions can only be rejected if it is 
manifestly obvious that the arbitracon is not legally permissible. This provision reinforces the principle 
of party autonomy and the pro-arbitracon stance of the Act while allowing the Court to intervene in 
rare and unambiguous cases of legal inadmissibility. 
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The Proceedings 

Sec<on 19 

Unless otherwise agreed by the par<es, the arbitral proceedings are ini<ated when a party receives 
a request for arbitra<on in accordance with the second paragraph hereof. 

A request for arbitra<on must be in wri<ng and include: 

1. an express and uncondi<onal request for arbitra<on; 

2. a statement of the issue which is covered by the arbitra<on agreement and which is to 
be resolved by the arbitrators; and 

3. a statement of the party’s choice of arbitrator if the party is required to appoint an 
arbitrator. 

Seccon 19 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the requirements and procedures for inicacng 
arbitral proceedings. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Inicacon of Arbitral Proceedings: Seccon 19 defines when the arbitral proceedings are 
considered inicated. It states that unless the parces have agreed otherwise, the 
proceedings begin when a party receives a wrimen request for arbitracon in accordance 
with the provisions outlined in the seccon. 

2. Requirements for a Request for Arbitracon: 

a. Express and Uncondiconal Request: A valid request for arbitracon must explicitly 
and unambiguously express the party’s intencon to inicate arbitracon. This 
requirement ensures that there is no doubt about the party’s intent to engage in 
arbitracon rather than pursuing alternacve dispute resolucon methods. 

b. Statement of the Issue: The request must specify the parccular issue or dispute 
that falls under the scope of the arbitracon agreement. This helps define the 
boundaries of the dispute that the arbitrators will address. It ensures clarity and 
avoids ambiguity about the subject mamer of the arbitracon. 

c. Choice of Arbitrator: If the arbitracon agreement scpulates that a party is required 
to appoint an arbitrator, the request must include the party’s choice of arbitrator. 
This is in line with the principles of party autonomy and helps in the efficient 
consctucon of the arbitral tribunal. 

3. Importance of Wrimen Form: Seccon 19 underscores the importance of having the 
request for arbitracon in wricng. This requirement ensures a clear record of the inicacon 
of the arbitral proceedings, which is crucial for evidencary and procedural purposes. 

4. Preserving Party Autonomy: The seccon emphasises the principle of party autonomy by 
allowing parces to determine the inicacon of arbitral proceedings. This allows parces to 
commence arbitracon based on their agreement and terms. 
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5. Certainty and Clarity: By seyng forth specific requirements for the contents of a request 
for arbitracon, the seccon promotes certainty and clarity in the arbitracon process. This 
clarity is essencal for both parces and potencal arbitrators to understand the scope of 
the dispute and the intencons of the inicacng party. 

6. Promocon of Efficient Proceedings: The detailed requirements for a request for 
arbitracon aid in streamlining the arbitracon process. Clarity about the issues and 
arbitrator choice at the outset helps avoid potencal delays and disputes later in the 
proceedings. 

7. Balancing Flexibility and Structure: While the seccon provides specific requirements, it 
also maintains a degree of flexibility by allowing parces to agree on other methods of 
inicacng arbitral proceedings. This ensures that the arbitracon process can be tailored to 
the parces’ specific needs and preferences. 

In summary, Seccon 19 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the criteria and process for inicacng 
arbitral proceedings through a wrimen request for arbitracon. The requirements ensure clarity, 
promote party autonomy, and contribute to the efficiency and effeccveness of the arbitracon process. 

 

Sec<on 20 

If there is more than one arbitrator, one of them shall be appointed chairman. Unless the par<es or 
the arbitrators have decided otherwise, the chairman shall be the arbitrator appointed by the other 
arbitrators or by the District Court. 

Seccon 20 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act pertains to the appointment of a chairman in cases where 
there is more than one arbitrator in the arbitral tribunal. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Appointment of Chairman: This seccon establishes the requirement that when an arbitral 
tribunal consists of mulcple arbitrators, one of them must be designated as the chairman. 
The chairman plays a pivotal role in maintaining the order and efficiency of the arbitral 
proceedings, ensuring that the panel funccons cohesively, and overseeing the decision-
making process. 

2. Seleccon Criteria for Chairman: 

a. Arbitrators’ Decision: The seccon scpulates that the chairman can be selected 
through an agreement between the parces or among the arbitrators themselves. 
This allows flexibility in determining the chairman and enables the parces to tailor 
the composicon of the arbitral tribunal to their preferences. 

b. Appointment by Other Arbitrators or District Court: If the parces or the arbitrators 
have not specifically designated the chairman, the default provision is that the 
chairman will be the arbitrator chosen by the other arbitrators or, alternacvely, 
appointed by the District Court. This default provision ensures that if there is no 
mutual agreement or prior arrangement, there is a mechanism in place to assign 
the role of chairman. 
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3. Importance of Chairman: The chairman of an arbitral tribunal holds a significant role in 
the proceedings. They oren preside over hearings, ensure procedural fairness, facilitate 
discussions among arbitrators, and contribute to the overall decision-making process. The 
chairman’s role is crucial in maintaining the balance between the parces and guiding the 
arbitracon in an efficient and organised manner. 

4. Flexibility and Autonomy: By allowing parces or arbitrators to decide on the appointment 
of the chairman, the seccon maintains the principle of party autonomy and flexibility in 
arbitral proceedings. This enables parces to have a say in the composicon of the tribunal, 
which can have a bearing on the outcome of the arbitracon. 

5. Default Mechanism: The provision regarding the appointment of the chairman in the 
absence of specific agreement ensures that there is a mechanism to avoid delays or 
uncertainces when the parces or arbitrators do not make a clear choice. This contributes 
to the smooth operacon of the arbitral proceedings. 

6. Preservacon of Neutrality: The chairman’s appointment process must be conducted in a 
manner that ensures neutrality, fairness, and absence of bias. This is essencal for 
upholding the credibility and integrity of the arbitral process. 

In summary, Seccon 20 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the process for appoincng a chairman 
when there is more than one arbitrator in the arbitral tribunal. It provides flexibility for parces and 
arbitrators to make such appointments and also establishes a default mechanism for the appointment 
of a chairman when no specific decision is reached. The chairman’s role is pivotal in maintaining the 
integrity and efficiency of the arbitral proceedings. 

 

Sec<on 21 

The arbitrators shall handle the dispute in an impar<al, prac<cal, and speedy manner. They shall act 
in accordance with the decisions of the par<es, unless they are impeded from doing so. 

Seccon 21 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the responsibilices and duces of arbitrators in 
handling disputes through arbitracon. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Imparcality: The seccon emphasises the fundamental principle of arbitrator imparcality. 
Arbitrators are expected to remain neutral and unbiased throughout the arbitracon 
process, ensuring that they do not favour any party and do not have any conflicts of 
interest that could compromise their imparcality. This requirement is essencal to 
maintain the integrity and fairness of the arbitracon proceedings. 

2. Pracccal Handling: Arbitrators are required to handle the dispute in a pracccal manner. 
This implies that they should adopt a pragmacc approach to the proceedings, ensuring 
that the arbitracon process is efficient, effeccve, and conducive to achieving a fair 
resolucon of the dispute. This requirement underscores the need for arbitrators to avoid 
unnecessary delays and procedural complexices. 

3. Speedy Resolucon: Arbitrators are also obligated to ensure a speedy resolucon of the 
dispute. This emphasises the importance of conduccng the arbitracon process promptly, 
avoiding undue delays that could undermine the efficiency and effeccveness of the 
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proceedings. Speedy resolucon is oren a key advantage of arbitracon over tradiconal 
court licgacon. 

4. Compliance with Party Decisions: The seccon highlights that arbitrators must act in 
accordance with the decisions of the parces unless they are hindered from doing so. This 
suggests that arbitrators are expected to adhere to the agreed-upon arbitracon rules, 
procedures, and guidelines set by the parces. However, this provision also recognises that 
there might be circumstances where adhering strictly to party decisions might not be 
feasible due to procedural requirements or other factors. 

5. Balancing Imparcality and Party Autonomy: The seccon reflects the balance between the 
arbitrators’ duty to be imparcal and their obligacon to respect the decisions and 
autonomy of the parces. While arbitrators must remain imparcal and ensure fairness, 
they also need to accommodate reasonable party decisions that align with the arbitracon 
agreement and relevant rules. 

6. Legal Constraints and Pracccality: The phrase “unless they are impeded from doing so” 
recognises that arbitrators might encounter legal or pracccal obstacles that prevent them 
from strictly adhering to certain party decisions. This acknowledges that arbitrators must 
exercise discrecon in cases where following party decisions might conflict with legal 
requirements or procedural standards. 

Ensuring a Fair Process: Overall, Seccon 21 underscores the importance of arbitrators’ imparcality, 
pracccality, and commitment to speedy resolucon in handling disputes. By upholding these principles, 
arbitrators contribute to the fairness, efficiency, and effeccveness of the arbitracon process, ulcmately 
leading to just outcomes for the parces involved. 

 

Sec<on 22 

The par<es determine which loca<on in Sweden shall be the seat of arbitra<on. If the par<es have 
not done so, the arbitrators shall determine the seat of arbitra<on. 

The arbitrators may hold hearings and other mee<ngs elsewhere in Sweden or abroad, unless 
otherwise agreed by the par<es. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 22 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the determinacon of the seat of arbitracon and 
the flexibility of holding hearings and meecngs in different locacons. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Seat of Arbitracon: The seccon allows the parces to determine the locacon within 
Sweden where the arbitracon proceedings will be based. This choice of locacon, known 
as the “seat of arbitracon”, has implicacons for mamers such as the legal framework 
governing the arbitracon, the supervisory courts with jurisdiccon, and procedural 
mamers. This provision recognises the parces’ autonomy in choosing the seat and 
provides them with the flexibility to align the arbitracon with their preferences and 
needs. 

2. Arbitrators’ Determinacon: In cases where the parces have not explicitly chosen a seat of 
arbitracon, the responsibility for determining the seat shirs to the arbitrators. This 
ensures that there is a definicve and recognised locacon where the arbitracon is 
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anchored. The determinacon of the seat can impact aspects such as the enforceability of 
the award and the judicial support available for the proceedings. 

3. Hearings and Meecngs: The seccon grants arbitrators the authority to hold hearings and 
other meecngs at locacons other than the seat of arbitracon. This flexibility allows for 
pracccal consideracons to be taken into account, such as the convenience of the parces 
and witnesses or the accessibility of specialised facilices. The provision also acknowledges 
the possibility of holding hearings in locacons outside of Sweden if the parces or the 
arbitrators see fit. 

4. Party Agreement: The seccon also respects the parces’ agreement on holding hearings 
and meecngs. If the parces have already agreed on a specific locacon for hearings or 
meecngs, this agreement takes precedence. This underscores the significance of party 
autonomy and their ability to shape the arbitracon process according to their preferences 
and circumstances. 

5. Efficiency and Pracccality: By allowing hearings and meecngs to take place in locacons 
other than the seat of arbitracon, the seccon recognises the importance of efficiency and 
pracccality in the arbitracon process. This provision acknowledges that in modern 
internaconal arbitracon, parces and arbitrators may come from different jurisdiccons, 
and the ability to choose suitable locacons for proceedings enhances the overall 
effeccveness of the process. 

6. 2018 Amendment: The reference to SFS (2018:1954) indicates that the text of this seccon 
was part of an amendment to the Swedish Arbitracon Act in 2018, which introduced 
changes to various provisions. 

Conclusion: Seccon 22 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act provides flexibility regarding the determinacon 
of the seat of arbitracon and the locacon of hearings and meecngs. It emphasises the importance of 
party autonomy and pracccal consideracons in shaping the arbitracon process while ensuring that 
there is a recognised seat for the proceedings. 

 

Sec<on 23 

Within the period of <me determined by the arbitrators, the claimant shall state its claims in respect 
of the issue stated in the request for arbitra<on, as well as the circumstances invoked by the claimant 
in support thereof. Thereacer, within the period of <me determined by the arbitrators, the 
respondent shall state its posi<on in rela<on to the claims, and the circumstances invoked by the 
respondent in support thereof. 

The claimant may submit new claims, and the respondent may submit its own claims, provided that 
the claims fall within the scope of the arbitra<on agreement and, taking into considera<on the <me 
at which they are submiNed or other circumstances, the arbitrators do not consider it inappropriate 
to adjudicate such claims. Subject to the same condi<ons, during the proceedings, each party may 
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amend or supplement previously presented claims and may invoke new circumstances in support of 
its case. 

The first and second paragraphs hereof shall not apply if the par<es have decided otherwise. 

Seccon 23 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the procedure for presencng claims and responses 
in arbitracon proceedings. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Statement of Claims and Responses: This seccon outlines the procedural requirements 
for the claimant and respondent in presencng their claims and responses during the 
arbitracon proceedings. It establishes a structured process for submiyng claims and 
counterclaims, ensuring that both parces have an opportunity to state their posicons and 
supporcng circumstances. 

2. Inical Submission: The seccon mandates that the claimant must present its claims, along 
with the relevant circumstances supporcng those claims, within a period determined by 
the arbitrators. This provides clarity and predictability regarding the cmeline for inicacng 
the arbitracon process and sets the stage for the subsequent stages of the proceedings. 

3. Respondent’s Posicon: Similarly, the seccon requires the respondent to provide its 
posicon in relacon to the claims made by the claimant, along with supporcng 
circumstances. This ensures that both parces’ perspeccves are presented in a balanced 
manner, contribucng to a fair and comprehensive consideracon of the dispute. 

4. Amendments and New Claims: The seccon acknowledges that circumstances may change 
during the course of arbitracon proceedings. It allows the claimant to submit new claims 
or the respondent to present its own claims, provided that these fall within the scope of 
the arbitracon agreement. However, the arbitrators must assess the appropriateness of 
adjudicacng these new claims, considering factors such as the cming of their submission 
and other relevant circumstances. 

5. Amendment and Supplement of Claims: The seccon further grants both parces the right 
to amend or supplement their previously presented claims during the proceedings. This 
recognicon of flexibility allows for adjustments to be made based on the evolucon of the 
case or new informacon that comes to light. 

6. Party Autonomy: The seccon underscores party autonomy by allowing the parces to 
deviate from the default procedure outlined if they decide otherwise. This acknowledges 
that parces may have specific procedural preferences or strategies that they wish to 
adopt in their arbitracon proceedings. 

7. Procedural Fairness: By establishing a clear and structured process for presencng claims 
and responses, the seccon contributes to the procedural fairness of arbitracon 
proceedings. It ensures that both parces have the opportunity to present their cases and 
supporcng evidence, promocng transparency and an equitable resolucon of the dispute. 

Conclusion: Seccon 23 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the procedure for submiyng claims, 
responses, and counterclaims in arbitracon proceedings. It strikes a balance between providing parces 
with the flexibility to adjust their claims during the process and maintaining procedural fairness by 
adhering to established cmelines and guidelines. 
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Sec<on 23 a 

An arbitra<on may be consolidated with another arbitra<on, if the par<es agree to such 
consolida<on, if it benefits the administra<on of the arbitra<on, and if the same arbitrators have 
been appointed in both cases. The arbitra<ons may be separated, if there are reasons for it. SFS 
(2018:1954). 

Seccon 23 a of the Swedish Arbitracon Act introduces provisions regarding the consolidacon and 
separacon of arbitracon proceedings. Let us analyse this seccon: 

1. Consolidacon of Arbitracon Proceedings: This seccon provides the framework for 
consolidacng two separate arbitracon proceedings into a single arbitracon. Consolidacon 
can be inicated under the following condicons: 

a. Party Agreement: Consolidacon requires the agreement of the parces involved in 
both arbitracon proceedings. This ensures that the parces’ autonomy is respected 
and that they willingly opt for the consolidacon process. 

b. Benefit to Administracon: Consolidacon must contribute to the efficient 
administracon of the arbitracon. This recognises the importance of streamlining 
proceedings to avoid duplicacon of efforts, reduce costs, and promote a more 
effeccve resolucon of disputes. 

c. Common Arbitrators: To consolidate proceedings, the same arbitrators must have 
been appointed in both cases. This helps maintain consistency in decision-making 
and ensures that the same panel of arbitrators handles the consolidated 
proceedings. 

2. Separacon of Arbitracon Proceedings: The seccon also allows for the separacon of 
consolidated arbitracon proceedings under certain circumstances: 

a. Reasons for Separacon: The seccon acknowledges that there might be situacons 
where it is necessary or beneficial to separate consolidated proceedings. These 
reasons could include complexices, conflicts of interest, or other pracccal 
consideracons that make separate proceedings more appropriate. 

3. Overall Impact: Seccon 23 a aims to balance the interests of efficiency and fairness in 
arbitracon proceedings: 

a. Efficiency: The provision encourages the efficient administracon of arbitracon by 
allowing consolidacon, which can help avoid unnecessary duplicacon of efforts and 
resources. 

b. Fairness: At the same cme, the opcon for separacon recognises that there may be 
valid reasons for discnct treatment of certain issues or disputes within a 
consolidated context. 
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c. Party Autonomy: The requirement of party agreement for consolidacon reflects the 
principle of party autonomy in arbitracon. Parces have the freedom to decide 
whether consolidacon is appropriate for their specific circumstances. 

d. Expercse Concnuity: The requirement for the same arbitrators in both cases 
promotes consistency and familiarity with the issues and parces involved. 

Conclusion: Seccon 23 a of the Swedish Arbitracon Act introduces provisions that address the 
consolidacon and separacon of arbitracon proceedings. By allowing parces to agree to consolidacon 
under specific condicons and providing the opcon for separacon, when necessary, the seccon aims to 
enhance the efficiency and fairness of the arbitracon process while respeccng party autonomy and 
maintaining expercse concnuity. 

 

Sec<on 24 

The arbitrators shall afford the par<es, to the extent necessary, an opportunity to present their 
respec<ve cases in wri<ng or orally. If a party so requests, and provided that the par<es have not 
otherwise agreed, an oral hearing shall be held prior to the determina<on of an issue referred to the 
arbitrators for resolu<on. 

A party shall be given an opportunity to review all documents and all other materials pertaining to 
the dispute which are supplied to the arbitrators by the opposing party or another person. 

If one of the par<es, without valid cause, fails to appear at a hearing or otherwise fails to comply 
with an order of the arbitrators, such failure shall not prevent a con<nua<on of the proceedings and 
a resolu<on of the dispute on the basis of the exis<ng materials. 

Seccon 24 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses procedural aspects of the arbitracon process, 
parccularly focusing on the parces’ opportunices to present their cases, the conduct of oral hearings, 
access to documents and materials, and the consequences of a party’s failure to parccipate. Let us 
analyse this seccon: 

1. Presentacon of Cases: This seccon emphasises the arbitrators’ responsibility to ensure 
that both parces have the opportunity to present their respeccve cases, either in wricng 
or orally. This underscores the principle of procedural fairness and due process in 
arbitracon. 

2. Oral Hearings: Mandatory Oral Hearing: If a party requests it and the parces have not 
agreed otherwise, the arbitrators must hold an oral hearing before making a 
determinacon on a disputed issue. This requirement enhances transparency and allows 
parces to present their arguments and evidence directly to the arbitrators. 

3. Access to Documents: Review of Documents: Parces must be given an opportunity to 
review all documents and materials relevant to the dispute that are submimed by the 
opposing party or any other relevant person. This provision ensures transparency and the 
ability to respond effeccvely to the opposing party’s case. 

4. Consequences of Non-Parccipacon: Failure to Appear: If one party fails to appear at a 
hearing or does not comply with an arbitrator’s order without valid cause, the arbitracon 
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proceedings can concnue based on the exiscng materials. This provision prevents undue 
delays in the arbitracon process and ensures that proceedings can move forward even in 
cases of non-cooperacon. 

5. Overall Impact: Seccon 24 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes important 
procedural safeguards and expectacons for the conduct of arbitracon proceedings: 

a. Balanced Process: The seccon reinforces the balanced approach between the 
parces, ensuring that both have opportunices to present their cases and respond 
to the other’s arguments and evidence. 

b. Oral Hearing: The requirement for an oral hearing, if requested, promotes 
openness and allows parces to present their cases directly to the arbitrators, 
fostering transparency and the exchange of informacon. 

c. Document Review: The provision for reviewing documents and materials submimed 
by the opposing party prevents surprises and ensures that parces can address the 
evidence and arguments put forth by the other side. 

d. Non-Parccipacon: The provision dealing with non-parccipacon maintains the 
proceedings’ momentum and prevents one party’s non-compliance from 
obstruccng the arbitracon process. 

Conclusion: Seccon 24 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines procedural requirements that aim to 
ensure a fair and efficient arbitracon process. By addressing opportunices for case presentacon, oral 
hearings, document access, and non-parccipacon consequences, this seccon contributes to a 
balanced and transparent arbitracon procedure that upholds the principles of procedural fairness and 
due process. 

 

Sec<on 25 

The par<es shall supply the evidence. However, the arbitrators may appoint experts, unless both 
par<es are opposed thereto. 

The arbitrators may refuse to admit evidence presented if it is manifestly irrelevant to the dispute 
or if such refusal is jus<fied having regard to the <me at which the evidence is invoked. 

The arbitrators may not administer oaths or truth affirma<ons. Nor may they impose condi<onal 
fines or otherwise use compulsory measures in order to obtain requested evidence. 

Unless the par<es have agreed otherwise, the arbitrators may, at the request of a party, decide that, 
during the proceedings, the opposing party must undertake a certain interim measure to secure the 
claim which is to be adjudicated by the arbitrators. The arbitrators may prescribe that the party 
reques<ng the interim measure must provide reasonable security for the damage which may be 
incurred by the opposing party as a result of the interim measure. 

Seccon 25 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses various aspects related to evidence and the 
powers of arbitrators in the arbitracon process. It covers the responsibility for supplying evidence, the 
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role of arbitrators in appoincng experts, the admissibility of evidence, limitacons on arbitrators’ 
powers, and the possibility of interim measures. Let us analyse this seccon in detail: 

1. Supplying Evidence: Party Responsibility: The primary responsibility for supplying 
evidence rests with the parces involved in the arbitracon. This aligns with the principle 
that parces are responsible for presencng their own case and supporcng their claims. 

2. Appointment of Experts: 

a. Arbitrator’s Authority: The arbitrators have the authority to appoint experts to 
assist them in understanding specific technical or complex issues related to the 
dispute. 

b. Opposicon: However, the arbitrators may only appoint experts if both parces do 
not oppose it. This provision respects parces’ autonomy and ensures that both 
sides have an equal say in the use of experts. 

3. Admissibility of Evidence: Relevance and Timing: The arbitrators have the discrecon to 
refuse to admit evidence presented if it is manifestly irrelevant to the dispute or if the 
cming of the evidence’s introduccon is unjuscfied. 

4. Limitacons on Arbitrators’ Powers: Oaths and Compulsory Measures: Arbitrators are not 
authorised to administer oaths or truth affirmacons, nor can they use compulsory 
measures (such as imposing fines or other forms of coercion) to obtain requested 
evidence. This emphasises that arbitracon is a consensual process, and arbitrators cannot 
wield coercive powers like those available to courts. 

5. Interim Measures: 

a. Decision on Interim Measures: Unless the parces have agreed otherwise, 
arbitrators have the authority to decide on interim measures requested by a party 
during the proceedings. Interim measures are temporary accons taken by the 
arbitrators to preserve the status quo or secure the claim uncl the final award is 
rendered. 

b. Security for Damages: If the arbitrators decide to grant an interim measure, they 
can also prescribe that the requescng party must provide reasonable security for 
any potencal damage that the opposing party may incur due to the interim 
measure. 

6. Overall Impact: 

a. Seccon 25 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act provides a comprehensive framework for 
managing evidence in arbitracon proceedings: 

b. Equitable Treatment: By allowing arbitrators to appoint experts but requiring both 
parces’ non-opposicon, the seccon promotes fairness and maintains parces’ 
control over the expert appointment process. 
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c. Admissibility Criteria: The seccon establishes clear criteria for the admissibility of 
evidence, ensuring that evidence must be relevant to the dispute and introduced 
in a cmely manner. 

d. Non-Coercive Approach: The restriccons on arbitrators’ powers regarding oaths, 
compulsory measures, and the emphasis on party autonomy uphold the voluntary 
and non-coercive nature of arbitracon. 

e. Interim Measures: The provision on interim measures provides a mechanism for 
parces to secure their claims during the arbitracon process, with safeguards to 
protect against potencal damages. 

Conclusion: Seccon 25 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses crucial aspects of evidence 
management and arbitrators’ powers in arbitracon proceedings. It strikes a balance between party 
autonomy and the arbitrators’ authority, ensuring an efficient and equitable process while respeccng 
the consensual nature of arbitracon. 

 

Sec<on 26 

If a party wishes a witness or an expert to tes<fy under oath, or a party to be examined under truth 
affirma<on, the party may, acer obtaining the consent of the arbitrators, submit an applica<on to 
such effect to the District Court. The aforemen<oned shall apply if a party wishes that a party or 
other person be ordered to produce as evidence a document or an object. If the arbitrators consider 
that the measure is jus<fied having regard to the evidence in the case, they shall approve the 
request. If the measure may lawfully be taken, the District Court shall grant the applica<on. 

The provisions of the Code of Judicial Procedure shall apply with respect to a measure as referred to 
in the first paragraph. The arbitrators shall be summoned to hear the tes<mony of a witness, an 
expert, or a party, and be afforded the opportunity to ask ques<ons. The absence of an arbitrator 
from the giving of tes<mony shall not prevent the hearing from taking place. 

Seccon 26 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act deals with the process of obtaining tescmony, expert 
tescmony, truth affirmacons, and the produccon of documents or objects as evidence in arbitracon 
proceedings. It outlines the steps parces need to take, the role of the arbitrators, and the interaccon 
with the District Court. Let us analyse the seccon in detail: 

1. Obtaining Tescmony, Expert Tescmony, Truth Affirmacons, and Produccon of Evidence: 

a. Consent and Applicacon: If a party wishes to have a witness, expert, or another 
party tescfy under oath or truth affirmacon, or to have documents or objects 
produced as evidence, they must obtain the consent of the arbitrators before 
submiyng an applicacon to the District Court. 

b. Approval by Arbitrators: The arbitrators have the authority to decide whether the 
requested measure is juscfied based on the evidence presented in the case. If they 
deem the measure appropriate, they will approve the request for further accon. 

c. District Court Involvement: If the arbitrators find the requested measure juscfied 
and it is legally permissible, the District Court will grant the applicacon for the 
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measure. The arbitrators’ role is pivotal in determining whether such measures are 
warranted. 

2. Applicacon of the Code of Judicial Procedure: 

a. Applicability: The seccon specifies that the provisions of the Code of Judicial 
Procedure apply to the measures referred to in the first paragraph. This means that 
the procedural rules and standards applicable to court proceedings will be followed 
when obtaining tescmony, expert opinions, and the produccon of evidence. 

b. Arbitrator Parccipacon: The seccon ensures that the arbitrators are accvely 
involved in the process. They are summoned to hear the tescmony of witnesses, 
experts, or parces and are provided with the opportunity to ask quescons. Even if 
an arbitrator is absent during the tescmony, it does not prevent the hearing from 
taking place. 

3. Overall Impact: 

a. Seccon 26 establishes a clear framework for obtaining evidence, including 
tescmony, expert opinions, truth affirmacons, and produccon of documents or 
objects, in arbitracon proceedings: 

b. Arbitrator Oversight: The seccon ensures that the arbitrators play a central role in 
deciding whether requested measures are appropriate, thus maintaining their 
authority in managing the arbitracon process. 

c. District Court Involvement: The involvement of the District Court ensures that the 
requested measures are legally permissible and align with the standards set out in 
the Code of Judicial Procedure. 

d. Due Process: By allowing arbitrators to parccipate in the tescmony and evidence-
gathering process, the seccon promotes a fair and balanced approach to obtaining 
evidence. 

e. Adherence to Standards: The reference to the Code of Judicial Procedure ensures 
that the measures taken in arbitracon proceedings adhere to established 
procedural norms. 

Conclusion: Seccon 26 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act safeguards the integrity of the arbitracon 
process by outlining the steps and requirements for obtaining evidence through tescmony, expert 
opinions, truth affirmacons, and document produccon. The combined roles of arbitrators and the 
District Court ensure that these measures are carried out in a fair, consistent, and legally compliant 
manner, contribucng to the overall effeccveness of the arbitracon process.  
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The Award 

Sec<on 27 

The issues referred to the arbitrators shall be decided in an award. If the arbitrators terminate the 
arbitral proceedings without deciding such issues, this shall also be done through an award, except 
for cases referred to in the third paragraph. 

If the par<es enter into a seNlement agreement, the arbitrators may, at the request of the par<es, 
confirm the seNlement in an award. 

Other determina<ons, which are not decided in an award, are designated as decisions. The dismissal 
of an arbitra<on is also designated as a decision. The provisions of this Act that concern arbitral 
awards also apply to such decisions, to the extent applicable. 

The assignment of the arbitrators shall be deemed complete when they have delivered a final award, 
unless otherwise provided in Sec<ons 32 or 35. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 27 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the process and types of decisions made by 
arbitrators, differencacng between awards and other determinacons. It also addresses the role of 
arbitrators in confirming semlement agreements. Here is an analysis of the seccon: 

1. Decision on Issues and Terminacon of Proceedings: 

a. Award for Decided Issues: The seccon establishes that the issues referred to 
arbitrators for resolucon must be decided through an award. This underscores the 
formal and authoritacve nature of the arbitrators’ decisions on substancve 
mamers. 

b. Award for Terminacon of Proceedings: If the arbitrators terminate the arbitral 
proceedings without making substancve decisions, this accon is also required to 
be conveyed through an award. This includes cases where the proceedings are 
disconcnued or dismissed without rendering a final decision. 

2. Confirmacon of Semlement Agreement: Semlement Confirmacon: The seccon allows 
arbitrators, at the request of the parces, to confirm a semlement agreement reached 
between the parces. This can be done by issuing an award that acknowledges and racfies 
the semlement terms. 

3. Other Determinacons and Decisions: 

a. Designacon of Determinacons: The seccon introduces the concept of “decisions” 
for mamers that are not addressed in an award. This term is used for determinacons 
that are not directly related to the substancve resolucon of the dispute. 

b. Dismissal of Arbitracon: The seccon explicitly designates the dismissal of an 
arbitracon as a “decision”. This includes cases where the arbitracon is disconcnued 
or terminated by the arbitrators. 

4. Applicacon of Arbitral Award Provisions to Decisions: Applicability to Decisions: The 
seccon scpulates that the provisions of the Act that pertain to arbitral awards also apply 
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to decisions made by arbitrators. This ensures a consistent legal framework for both 
awards and other determinacons, as long as the relevant provisions are applicable. 

5. Complecon of Arbitrators’ Assignment: Assignment Complecon: The seccon specifies 
that the assignment of the arbitrators is considered complete when they deliver a final 
award, unless circumstances provided in Seccons 32 (terminacon of proceedings) or 35 
(semlement) dictate otherwise. 

6. Overall Impact: 

a. Seccon 27 establishes a clear structure for the different types of determinacons 
that arbitrators make during the course of arbitracon proceedings: 

b. Clarity in Decisions: By differencacng between awards and decisions, the seccon 
clarifies the nature of arbitrators’ determinacons, whether they pertain to 
substancve mamers or procedural accons. 

c. Formalisacon of Semlement: The provision allowing arbitrators to confirm 
semlement agreements provides a mechanism for the formal acknowledgment of 
such agreements within the arbitracon framework. 

d. Uniform Applicacon: Extending the applicacon of arbitral award provisions to 
decisions ensures a consistent legal approach to both types of determinacons. 

e. Assignment Complecon: The seccon provides a benchmark for when arbitrators’ 
assignments are considered complete, facilitacng clarity on their roles within the 
arbitracon process. 

Conclusion: Seccon 27 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act delineates the processes and discnccons 
between awards, decisions, and confirmacons of semlement agreements made by arbitrators. This 
seccon contributes to the efficiency, transparency, and uniformity of arbitracon proceedings under 
Swedish law. 

 

Sec<on 27 a 

The dispute shall be determined with applica<on of the law or rules agreed to by the par<es. Unless 
otherwise agreed by the par<es, a reference to the applica<on of a certain state’s law shall be 
deemed to in lude that state’s substan<ve law and not its rules of private interna<onal law. 

If the par<es have not come to an agreement in accordance with the first paragraph, the arbitrators 
shall determine the applicable law. 

The arbitrators may base the award on ex aequo et bono considera<ons only if the par<es have 
authorised them to do so. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 27 a of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the determinacon of the applicable law and the 
consideracon of ex aequo et bono principles in arbitracon proceedings. Here is an analysis of the 
seccon: 
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1. Applicable Law: 

a. Party Agreement: The seccon underscores the principle that the dispute’s 
resolucon should be guided by the law or rules agreed upon by the parces. This 
means that the parces have the autonomy to determine the legal framework 
within which their dispute will be semled. 

b. Implicit Substancve Law: The seccon clarifies that a reference to the applicacon of 
a specific state’s law generally includes the substancve law of that state and not its 
rules of private internaconal law, which govern choice of law and jurisdicconal 
issues. 

2. Default Applicable Law: Absence of Agreement: If the parces have not reached an 
agreement on the applicable law, the arbitrators are entrusted with determining the 
appropriate law to apply to the dispute. This ensures that there is a mechanism to decide 
the applicable legal framework even in the absence of party agreement. 

3. Ex Aequo et Bono Consideracons: Limited Applicacon: The seccon allows the arbitrators 
to base their award on ex aequo et bono consideracons (equity and fairness) only if the 
parces have explicitly authorised them to do so. This places the decision to use such 
principles squarely in the hands of the parces. 

4. Overall Impact: 

a. Seccon 27 a focuses on providing clarity and autonomy to parces in choosing the 
applicable law for their dispute resolucon. It also introduces safeguards regarding 
the use of equitable principles in arbitracon: 

b. Party Autonomy: The seccon upholds the principle of party autonomy by enabling 
parces to agree on the applicable law or rules, grancng them control over the legal 
framework governing their dispute. 

c. Default Mechanism: In cases where parces have not reached an agreement, the 
seccon designates arbitrators to determine the applicable law. This ensures that 
disputes are not ler unresolved due to the absence of an explicit agreement. 

d. Equity Consideracons: The provision related to ex aequo et bono principles ensures 
that such principles are used only when explicitly authorised by the parces. This 
safeguards against the imposicon of equity-based decisions without party consent. 

Conclusion: Seccon 27 a of the Swedish Arbitracon Act promotes party autonomy in choosing the 
applicable law for dispute resolucon and provides mechanisms for resolucon when party agreement 
is absent. Addiconally, it establishes clear boundaries for the use of ex aequo et bono consideracons, 
ulcmately contribucng to the fairness, transparency, and predictability of arbitracon proceedings 
under Swedish law. 
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Sec<on 28 

If a party withdraws a claim, the arbitrators shall dismiss that part of the dispute, unless the 
opposing party requests that the arbitrators rule on the claim. 

Seccon 28 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the situacon where a party withdraws a claim 
during arbitracon proceedings. Here is an analysis of the seccon: 

1. Claim Withdrawal: Claim Dismissal: The seccon scpulates that if one party withdraws a 
claim during arbitracon proceedings, the arbitrators are required to dismiss that 
parccular claim. This reflects the principle that arbitracon should focus on resolving only 
the issues that are accvely pursued by the parces. 

2. Excepconal Request for Ruling: Opposing Party’s Request: An important excepcon is 
provided in the seccon. It states that if the opposing party requests the arbitrators to rule 
on the withdrawn claim despite the withdrawal, the arbitrators must consider this 
request. 

3. Principle of Party Autonomy: Balancing Autonomy: The seccon strikes a balance between 
the principle of party autonomy and the need to prevent procedural inefficiencies or 
unjust outcomes. It respects a party’s decision to withdraw a claim while giving the 
opposing party the opportunity to seek a ruling if they have a valid reason. 

4. Purpose and Implicacons: Seccon 28 serves a dual purpose in maintaining the efficiency 
and fairness of arbitracon proceedings: 

a. Efficiency: By dismissing withdrawn claims, the seccon ensures that the arbitracon 
process remains focused and streamlined. This prevents unnecessary cme and 
resources from being allocated to issues that are no longer in dispute. 

b. Fairness and Preservacon of Rights: The provision that allows the opposing party 
to request a ruling on the withdrawn claim prevents a party from using claim 
withdrawals strategically to avoid unfavourable rulings. This maintains the fairness 
of the process and the opportunity for the opposing party to seek resolucon on the 
merits. 

Conclusion: Seccon 28 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act balances the principle of party autonomy with 
the need for efficiency and fairness in arbitracon proceedings. It establishes a clear framework for 
handling withdrawn claims while providing an excepcon that safeguards the interests of both parces. 
This contributes to the overall effeccveness and integrity of arbitracon as a dispute resolucon 
mechanism under Swedish law. 
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Sec<on 29 

A part of the dispute, or a certain issue which is of significance to the resolu<on of the dispute, may 
be decided through a separate award, unless opposed by both par<es. However, a claim invoked as 
a defence by way of set off shall be adjudicated in the same award as the main claim. 

If a party has admiNed a claim, in whole or in part, a separate award may be rendered in respect of 
that which has been admiNed. 

Seccon 29 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the ability to render separate awards for specific 
porcons of a dispute or individual issues within a broader case. Here is an analysis of the seccon: 

1. Discrete Resolucon of Issues: Segmented Awards: This seccon allows arbitrators to issue 
separate awards for specific parts of a dispute or parccular issues that are significant to 
the resolucon of the overall dispute. The purpose is to provide a flexible mechanism for 
addressing complex disputes or breaking down larger mamers into manageable segments. 

2. Excepcon for Set-Off Claims: Excepcon for Set-Off: While separate awards are generally 
permimed, the seccon imposes a limitacon regarding claims invoked as a defence by way 
of set-off. In such cases, the main claim and the set-off claim must be adjudicated together 
in the same award. 

3. Admimed Claims: Separate Award for Admimed Claims: If a party has admimed a claim 
(either in whole or in part), the seccon permits arbitrators to render a separate award 
specifically addressing the porcon of the claim that has been admimed. This provision 
emphasises the principle of efficiency in arbitracon by allowing issues that are no longer 
in dispute to be resolved separately. 

4. Efficiency and Customisacon: Seccon 29 reflects the emphasis on efficiency and party 
autonomy in arbitracon: 

a. Efficiency: By allowing separate awards, the seccon enables arbitrators to tailor the 
resolucon process to the complexity and nature of the dispute. This can help 
expedite the resolucon of certain issues, parccularly when other parts of the 
dispute require further consideracon. 

b. Party Autonomy: The seccon allows parces to determine whether they oppose the 
issuance of separate awards. This respects party autonomy by allowing them to 
decide whether a parccular issue or porcon of the dispute should be resolved in 
isolacon. 

5. Flexibility and Tailored Solucons: Seccon 29 provides arbitracon with the flexibility to 
adapt to the specifics of each dispute. By enabling separate awards and addressing set-
off claims and admimed claims, the seccon promotes an efficient and pracccal approach 
to resolving disputes in a manner that aligns with the preferences and needs of the 
parces. 

Conclusion: Seccon 29 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act introduces the concept of issuing separate 
awards for specific porcons of a dispute or parccular issues. This provision underscores the 
adaptability of arbitracon as a dispute resolucon mechanism, allowing arbitrators to address complex 
cases in a manner that best serves the interests of the parces involved. 
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Sec<on 30 

If an arbitrator fails, without valid cause, to par<cipate in the determina<on of an issue by the 
arbitral tribunal, such failure will not prevent the other arbitrators from ruling on the maNer. 

Unless the par<es have decided otherwise, the opinion agreed upon by the majority of the 
arbitrators par<cipa<ng in the determina<on shall prevail. If no majority is aNained for any opinion, 
the opinion of the chairman shall prevail. 

Seccon 30 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act deals with the situacon where an arbitrator is unable or 
unwilling to parccipate in the arbitracon proceedings and its consequences. Here is an analysis of the 
seccon: 

1. Arbitrator Parccipacon: Arbitrator’s Absence: If an arbitrator fails to parccipate in the 
determinacon of an issue before the arbitral tribunal without a valid reason, this seccon 
clarifies that the absence of one arbitrator will not prevent the other arbitrators from 
proceeding with the resolucon of the mamer. 

2. Decision-Making Mechanism: 

a. Majority Decision: The seccon establishes a default rule for decision-making within 
the arbitral tribunal. In the absence of an agreement to the contrary by the parces, 
decisions are reached based on the opinion agreed upon by the majority of 
arbitrators accvely parccipacng in the determinacon of the issue. 

b. Chairman’s Role: If no majority is amained for any opinion, the seccon further 
provides that the opinion of the chairman (appointed arbitrator accng as chairman) 
shall prevail. The chairman’s role in breaking ces ensures that decisions can be 
reached, promocng the efficiency and effeccveness of the arbitracon process. 

3. Flexibility and Default Mechanism: The seccon offers a flexible mechanism for decision-
making within the arbitral tribunal. It reflects the principle of allowing arbitracon to 
proceed even in situacons where one arbitrator is unable to parccipate, while also 
establishing a clear hierarchy for decision-making in case of differing opinions. 

4. Party Autonomy and Variacon: Party Agreement: The seccon allows parces to modify 
these default decision-making rules through their agreement. Parces can customise the 
decision-making process according to their preferences, either by designacng a different 
mechanism for resolving disputes or by addressing situacons where an arbitrator is 
absent. 

5. Promocon of Efficiency and Finality: By addressing the issue of arbitrator parccipacon 
and providing a mechanism for decision-making, Seccon 30 contributes to the efficiency 
and finality of arbitracon proceedings. It ensures that arbitracon can proceed even if one 
arbitrator becomes unable or unwilling to parccipate, while also maintaining a clear 
process for reaching decisions. 

Conclusion: Seccon 30 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes a framework for decision-making 
when an arbitrator is absent from parccipacng in the determinacon of an issue. It offers a default 
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mechanism based on majority agreement and designates the chairman’s opinion as decisive in case of 
a ce. This provision enhances the adaptability and effeccveness of arbitracon proceedings while 
respeccng party autonomy in shaping the process. 

 

Sec<on 31 

An award shall be made in wri<ng and be signed by the arbitrators. It suffices that the award is 
signed by a majority of the arbitrators, provided that the reason why all of the arbitrators have not 
signed the award is noted therein. The par<es may decide that the chairman of the arbitral tribunal 
alone shall sign the award. 

The award shall state the seat of the arbitra<on and the date when the award is made. 

The award shall be delivered or sent to the par<es immediately. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 31 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act pertains to the formalices and requirements for making an 
arbitral award. Let us break down the key elements of this seccon: 

1. Wrimen Form and Signatures: 

a. Requirement: An arbitral award must be in wricng. This means that the decision 
reached by the arbitral tribunal must be documented in a tangible form. 

b. Signatures: The award must be signed by the arbitrators. However, the seccon 
allows for flexibility in the signing process. It states that it is sufficient for the award 
to be signed by a majority of the arbitrators, as long as the reason for the absence 
of all arbitrator signatures is stated within the award itself. 

2. Chairman’s Signature Opcon: Chairman’s Sole Signature: The parces are granted the 
opcon to decide that only the chairman of the arbitral tribunal signs the award. This 
provision offers further flexibility in terms of who signs the award, which can be relevant 
in cases where the parces prefer a streamlined process. 

3. Content of the Award: Seat and Date: The award must state the seat of the arbitracon 
(i.e., the designated locacon of the arbitracon proceedings) and the specific date on 
which the award is made. This informacon adds to the transparency and clarity of the 
award. 

4. Delivery to Parces: Immediate Delivery: The seccon emphasises the promptness of 
delivering the award to the parces. This ensures that the parces are promptly informed 
of the arbitral tribunal’s decision. 

5. Pracccal Implicacons: 

a. Formal Requirements: Seccon 31 underscores the importance of certain 
formalices in the creacon of arbitral awards. The wricng and signing requirements 
contribute to the legicmacy and validity of the award. 
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b. Flexibility: The seccon offers parces some degree of flexibility in the signing process 
and allows parces to opt for the chairman’s sole signature if agreed upon. 

c. Transparency and Nocficacon: By requiring the inclusion of the seat and date of 
the arbitracon in the award, as well as mandacng immediate delivery to the 
parces, the seccon promotes transparency and cmely communicacon of the 
tribunal’s decision. 

6. 2018 Amendment: SFS (2018:1954): The reference to SFS (2018:1954) indicates that the 
seccon was amended in 2018, which could imply updates or clarificacons made to the 
original provision. 

Conclusion: Seccon 31 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the essencal elements for creacng an 
arbitral award, including the requirement for a wrimen award, the signature process, content details, 
and the cmely delivery of the award to the parces. The seccon balances formality with flexibility, 
contribucng to the clarity, validity, and efficiency of the arbitral process. 

 

Sec<on 32 

If the arbitrators find that an award contains any obvious inaccuracy as a consequence of a 
typographical, computa<onal, or other similar mistake by the arbitrators or any another person, or 
if the arbitrators by oversight have failed to decide an issue which should have been dealt with in 
the award, they may, within thirty days of the date of the announcement of the award, decide to 
correct or supplement the award. They may also correct or supplement an award, or interpret the 
decision in an award, if any of the par<es so requests within thirty days of receipt of the award by 
that party. 

If, upon the request of any of the par<es, the arbitrators decide to correct an award or interpret the 
decision in an award, such shall take place within thirty days from the date of receipt by the 
arbitrators of the party’s request. If the arbitrators decide to supplement the award, such shall take 
place within sixty days. 

Before any decision is made pursuant to this Sec<on, the par<es should be afforded an opportunity 
to express their views with respect to the measure. 

Seccon 32 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the correccon, supplementacon, and 
interpretacon of arbitral awards. The seccon outlines the process through which arbitrators can 
address certain types of errors or omissions in awards. Here is a breakdown of the key points: 

1. Types of Correccons and Supplements: 

a. Typographical, Computaconal, or Similar Mistakes: The seccon allows for 
correccons of “obvious inaccuracy” resulcng from typographical, computaconal, 
or similar mistakes made by either the arbitrators or any other person involved in 
the process. 

b. Omimed Issues: The seccon also permits supplementacon of an award if the 
arbitrators inadvertently fail to decide an issue that should have been addressed in 
the award. 
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2. Timelines for Correccons and Supplements: 

a. Within 30 Days of Award Announcement: The arbitrators have a window of thirty 
days from the date of announcing the award to decide to correct or supplement 
the award. This prompt accon ensures that any obvious errors or omissions are 
addressed swirly. 

b. Upon Party Request: If any party requests correccons, supplements, or 
interpretacon of the decision within thirty days of receiving the award, the 
arbitrators must consider the request and make a decision within a specified 
cmeframe. 

3. Timeline for Decision Implementacon: 

a. Correccons or Interpretacons: If the arbitrators decide to correct an award or 
interpret its decision, they must do so within thirty days of receiving the party’s 
request. 

b. Supplementacon: If the arbitrators decide to supplement the award, they have 
sixty days to do so from the date of their decision. 

4. Opportunity for Party Input: Views of the Parces: Before making any decision pursuant to 
this seccon, the arbitrators must give the parces an opportunity to express their views 
on the proposed correccon, supplementacon, or interpretacon. This ensures fairness and 
transparency in the process. 

5. Pracccal Implicacons: 

a. Addressing Mistakes and Omissions: Seccon 32 serves as a mechanism for 
reccfying errors or gaps in arbitral awards, enhancing the overall accuracy and 
completeness of the awards. 

b. Timeframe for Accon: The seccon emphasises the importance of addressing issues 
promptly within specified cmeframes, which contributes to the efficiency of the 
arbitracon process. 

c. Party Involvement: The requirement to solicit the parces’ views prior to making a 
decision ensures that their perspeccves are considered and that the arbitracon 
process remains transparent and equitable. 

6. Procedural Efficiency: Balancing Procedural Efficiency: While the seccon allows for 
correccons and supplements, it does so within defined cmeframes to strike a balance 
between addressing errors and maintaining the efficiency of the arbitracon process. 

7. Legal Update: SFS (2018:1954): The reference to SFS (2018:1954) suggests that the seccon 
underwent an amendment in 2018, possibly introducing updates or refinements to the 
original provision. 

Conclusion: Seccon 32 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act provides a mechanism for correccng, 
supplemencng, or interprecng arbitral awards in cases of obvious inaccuracies, errors, or omissions. 
By seyng clear cmeframes and requiring input from the parces, this seccon ensures that any 
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necessary adjustments to awards are made efficiently and transparently, maintaining the integrity of 
the arbitracon process. 
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Invalidity of Awards and SeHng Aside Awards 

Sec<on 33 

An award is invalid: 

1. if it includes determina<on of an issue which, in accordance with Swedish law, may not 
be decided by arbitrators; 

2. if the award, or the manner in which the award arose, is clearly incompa<ble with the 
basic principles of the Swedish legal system; or 

3. if the award does not fulfil the requirements with regard to the wriNen form and 
signature in accordance with Sec<on 31, first paragraph. 

The invalidity may apply to a certain part of the award. 

Seccon 33 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the circumstances under which an arbitral award 
can be considered invalid. This seccon establishes specific criteria that, if met, can lead to the 
invalidacon of an award. Here is a breakdown of the key points: 

1. 1. Invalidity Grounds: 

a. Issue Beyond Arbitrator’s Jurisdiccon: An award can be deemed invalid if it 
addresses an issue that, according to Swedish law, falls outside the authority of 
arbitrators to decide. This emphasises the principle that arbitrators’ jurisdiccon 
must align with legal boundaries. 

b. Incompacbility with Basic Principles: An award may be declared invalid if either the 
award itself or the manner in which it was produced is fundamentally incompacble 
with the foundaconal principles of the Swedish legal system. This clause ensures 
that awards uphold the core values of the legal framework. 

c. Non-Compliance with Formal Requirements: An award may be invalidated if it fails 
to meet the formal requirements outlined in Seccon 31, first paragraph of the Act. 
This could include issues related to the wrimen form and proper signatures, which 
are crucial for the validity of the award. 

2. Parcal Invalidity: The seccon also states that the invalidity can apply to only a certain part 
of the award. This provision recognises that an award might contain both valid and invalid 
components, allowing for parcal invalidacon while preserving the valid porcons. 

3. Safeguarding Legal Principles: Seccon 33 aims to safeguard the integrity of the arbitracon 
process and the legal system as a whole. It ensures that awards are aligned with the 
jurisdicconal limits, foundaconal principles, and formal requirements of the Swedish legal 
framework. 

4. Balancing Jurisdiccon and Legal Principles: The provision on jurisdiccon highlights the 
importance of arbitrators’ authority being within the boundaries of the law, while the 
clause about incompacbility with basic principles emphasises the need for awards to 
conform to the fundamental legal tenets of Sweden. 
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5. Proteccon of Formality: The requirement for compliance with formalices, including the 
wrimen form and proper signatures, underscores the significance of adhering to 
procedural requirements to ensure the enforceability and validity of arbitral awards. 

Conclusion: Seccon 33 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act serves to protect the integrity of arbitral awards 
and the legal system. By delineacng specific grounds for invalidity, including issues beyond arbitrators’ 
jurisdiccon, incompacbility with basic legal principles, and non-compliance with formal requirements, 
the seccon aims to ensure that awards are consistent with the law, principles, and procedures. This 
ensures the reliability and enforceability of arbitral awards within the context of the Swedish legal 
framework. 

 

Sec<on 34 

An award that may not be challenged under Sec<on 36 shall, following an applica<on, be wholly or 
par<ally set aside upon the request of a party: 

1. if it is not covered by a valid arbitra<on agreement between the par<es; 

2. if the arbitrators have made the award acer the expira<on of the <me limit set by the 
par<es; 

3. if the arbitrators have exceeded their mandate, in a manner that probably influenced 
the outcome; 

4. if the arbitra<on, according to Sec<on 47, should not have taken place in Sweden; 

5. if an arbitrator was appointed in a manner that violates the par<es’ agreement or this 
A t, 

6. if an arbitrator was unauthorized to adjudicate the dispute due to any circumstance set 
forth in Sec<ons 7 or 8; or 

7. if, without fault of the party, there otherwise occurred an irregularity in the course of 
the proceedings which probably influenced the outcome of the case. 

A party shall not be en<tled to rely upon a circumstance which, through par<cipa<on in the 
proceedings without objec<on, or in any other manner, the party may be deemed to have waived. 
A party shall not be regarded as having accepted the arbitrators’ jurisdic<on to determine the issue 
referred to arbitra<on solely by having appointed an arbitrator. It follows from Sec<ons 10 and 11 
that a party may lose the right under sub-sec<on 6, first paragraph, to rely upon a circumstance as 
set forth in Sec<on 8. 

An ac<on must be brought within two months from the date upon which the party received the 
award or, if correc<on, supplementa<on, or interpreta<on has taken place pursuant to Sec<on 32, 
within a period of two months from the date when the party received the award in its final wording. 
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Following the expira<on of the <me limit, a party may not invoke a new ground of objec<on in 
support of its claim. 

SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 34 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes the grounds and procedures for seyng aside an 
arbitral award in Sweden. This seccon outlines specific circumstances under which an award can be 
parcally or wholly set aside upon the request of a party. Here is an analysis of its key points: 

1. Grounds for Seyng Aside: The seccon enumerates seven discnct grounds upon which an 
arbitral award may be set aside upon the request of a party. These include: 

a. Lack of a valid arbitracon agreement. 

b. Exceeding the cme limit set by the parces for making the award. 

c. Arbitrators exceeding their mandate, potencally influencing the outcome. 

d. An arbitracon that should not have taken place in Sweden as per Seccon 47. 

e. Violacon of the parces’ agreement or the Act in the appointment of an arbitrator. 

f. Arbitrator’s lack of authorisacon due to circumstances specified in Seccons 7 or 8. 

g. Occurrence of an irregularity during proceedings that influenced the outcome and 
was beyond the party’s control. 

2. Waiver and Acceptance: 

a. A party cannot rely on a circumstance that it may be deemed to have waived 
through its parccipacon in the proceedings without objeccon or by other means. 

b. Mere appointment of an arbitrator by a party does not consctute acceptance of 
the arbitrators’ jurisdiccon to determine the issue referred to arbitracon. 

3. Time Limit for Bringing Accon: 

a. A party seeking to set aside an award must bring an accon within two months from 
the date it received the award. 

b. If correccon, supplementacon, or interpretacon of the award occurs under Seccon 
32, the two-month cme limit starts from the date the party receives the award in 
its final wording. 

4. Limit on Grounds: Arer the expiracon of the cme limit, a party cannot introduce new 
grounds of objeccon to support its claim for seyng aside an award. 

5. Proteccng Arbitral Integrity: Seccon 34 safeguards the integrity of the arbitracon process 
by providing a structured framework for seyng aside awards that have been issued under 
specific circumstances that undermine the validity and fairness of the arbitracon 
proceedings. 
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6. Legal Certainty and Finality: 

a. By seyng a clear cme limit for bringing an accon to set aside an award, the Act 
promotes legal certainty and finality in the arbitracon process. 

b. The Act also ensures that parces cannot manipulate the process by introducing 
new grounds of objeccon arer the inical cme limit has expired. 

7. Balancing Parces’ Interests: Seccon 34 balances parces’ interests by providing a 
mechanism for challenging awards on specified grounds, while also discouraging tacccs 
that could undermine the finality of arbitral decisions. 

Conclusion: Seccon 34 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act plays a crucial role in maintaining the integrity, 
fairness, and finality of arbitral awards by providing a well-defined set of grounds and procedures for 
seyng aside awards under specific circumstances. This seccon strikes a balance between proteccng 
parces’ interests and ensuring the efficiency and credibility of the arbitracon process in Sweden. 

 

Sec<on 35 

A court may stay proceedings concerning the invalidity or seHng aside of an award for a certain 
period of <me in order to provide the arbitrators with an opportunity to resume the arbitral 
proceedings or to take some other measure which, in the opinion of the arbitrators, will eliminate 
the ground for the invalidity or seHng aside: 

1. provided the court holds that the claim in the case shall be accepted and either of the 
par<es requests a stay; or 

2. both par<es request a stay. 

If the arbitrators make a new award, a party may, within the period of <me determined by the court 
and without issuing a writ of summons, challenge the award insofar as it was based upon the 
resumed arbitral proceedings or an amendment to the first award. 

SFS (2000:180). 

Seccon 35 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the issue of staying court proceedings concerning 
the invalidity or seyng aside of an arbitral award. This seccon allows for the possibility of temporarily 
suspending such proceedings to allow the arbitrators to address the issues that led to the invalidity or 
seyng aside of the award. Here is an analysis of its key points: 

1. Grounds for Staying Proceedings: Seccon 35 provides two scenarios under which court 
proceedings concerning the invalidity or seyng aside of an award may be stayed: 

a. The court determines that the claim in the case should be accepted, and one of the 
parces requests a stay. 

b. Both parces request a stay. 
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2. Objeccve of Staying Proceedings: The primary purpose of staying the proceedings is to 
provide the arbitrators with the opportunity to resume the arbitral proceedings or take 
other measures that could reccfy the grounds for the invalidity or seyng aside of the 
award. 

3. Resumpcon of Arbitral Proceedings: The seccon acknowledges the possibility that the 
arbitrators may be able to reccfy the issue that led to the invalidity or seyng aside of the 
award by resuming the arbitral proceedings or taking alternacve accons. 

4. Limited Scope of Court Review: 

a. If the arbitrators do make a new award following the resumpcon of arbitral 
proceedings or amendment to the inical award, the seccon allows a party to 
challenge the new award. 

b. The challenge must be made within a specific cme period determined by the court, 
and it does not require the issuance of a writ of summons. 

5. Ensuring Efficiency and Finality: 

a. Seccon 35 aims to ensure that the arbitracon process is efficient and that parces 
have the opportunity to address and reccfy issues that led to the invalidity or 
seyng aside of an award. 

b. By allowing for a stay of court proceedings and subsequent challenges to a new 
award, the seccon maintains the integrity and finality of the arbitracon process. 

6. Flexibility in Addressing Issues: 

a. This seccon allows the parces and the arbitrators flexibility in finding appropriate 
solucons to reccfy the issues that caused the invalidity or seyng aside of the 
award. 

b. It underscores the importance of arbitracon as a dispute resolucon mechanism 
that allows parces to address their differences effeccvely and efficiently. 

Conclusion: Seccon 35 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act reflects the Act’s commitment to efficient and 
fair dispute resolucon. By allowing for the temporary stay of court proceedings, it provides a 
mechanism for addressing the issues that led to the invalidity or seyng aside of an arbitral award. This 
seccon aims to strike a balance between parces’ rights to challenge awards and the need to maintain 
the finality and integrity of the arbitracon process. 

 

Sec<on 36 

An award whereby the arbitrators concluded the proceedings without ruling on the issues submiNed 
to them for resolu<on may be amended, in whole or in part, upon the applica<on of a party. An 
ac<on must be brought within two months from the date upon which the party received the award 
or, if correc<on, supplementa<on, or interpreta<on has taken place in accordance with Sec<on 32, 
within a period of two months from the date upon which the party received the award in its final 
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wording. The award shall contain clear instruc<ons as to what must be done by a party who wants 
to challenge the award. 

An ac<on in accordance with the first paragraph that only concerns an issue referred to in Sec<on 
42 is permissible if, in the award, the arbitrators have considered themselves to lack jurisdic<on to 
adjudicate the dispute. If the award concerns another maNer, a party who desires to challenge the 
award may do so in accordance with the provisions of Sec<on 34. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 36 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the possibility of amending an arbitral award in 
cases where the arbitrators concluded the proceedings without ruling on the issues submimed to them 
for resolucon. Here is an analysis of its key points: 

1. Amendment of Awards: Seccon 36 allows for the amendment of an award when the 
arbitrators concluded the proceedings without rendering a decision on the issues 
presented for resolucon. This provision acknowledges that certain issues submimed to 
arbitracon might not have been addressed in the original award. 

2. Applicacon by Party: The amendment of the award can be inicated upon the applicacon 
of a party who is dissacsfied with the arbitrators’ failure to rule on the submimed issues. 

3. Time Limit for Applicacon: 

a. An applicacon to amend the award must be brought within two months from the 
date on which the party received the award. 

b. If the award underwent correccon, supplementacon, or interpretacon under 
Seccon 32, the two-month cme limit starts from the date on which the party 
received the award in its final wording. 

4. Clarity in Challenge Process: The seccon requires that the award itself contains clear 
instruccons on how a party can challenge the award if they are dissacsfied with the 
arbitrators’ failure to address certain issues. 

5. 5. Scope of Challenge: 

a. If the arbitrators in the award stated that they lack jurisdiccon to adjudicate the 
dispute, a party can challenge the award in relacon to issues referred to in Seccon 
42 (issues concerning the validity of an arbitracon agreement) using the provisions 
of this seccon. 

b. If the award concerns another mamer, a party seeking to challenge the award must 
do so according to the provisions of Seccon 34 (grounds for seyng aside an award). 

6. Ensuring Fairness and Finality: 

a. This seccon strikes a balance between allowing parces to seek clarificacon or 
resolucon of issues not addressed by the arbitrators and preserving the finality of 
arbitracon awards. 
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b. It provides a procedural avenue for parces to have their concerns addressed 
without undermining the overall efficiency and effeccveness of the arbitracon 
process. 

Conclusion: Seccon 36 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act allows parces to seek amendment of an award 
when the arbitrators concluded proceedings without ruling on submimed issues. By specifying the cme 
limits, criteria, and scope for such amendments, this seccon aims to ensure both fairness to the parces 
and the integrity of the arbitracon process. It provides a mechanism for parces to address incomplete 
awards while maintaining the finality of arbitracon decisions. 
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Costs of Arbitra<on 

Sec<on 37 

The par<es shall be jointly and severally liable to pay reasonable compensa<on to the arbitrators 
for work and expenses. However, if the arbitrators have stated in the award that they lack 
jurisdic<on to determine the dispute, the party that did not request arbitra<on shall be liable to 
make payment only insofar as required due to special circumstances. 

In a final award, the arbitrators may order the par<es to pay compensa<on to them, together with 
interest from the date occurring one month following the date of the announcement of the award. 
The compensa<on shall be stated separately for each arbitrator. 

Seccon 37 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act deals with the issue of compensacon for arbitrators and the 
parces’ liability for payment. Here is an analysis of its key provisions: 

1. Joint and Several Liability for Compensacon: The seccon establishes that the parces in 
arbitracon are jointly and severally liable to pay reasonable compensacon to the 
arbitrators for their work and expenses. This means that each party is responsible for the 
full payment, but the arbitrators can choose to recover the compensacon from any or all 
of the parces. 

2. Excepcon for Lack of Jurisdiccon: If the arbitrators have explicitly stated in the award that 
they lack jurisdiccon to determine the dispute, the party that did not request arbitracon 
(the respondent) is liable to make payment only in cases of special circumstances. This 
recognises that a respondent may not be fully responsible for costs when jurisdiccon was 
found lacking. 

3. Timing and Interest on Compensacon: 

a. In a final award, the arbitrators have the authority to order the parces to pay 
compensacon to them. Interest on the compensacon starts accruing from one 
month arer the announcement of the award. 

b. The compensacon awarded is required to be stated separately for each arbitrator 
to ensure transparency and clarity in the accouncng. 

4. Balancing Costs and Incencves: 

a. This seccon aims to strike a balance between providing fair compensacon to 
arbitrators for their cme and expercse and ensuring that parces are not 
discouraged from pursuing arbitracon due to excessive costs. 

b. By establishing the principle of joint and several liability, it encourages parces to 
cooperate in fulfilling their financial obligacons to the arbitrators. 

5. Encouraging Transparency and Accountability: The requirement to state compensacon 
separately for each arbitrator emphasises transparency in the financial aspects of the 
arbitracon process. This informacon helps parces understand the breakdown of costs 
and promotes accountability. 
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Conclusion: Seccon 37 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the financial aspect of arbitracon by 
establishing the liability of parces for compensacng arbitrators for their work and expenses. It takes 
into account scenarios where jurisdiccon is lacking and provides guidelines for calculacng 
compensacon and the accrual of interest. The seccon promotes fairness, transparency, and the 
efficient funcconing of the arbitracon process while ensuring parces’ accountability for costs. 

 

Sec<on 38 

The arbitrators may request security for the compensa<on. They may fix separate security for 
individual claims. If a party fails to provide its share of the requested security within the period 
specified by the arbitrators, the opposing party may provide the en<re security. If the requested 
security is not provided, the arbitrators may terminate the proceedings, in whole or in part. 

During the proceedings, the arbitrators may decide to realize security in order to cover expenses. 
Following the determina<on of the arbitrators’ compensa<on in a final award and if the award in 
that respect has become enforceable, the arbitrators may realize their payment from the security, 
in the event the par<es fail to fulfil their payment obliga<ons in accordance with the award. The 
right to security also includes income from the property. 

Seccon 38 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the issue of security for arbitrators’ compensacon 
and the consequences of failing to provide such security. Here is an analysis of its key provisions: 

1. Arbitrators’ Authority to Request Security: 

a. This seccon grants arbitrators the authority to request security for their 
compensacon from the parces involved in the arbitracon process. 

b. The security is intended to ensure that the arbitrators receive their due 
compensacon for their services and expenses incurred during the arbitracon 
proceedings. 

2. Fixing Separate Security for Individual Claims: The arbitrators have the discrecon to fix 
separate security for individual claims. This provision acknowledges that mulcple claims 
might be involved in the arbitracon, each requiring a discnct security amount. 

3. Consequences of Failure to Provide Security: 

a. If a party fails to provide its share of the requested security within the specified 
period, the opposing party has the opcon to provide the encre security. 

b. Failure to provide the requested security gives the arbitrators the power to 
terminate the proceedings, either parcally or in their encrety. 

4. Realisacon of Security During Proceedings: The arbitrators can decide to realise the 
provided security in order to cover the expenses of the arbitracon proceedings. This 
provision helps ensure that the process remains financially viable and that arbitrators’ 
compensacon is protected. 

5. Realisacon of Security for Arbitrators’ Compensacon: 
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a. Arer the arbitrators’ compensacon is determined in a final award and that award 
becomes enforceable, the arbitrators have the authority to realize their payment 
from the security provided by the parces. 

b. This provision safeguards the arbitrators’ compensacon in cases where parces fail 
to fulfil their payment obligacons as directed by the award. 

6. Income from the Property as Security: The seccon specifies that the right to security 
extends to include income generated from the secured property, further reinforcing the 
security measures. 

Conclusion: Seccon 38 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act plays a crucial role in ensuring the financial 
stability of the arbitracon process. It empowers arbitrators to request security for their compensacon 
and provides mechanisms to enforce these security measures. By allowing the realisacon of security 
during proceedings and facilitacng the realisacon of security for arbitrators’ compensacon, this 
seccon contributes to the integrity of the arbitracon process and the proteccon of arbitrators’ rights. 

 

Sec<on 39 

The provisions of Sec<ons 37 and 38 shall apply unless otherwise jointly decided by the par<es in a 
manner that is binding upon the arbitrators. 

An agreement regarding compensa<on to the arbitrators that is not entered into jointly by the 
par<es is void. If one of the par<es has provided the en<re security, such party may, however, solely 
consent to the realisa<on of the security by the arbitrators in order to cover the compensa<on for 
work expended. 

Seccon 39 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act focuses on the compensacon of arbitrators and the parces’ 
authority to jointly decide on compensacon-related mamers. Here is an analysis of its key provisions: 

1. Applicacon of Seccons 37 and 38: 

a. This seccon establishes that the provisions outlined in Seccons 37 and 38 of the 
Act regarding arbitrators’ compensacon and security apply unless the parces have 
jointly agreed otherwise. 

b. The parces have the ability to jointly decide on mamers related to arbitrators’ 
compensacon in a manner that is binding upon the arbitrators. 

2. Voidance of Non-Jointly Agreed Compensacon: 

a. The seccon scpulates that any agreement regarding arbitrators’ compensacon that 
is not entered into jointly by the parces is considered void. 

b. This provision ensures that arbitrators’ compensacon is determined through a 
mutual agreement between the parces and that any unilateral decisions are not 
recognised. 

3. Sole Consent for Realisacon of Security: 
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a. The seccon makes an excepcon for cases where one party has provided the encre 
security for arbitrators’ compensacon. 

b. In such cases, that party is allowed to solely consent to the realisacon of the 
security by the arbitrators in order to cover the compensacon for the work 
expended. 

c. This provision addresses situacons where one party has taken the responsibility for 
securing arbitrators’ compensacon and allows them to exercise control over the 
realisacon of that security. 

Conclusion: Seccon 39 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act emphasises the importance of joint decision-
making between the parces concerning arbitrators’ compensacon and related mamers. It underscores 
the requirement for mutual agreement between the parces regarding compensacon, prevencng 
unilateral decisions on this mamer. The provision allowing a party that has provided the encre security 
to consent to the realisacon of the security for arbitrators’ compensacon adds an element of flexibility 
while maintaining the parces’ interests in the arbitracon process. 

 

Sec<on 40 

The arbitrators may not withhold the award pending the payment of compensa<on. 

Seccon 40 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the issue of arbitrators withholding the award 
pending the payment of compensacon. Here is an analysis of its key point: 

1. Prohibicon of Withholding the Award: 

a. This seccon straighhorwardly states that arbitrators are prohibited from 
withholding the award due to a delay or non-payment of compensacon by the 
parces. 

b. The provision emphasises the separacon between the issuance of the award and 
any mamers related to compensacon. 

2. Implicacons: 

a. By explicitly prohibicng arbitrators from withholding the award based on 
compensacon mamers, this seccon ensures that the resolucon of the dispute 
through the issuance of an award is not concngent upon compensacon-related 
issues. 

b. This helps maintain the integrity of the arbitracon process, as parces should be 
able to receive a cmely resolucon of their dispute without any undue delay linked 
to compensacon mamers. 

3. Independence of Award and Compensacon: 
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a. The provision reinforces the principle that arbitrators’ compensacon should be 
treated as a separate issue from the determinacon of the dispute and the issuance 
of the award. 

b. It prevents any potencal misuse of the arbitracon process, ensuring that the final 
award is based solely on the merits of the dispute and is not influenced by the 
parces’ payment or non-payment of compensacon. 

Conclusion: Seccon 40 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act underscores the importance of maintaining the 
independence and integrity of the arbitracon process. It ensures that the issuance of an award is not 
subject to delays or condicons related to the payment of compensacon to arbitrators. This separacon 
is essencal for upholding the fairness and neutrality of the arbitracon proceedings and the ulcmate 
resolucon of the dispute. 

 

Sec<on 41 

A party or an arbitrator may file an applica<on with the District Court concerning amendment of the 
award as regards the payment of compensa<on to the arbitrators. Such applica<on must be filed 
within two months from the date upon which the party received the award and, in the case of an 
arbitrator, within the same period from the announcement of the award. If correc<on, 
supplementa<on, or interpreta<on has taken place in accordance with Sec<on 32, the applica<on 
must be filed by a party within two months from the date upon which the party received the award 
in its final wording and, in the case of an arbitrator, within the same period from the date when the 
award was announced in its final wording. The award shall contain clear instruc<ons as to what must 
be done by a party who wants to challenge the award in this respect. The procedure will be 
administered in accordance with the Court MaNers Act (1996:242). 

A decision pursuant to which the compensa<on to an arbitrator is reduced shall also apply to the 
party who did not bring the ac<on. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 41 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act pertains to the amendment of the award concerning the 
payment of compensacon to arbitrators. Here is an analysis of its key points: 

1. Amendment of Compensacon Award: 

a. This seccon provides a mechanism through which a party or an arbitrator can file 
an applicacon with the District Court for amending the award regarding the 
payment of compensacon to the arbitrators. 

b. The amendment relates specifically to the compensacon awarded to the 
arbitrators, not to the substance of the dispute. 

2. Timeline for Filing Applicacon: The seccon specifies the cme limits within which such an 
applicacon must be filed: 

a. For parces, the applicacon must be filed within two months from the date of 
receiving the award or, if correccon, supplementacon, or interpretacon has taken 
place, within two months from receiving the final wording of the award. 
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b. For arbitrators, the applicacon must be filed within the same cme frames from the 
announcement of the award or the announcement of the final wording of the 
award. 

3. Clear Instruccons and Procedure: 

a. The award is required to contain clear instruccons for parces on how to challenge 
the award concerning compensacon. 

b. The procedure for challenging the award’s compensacon aspect is administered in 
accordance with the Court Mamers Act (1996:242), which governs procedural 
mamers in courts. 

4. Impact on Non-Inicacng Party: 

a. Notably, a decision to reduce the compensacon to an arbitrator, as a result of such 
an applicacon, also applies to the party who did not inicate the applicacon. 

b. This provision ensures consistency in treatment between the parces and avoids a 
situacon where the non-inicacng party benefits from a reduced compensacon 
award without being involved in the applicacon process. 

Conclusion: Seccon 41 establishes a framework for parces or arbitrators to seek the amendment of 
an award specifically concerning compensacon mamers. The provision outlines the cmeline, 
procedure, and impact on both parces when it comes to modifying compensacon awards. This 
mechanism provides a means for addressing disputes related to arbitrators’ compensacon, enhancing 
transparency and fairness in the arbitracon process. 

 

Sec<on 42 

Unless otherwise agreed by the par<es, the arbitrators may, upon the request of a party, order the 
opposing party to pay compensa<on for the party’s costs and determine the manner in which the 
compensa<on to the arbitrators shall be finally allocated between the par<es. The arbitrators’ order 
may also include interest, if a party has so requested. 

Seccon 42 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the issue of costs and compensacon in arbitracon 
proceedings. Here is an analysis of its key points: 

1. Cost Allocacon by Arbitrators: 

a. This seccon empowers the arbitrators to determine the allocacon of costs and 
compensacon between the parces in an arbitracon case. 

b. The arbitrators can make these determinacons based on the request of a party, 
provided that the parces have not agreed otherwise. 

2. Compensacon for Costs: 
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a. The arbitrators can order the opposing party to pay compensacon for the 
requescng party’s costs. This means that one party may be required to cover the 
expenses incurred by the other party during the arbitracon proceedings. 

b. The term “costs” typically includes expenses like legal fees, administracve charges, 
and other costs associated with conduccng the arbitracon. 

3. Allocacon of Arbitrators’ Compensacon: 

a. The arbitrators also have the authority to determine the manner in which the 
compensacon for their own services (arbitrators’ fees) will be distributed between 
the parces. 

b. This provision helps ensure that both parces contribute proporconally to the 
arbitrators’ compensacon based on the outcome of the case. 

4. Interest and Other Terms: 

a. The arbitrators’ order under this seccon can include interest if requested by a party. 
This could apply to the compensacon for costs or any other relevant mamer. 

b. This provision emphasises flexibility in arbitracon proceedings, allowing the 
arbitrators to address the specifics of each case. 

5. Importance of Party Requests: 

a. Notably, the power of the arbitrators to order compensacon and cost allocacon is 
concngent upon a party’s request. In other words, a party must request the 
arbitrators to make such determinacons. 

b. This highlights the principle of party autonomy in arbitracon, where the parces’ 
preferences and requests play a significant role in shaping the proceedings. 

Conclusion: Seccon 42 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act grants the arbitrators the authority to order 
compensacon for costs, allocate arbitrators’ compensacon, and include interest in their decisions. This 
provision offers parces a framework for resolving disputes related to costs and compensacon, adding 
an element of flexibility to accommodate the parces’ individual circumstances and preferences within 
the arbitracon process. 

 

Forum and Limita<on Periods etc. 

Sec<on 43 

An ac<on pursuant to Sec<ons 2, second paragraph, or 33, 34, and 36 shall be considered by the 
Court of Appeal within the jurisdic<on of which the arbitra<on had its seat. If the seat of arbitra<on 
is not determined, or not stated in the award, the ac<on may be brought in the Svea Court of Appeal. 

The determina<on of the Court of Appeal may not be appealed. However, the Court of Appeal may 
grant leave to appeal its determina<on if it is of importance as a maNer of precedent that the appeal 
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be considered by the Supreme Court. For the Supreme Court to review the Court of Appeal’s 
determina<on, leave of appeal by the Supreme Court is required. This does not apply, however, to 
the appeal of a decision by which the Court of Appeal has dismissed an appeal of a determina<on 
made by the Court of Appeal. 

An applica<on pursuant to Sec<on 41 shall be considered by the District Court at the seat of 
arbitra<on. If the seat of arbitra<on is not stated in the award, the ac<on may be brought before 
the Stockholm District Court. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 43 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act pertains to the jurisdiccon and review of certain accons 
related to arbitracon proceedings. Here is an analysis of its key points: 

1. Jurisdiccon of the Court of Appeal: 

a. This seccon specifies the jurisdiccon where accons under certain seccons of the 
Arbitracon Act should be considered by the Court of Appeal. 

b. For accons related to Seccons 2 (regarding arbitrators’ jurisdiccon), 33 (invalidity 
or seyng aside of an award), 34 (grounds to set aside an award), and 36 
(amendment of an award), the Court of Appeal within the jurisdiccon of which the 
arbitracon had its seat is the competent court to consider the mamer. 

c. If the seat of arbitracon is not determined or stated in the award, the accon can 
be brought in the Svea Court of Appeal. 

2. Finality of Determinacon: 

a. The determinacon made by the Court of Appeal in these mamers may not be 
appealed in the usual manner. 

b. However, the Court of Appeal can allow an appeal to the Supreme Court if the 
determinacon has important precedencal implicacons. For the Supreme Court to 
review this, it requires leave of appeal from the Supreme Court. 

3. Excepcons for Appeals: There is a specific excepcon for appeals to decisions where the 
Court of Appeal has dismissed an appeal against a determinacon made by the same Court 
of Appeal. These appeals can be made without requiring leave of appeal from the 
Supreme Court. 

4. Jurisdiccon for Seccon 41 Applicacons: 

a. For accons pursuant to Seccon 41 (amendment of the award as regards 
compensacon to arbitrators), these applicacons are considered by the District 
Court at the seat of arbitracon. 

b. If the seat of arbitracon is not stated in the award, the accon can be brought before 
the Stockholm District Court. 

5. Principle of Seat of Arbitracon: The seccon underscores the importance of the “seat of 
arbitracon”, which refers to the legal place where arbitracon proceedings are deemed to 
be conducted. 
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6. Importance of Finality and Precedent: This seccon seeks to balance the need for finality 
of arbitracon decisions with the possibility of addressing important legal mamers as 
precedent through the appropriate channels. 

Conclusion: Seccon 43 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the jurisdiccon for certain accons 
related to arbitracon proceedings and emphasises the importance of the seat of arbitracon. It provides 
a framework for the appropriate courts to consider accons related to arbitrators’ jurisdiccon, invalidity 
of awards, seyng aside of awards, amendment of awards, and compensacon to arbitrators. The 
seccon reflects the legal principles aimed at ensuring the integrity and predictability of the arbitracon 
process within the Swedish legal context. 

 

Sec<on 44 

Applica<ons to appoint or release an arbitrator shall be considered by the District Court at the place 
where one of the par<es is domiciled or by the District Court at the seat of arbitra<on. The 
applica<on may also be considered by the Stockholm District Court. If possible, the opposing party 
shall be afforded the opportunity to express its opinion upon the applica<on before it is granted. If 
the applica<on concerns the removal of an arbitrator, the arbitrator should also be heard. 

Applica<ons concerning the taking of evidence in accordance with Sec<on 26 shall be considered by 
the District Court determined by the arbitrators. In the absence of such decision, the applica<on 
shall be considered by the Stockholm District Court. 

If the District Court has granted an applica<on to appoint or release an arbitrator, such decision may 
not be appealed. Neither may a determina<on of the District Court in accordance with Sec<on 10, 
third paragraph, otherwise be appealed. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 44 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the process and jurisdiccon for various 
applicacons related to arbitrator appointments, releases, and other mamers. Here is an analysis of its 
key points: 

1. Jurisdiccon for Arbitrator Appointment and Release Applicacons: 

a. This seccon specifies where applicacons for the appointment or release of an 
arbitrator should be filed and considered. 

b. The applicacons are to be considered by the District Court at either the place where 
one of the parces is domiciled or the District Court at the seat of arbitracon. 

c. Addiconally, the Stockholm District Court may also consider these applicacons. 

2. Nocce and Opportunity to Be Heard: 

a. The seccon emphasises the principle of affording the opposing party an 
opportunity to express its opinion on the applicacon before it is granted. 

b. If the applicacon pertains to the removal of an arbitrator, the arbitrator being 
removed should also be heard. 
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3. Applicacons for Evidence Taking: 

a. Applicacons related to the taking of evidence under Seccon 26 are to be 
considered by the District Court as determined by the arbitrators. 

b. If the arbitrators have not made a determinacon on this mamer, the applicacon 
should be considered by the Stockholm District Court. 

4. Finality of Decisions: 

a. The seccon highlights that if the District Court grants an applicacon to appoint or 
release an arbitrator, that decision cannot be appealed. 

b. Similarly, determinacons of the District Court in accordance with Seccon 10, third 
paragraph (regarding the conclusively determined jurisdiccon by an arbitracon 
insctucon), also cannot be appealed. 

5. Principle of Efficient Proceedings: This seccon aims to facilitate the efficient resolucon of 
arbitrator-related mamers and evidence-taking applicacons while providing opportunices 
for relevant parces to present their opinions. 

Conclusion: Seccon 44 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the process and jurisdiccon for 
applicacons related to arbitrator appointments, releases, and evidence-taking. It emphasises 
principles of hearing the opposing party and the affected arbitrator (if applicable) and aims to ensure 
cmely and effeccve resolucon of these mamers. The finality of decisions made by the District Court in 
these contexts reflects the importance of maintaining the integrity and pace of the arbitracon 
proceedings. 

 

Sec<on 45 

If, according to law or by agreement, an ac<on by a party must be brought within a certain period, 
but the ac<on is covered by an arbitra<on agreement, the party must request arbitra<on in 
accordance with Sec<on 19 within the stated period. 

If arbitra<on has been requested in due <me but the arbitral proceedings are terminated without a 
legal determina<on of the issue which was submiNed to the arbitrators, and this is not due to the 
negligence of the party, the ac<on shall be deemed to have been ini<ated in due <me if a party 
requests arbitra<on or ini<ates court proceedings within thirty days of receipt of the award, or if 
the award has been set aside or declared invalid or an ac<on against the award in accordance with 
Sec<on 36 has been dismissed, from the <me that this decision becomes final. 

Seccon 45 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the cme limits for inicacng accons when there is 
an arbitracon agreement in place. Here is an analysis of its key points: 

1. Applicacon of Time Limits to Arbitracon Proceedings: 

a. This seccon deals with situacons where an accon by a party is subject to a specific 
cme limit according to the law or an agreement, but the mamer is covered by an 
arbitracon agreement. 
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b. It scpulates that if such an accon is covered by an arbitracon agreement, the party 
must inicate arbitracon proceedings within the cme frame specified by the law or 
agreement. This is in line with the principle that parces should not bypass the 
arbitracon process when there is a valid agreement in place. 

2. Terminacon of Arbitral Proceedings Without Determinacon: 

a. The seccon also addresses cases where arbitral proceedings are terminated 
without a legal determinacon of the issue submimed to the arbitrators. 

b. If the terminacon of the arbitral proceedings is not due to the negligence of the 
party, the seccon allows that the accon shall be considered to have been inicated 
in due cme if certain condicons are met. 

3. Time Limit for Inicacng New Proceedings: 

a. Specifically, if the arbitral proceedings were terminated without resolving the issue 
and the party received an award, the party has thirty days from the receipt of the 
award to request arbitracon or inicate court proceedings. 

b. If the award is later set aside or declared invalid, or if an accon against the award 
under Seccon 36 has been dismissed, the party has thirty days from the date when 
this decision becomes final to request arbitracon or inicate court proceedings. 

4. Proteccon of Parces and Avoidance of Loss of Remedies: 

a. This seccon aims to ensure that parces do not lose their right to pursue their claims 
due to the terminacon of arbitral proceedings without a determinacon. 

b. It provides a mechanism for parces to inicate arbitracon or court proceedings in 
such scenarios, allowing them to seek a legal determinacon for their claims. 

5. Balancing Flexibility and Time Limits: Seccon 45 strikes a balance between respeccng 
cme limits for legal accons and accommodacng the flexibility of arbitracon proceedings. 
It acknowledges that parces may encounter circumstances that lead to the terminacon 
of arbitral proceedings without a determinacon. 

Conclusion: Seccon 45 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes a framework for inicacng arbitracon 
proceedings within the context of cme limits for legal accons. It ensures that parces have the 
opportunity to seek resolucon for their claims even if arbitral proceedings were terminated without a 
determinacon. This provision safeguards the rights of parces while maintaining a balance between 
the arbitracon process and established cme limits. 
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Sec<on 45 a 

In cases brought under Sec<on 2, second paragraph, or 33, 34 or 36, the Court of Appeal may, upon 
the request of a party, accept oral evidence in English without interpreta<on into Swedish. 

The first paragraph applies also to the procedure in the Supreme Court. 

SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 45 a of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the use of English as an acceptable language for 
oral evidence in certain cases within the Swedish court system. Here is an analysis of its key features: 

1. Applicability to Specific Cases: This seccon is applicable to cases brought under specific 
seccons of the Arbitracon Act, namely Seccon 2 (second paragraph), Seccon 33, Seccon 
34, or Seccon 36. These seccons pertain to mamers like challenging arbitral awards, 
accons to set aside awards, and other procedural aspects related to arbitracon. 

2. Use of English in Oral Evidence: The primary focus of this provision is to allow parces to 
present oral evidence in English without the requirement for interpretacon into Swedish. 
This applies specifically to the Court of Appeal stage of proceedings. 

3. Efficiency and Accessibility: The use of English in presencng oral evidence can enhance 
efficiency and accessibility in court proceedings, parccularly when dealing with 
internaconal mamers involving non-Swedish parces. Allowing parces to use English 
directly for their oral evidence can streamline the process and avoid potencal delays and 
costs associated with interpretacon services. 

4. Preservacon of Original Tescmonies: Allowing oral evidence to be presented in English is 
beneficial for parces and witnesses who are more comfortable with English as opposed 
to Swedish. This can help ensure that the original meaning and nuances of tescmonies 
are accurately preserved during the legal proceedings. 

5. Applicacon to the Supreme Court: The provision extends to the procedure in the Supreme 
Court as well, indicacng that the use of English for oral evidence without interpretacon 
into Swedish is permissible even at the highest level of appeal. 

6. Promocon of Internaconalisacon: This provision aligns with the increasing 
internaconalisacon of legal proceedings, parccularly in cases involving cross-border 
mamers. The use of English can contribute to a more inclusive and efficient process for all 
parces involved. 

7. Balancing Language Needs and Rights: While this provision facilitates the use of English 
for oral evidence, it is important to balance this with the rights of all parces to fully 
understand the proceedings. Courts should ensure that all parces are adequately 
informed about the use of English and have access to necessary interpretacon services if 
needed. 

Conclusion: Seccon 45 a of the Swedish Arbitracon Act introduces a pracccal approach by allowing 
oral evidence in English without interpretacon into Swedish in certain cases. By doing so, it addresses 
the language needs of parces, especially in internaconal cases, while enhancing the efficiency and 
accessibility of the arbitracon process within the Swedish court system. 
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Interna<onal MaNers 

Sec<on 46 

This Act shall apply to arbitral proceedings seated in Sweden even if the dispute has an interna<onal 
connec<on. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 46 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes the jurisdiccon and applicability of the Act to 
arbitral proceedings seated in Sweden, even when the dispute has an internaconal conneccon. Here 
is an analysis of its key features: 

1. Jurisdiccon and Scope Seccon 46 confirms that the Swedish Arbitracon Act applies to 
arbitral proceedings conducted within the jurisdiccon of Sweden. This includes both 
domescc disputes and disputes that have an internaconal conneccon, emphasising the 
flexibility of the Act to accommodate a wide range of cases. 

2. Domescc and Internaconal Cases: The Act’s applicacon to both domescc and 
internaconal cases is a significant feature. It signifies Sweden’s commitment to providing 
a reliable and consistent legal framework for both domescc and cross-border disputes 
resolved through arbitracon. 

3. Internaconal Conneccon: The provision clarifies that the Act applies even when the 
dispute has an internaconal conneccon. This recognises the reality of modern arbitracon, 
where disputes involving parces from different jurisdiccons are increasingly common due 
to globalisacon and internaconal business transaccons. 

4. Harmonisacon with Internaconal Standards: By extending its jurisdiccon to internaconal 
cases, Sweden aligns its arbitracon law with internaconal standards, such as the 
UNCITRAL Model Law on Internaconal Commercial Arbitracon. This helps promote 
consistency and predictability in the applicacon of arbitracon principles across borders. 

5. Facilitacng Internaconal Arbitracon: Acknowledging that disputes with an internaconal 
dimension may be subject to different legal systems, the Act aims to facilitate the conduct 
of internaconal arbitracon in Sweden. This is important to encourage parces to choose 
Sweden as a seat for their arbitracons, contribucng to the growth of the country’s 
arbitracon services. 

6. Amraccng Internaconal Parces: The provision signals to internaconal parces that Sweden 
is open to hoscng internaconal arbitracon cases and is equipped with a modern and 
effeccve legal framework for such proceedings. 

7. Conflict of Laws: The Act’s applicacon to internaconal cases also implies that Swedish law, 
as outlined in the Act, will govern the arbitral proceedings, irrespeccve of the parces’ 
naconalices or the nature of the dispute. This helps to avoid uncertainces arising from 
potencal conflicts of laws. 

Conclusion: Seccon 46 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act reflects Sweden’s commitment to providing a 
hospitable environment for both domescc and internaconal arbitracon. By assercng its jurisdiccon 
over internaconal cases and ensuring that its arbitracon law applies to disputes with internaconal 
conneccons, Sweden aims to foster a favourable climate for internaconal arbitracon within its 
jurisdiccon. 
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Sec<on 47 

Arbitral proceedings in accordance with this Act may be commenced in Sweden, if the arbitra<on 
agreement provides that the arbitra<on shall have its seat in Sweden, or if the arbitrators or an 
arbitra<on ins<tu<on pursuant to the agreement have determined that the proceedings shall be 
seated in Sweden, or if the opposing party otherwise consents thereto. 

Arbitral proceedings in accordance with this Act may also be commenced in Sweden against a party 
which is domiciled in Sweden or is otherwise subject to the jurisdic<on of the Swedish courts with 
regard to the maNer in dispute, unless the arbitra<on agreement provides that the proceedings shall 
be seated abroad. 

In other cases, arbitral proceedings in accordance with this Act may not take place in Sweden. SFS 
(2018:1954). 

Seccon 47 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the circumstances under which arbitral proceedings 
can be commenced in Sweden. This seccon focuses on the seat of arbitracon and the consent of the 
parces. Here is an analysis of its key features: 

1. Seat of Arbitracon: The seccon begins by specifying the condicons under which arbitral 
proceedings can be inicated in Sweden. The seat of arbitracon, also known as the place 
of arbitracon, is crucial in determining the legal framework that governs the arbitracon. 

2. Consent and Agreement: The provision emphasises the significance of the arbitracon 
agreement between the parces. If the arbitracon agreement expressly designates 
Sweden as the seat of arbitracon, then arbitral proceedings can be commenced in 
Sweden. 

3. Arbitrator or Arbitracon Insctucon Determinacon: The seccon allows for arbitral 
proceedings to be inicated in Sweden if the arbitrators or an arbitracon insctucon, as 
scpulated in the arbitracon agreement, have determined that the proceedings shall be 
seated in Sweden. This recognicon of the role of arbitrators and arbitracon insctucons 
reflects the principle of party autonomy in seleccng the seat of arbitracon. 

4. Opposing Party’s Consent: Another circumstance under which arbitral proceedings can be 
inicated in Sweden is if the opposing party consents to it. This highlights the principle of 
party autonomy and the flexibility of arbitracon, where both parces can agree to have 
their dispute resolved in a parccular jurisdiccon. 

5. Domiciled in Sweden: The seccon further states that arbitral proceedings can be 
commenced in Sweden against a party domiciled in Sweden or subject to the jurisdiccon 
of the Swedish courts concerning the dispute. This provision recognises the convenience 
and pracccality of having proceedings in the home jurisdiccon of one of the parces. 

6. Restriccons on Commencement: The seccon also sets limits on the commencement of 
arbitral proceedings in Sweden. If none of the condicons outlined in the seccon are met, 
arbitral proceedings cannot take place in Sweden under the Swedish Arbitracon Act. 
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7. Clarificacon of Jurisdiccon: Seccon 47 provides clarity on the jurisdiccon of Sweden as a 
seat of arbitracon and defines the circumstances under which such proceedings can be 
inicated. This helps parces understand the legal framework and their opcons when 
choosing Sweden as the venue for arbitracon. 

8. Promocon of Party Autonomy: The provision reflects the principle of party autonomy, 
which is a fundamental aspect of arbitracon. It gives parces the flexibility to choose the 
seat of arbitracon that aligns with their preferences and requirements. 

Conclusion: Seccon 47 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes the condicons under which arbitral 
proceedings can be commenced in Sweden. It underscores the importance of the arbitracon 
agreement, the role of arbitrators and arbitracon insctucons, and the principle of party autonomy in 
seleccng the seat of arbitracon. By providing clear guidelines, this seccon contributes to the effeccve 
conduct of arbitracon proceedings in Sweden. 

 

Sec<on 48 

If an arbitra<on agreement has an interna<onal connec<on, the agreement shall be governed by 
the law agreed upon by the par<es. If the par<es have not reached such an agreement, the 
arbitra<on agreement shall be governed by the law of the country where, in accordance with the 
par<es’ agreement, the arbitra<on had or shall have its seat. 

The first paragraph shall not apply to the issue of whether a party was authorized to enter into an 
arbitra<on agreement or was duly represented. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 48 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the governing law of arbitracon agreements with 
internaconal conneccons. Here is an analysis of its key aspects: 

1. Choice of Law: The seccon focuses on determining the governing law of arbitracon 
agreements that have an internaconal dimension. It provides clarity on how the law 
governing the arbitracon agreement should be determined. 

2. Party Agreement: According to the seccon, if the parces to the arbitracon agreement 
have expressly agreed upon a specific law to govern the agreement, that chosen law will 
apply. This reflects the principle of party autonomy, allowing parces to select the law that 
governs their contractual relaconship. 

3. Default Rule: In cases where the parces have not agreed upon a specific governing law 
for the arbitracon agreement, the seccon provides a default rule. It states that the law of 
the country where the arbitracon has its seat (as agreed upon by the parces) will govern 
the arbitracon agreement. 

4. Conneccon to the Seat: This provision reinforces the conneccon between the arbitracon 
agreement and the seat of arbitracon. The law of the seat, as chosen by the parces, is 
considered a logical choice for governing the arbitracon agreement, as the seat usually 
governs procedural mamers and plays a significant role in arbitracon proceedings. 

5. Excepcon: Authorisacon and Representacon: An important excepcon is provided in the 
seccon. It clarifies that the first paragraph, which determines the governing law of the 
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arbitracon agreement, does not apply to issues related to the authorisacon of a party to 
enter into the arbitracon agreement or whether a party was duly represented. These 
issues might involve separate legal consideracons, and their determinacon might fall 
under different laws. 

6. Clarity and Predictability: Seccon 48 contributes to the clarity and predictability of 
arbitracon proceedings with internaconal elements. It provides clear guidelines on the 
applicable law in the absence of an express choice by the parces, reducing potencal 
disputes over the governing law of the arbitracon agreement. 

7. Preservacon of Party Autonomy: The seccon emphasises the importance of party 
autonomy by allowing parces to choose the governing law of their arbitracon agreement. 
This reflects the principle that parces are free to structure their contractual relaconships 
according to their preferences. 

Conclusion: Seccon 48 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act serves to determine the governing law of 
arbitracon agreements with internaconal conneccons. It offers a default rule for cases where the 
parces have not agreed on a governing law and clarifies that certain issues related to authorisacon 
and representacon are excluded from this determinacon. By providing clear guidance, this seccon 
contributes to the smooth funcconing of internaconal arbitracon and enhances legal certainty for the 
parces involved. 

 

Sec<on 49 

If foreign law is applicable to the arbitra<on agreement, Sec<on 4 shall apply to issues which are 
covered by the agreement, except when: 

1. in accordance with the applicable law, the agreement is invalid, inopera<ve, or 
incapable of being performed; or 

2. in accordance with Swedish law, the dispute may not be determined by arbitrators. 

The jurisdic<on of a court to issue such decisions regarding security measures as the court is en<tled 
to issue in accordance with law, notwithstanding the arbitra<on agreement, is set forth in Sec<on 
4, third paragraph. 

Seccon 49 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act deals with the interaccon between foreign law and Swedish 
law in cases where a foreign law is applicable to the arbitracon agreement. Here is an analysis of the 
key points in this seccon: 

1. Applicability of Swedish Law (Seccon 4): The reference to “Seccon 4” in this context 
relates to the general provisions in Seccon 4 of the Act that lay out the general principles 
of the law applicable to the arbitral proceedings. Seccon 49 specifies that if foreign law is 
applicable to the arbitracon agreement, Seccon 4 shall apply to issues that are covered 
by the agreement. 

2. Excepcons to Applying Swedish Law: 
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a. Invalidity, Inoperacveness, or Incapability of Performance: Under this provision, 
the general principles set out in Seccon 4 would not apply if, in accordance with 
the foreign law applicable to the arbitracon agreement, the agreement is deemed 
invalid, inoperacve, or incapable of being performed. This excepcon acknowledges 
that foreign law’s determinacon of the agreement’s validity or enforceability takes 
precedence. 

b. Dispute Inarbitrability under Swedish Law: If, according to the applicable Swedish 
law, the dispute is not capable of being determined by arbitrators (for example, due 
to specific categories of disputes that are required to be adjudicated exclusively by 
courts), then the general principles set out in Seccon 4 of the Act would not apply. 

3. Court Jurisdiccon for Security Measures: Seccon 49 also refers to Seccon 4, third 
paragraph, which addresses the jurisdiccon of a court to issue decisions regarding 
security measures, even if an arbitracon agreement exists. This emphasises that a court’s 
power to issue security measures is not limited by the existence of an arbitracon 
agreement. 

4. Balancing Applicable Laws: This seccon seeks to balance the applicacon of Swedish law 
with the requirements and limitacons of the foreign law applicable to the arbitracon 
agreement. It clarifies that the general principles in Seccon 4 apply, except in situacons 
where the arbitracon agreement is considered invalid or unenforceable under the foreign 
law, or if the dispute is inherently non-arbitrable under Swedish law. 

5. Internaconal Harmony and Predictability: Seccon 49 reflects the desire to harmonise the 
applicacon of different legal systems in the context of internaconal arbitracon. It ensures 
that Swedish law’s general principles apply, while also recognising the supremacy of 
foreign law over the arbitracon agreement’s validity and enforceability. 

6. Preservacon of Arbitracon Agreement: Importantly, this seccon reinforces the principle 
that, despite these excepcons, the arbitracon agreement’s overall enforceability should 
be preserved whenever possible. It provides clarity on how to approach potencal conflicts 
between foreign law, Swedish law, and the arbitracon agreement. 

Conclusion: Seccon 49 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act serves to clarify the interplay between foreign 
law, Swedish law, and arbitracon agreements. By addressing excepcons to the applicacon of Swedish 
law in the context of foreign-law-governed arbitracon agreements, it helps ensure that the arbitracon 
process is carried out in a coherent and predictable manner, while also respeccng the principles of the 
relevant applicable foreign law. 

 

Sec<on 50 

The provisions of Sec<ons 26 and 44 regarding the taking of evidence during the arbitral proceedings 
in Sweden shall also apply in arbitral proceedings seated abroad, if the proceedings are based upon 
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an arbitra<on agreement and, pursuant to Swedish law, the issues referred to the arbitrators may 
be resolved through arbitra<on. 

SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 50 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the extension of certain procedural provisions to 
arbitral proceedings seated abroad. Here is an analysis of the key points in this seccon: 

1. Applicability of Certain Provisions: Seccon 50 states that specific provisions from Seccons 
26 and 44 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act regarding the taking of evidence during arbitral 
proceedings in Sweden shall also apply in arbitral proceedings seated abroad. 

2. Scope of Applicability: The provisions apply to arbitral proceedings seated abroad under 
two condicons: 

a. The proceedings are based upon an arbitracon agreement. 

b. Pursuant to Swedish law, the issues referred to the arbitrators may be resolved 
through arbitracon. 

3. Provisions in Focus: The specific provisions from Seccons 26 and 44 relate to evidence-
taking procedures (Seccon 26) and applicacons to appoint or release an arbitrator 
(Seccon 44). These provisions are extended to arbitral proceedings that meet the 
aforemenconed criteria. 

4. Promocon of Uniformity: This provision reflects an effort to promote a level of uniformity 
and predictability in arbitracon proceedings that are connected to Sweden, even when 
the proceedings are seated abroad. It ensures that certain important procedural aspects 
are maintained regardless of the arbitracon’s locacon. 

5. Consideracon of Swedish Law: The requirement that the issues referred to the arbitrators 
may be resolved through arbitracon under Swedish law emphasises that Swedish law’s 
recognicon of the arbitrability of a dispute is a prerequisite for the applicacon of these 
provisions. 

6. Ensuring Due Process and Fairness: The extension of these provisions to arbitral 
proceedings seated abroad helps ensure that parces benefit from procedural safeguards 
similar to those in domescc arbitracon, promocng due process, fairness, and consistency 
in the conduct of the proceedings. 

7. Balancing Local and Internaconal Interests: By extending these provisions to foreign-
seated arbitracons with a conneccon to Swedish law, this seccon aims to find a balance 
between the principles and procedures of Swedish arbitracon law and the interests of 
parces engaged in internaconal commercial arbitracon. 

Conclusion: Seccon 50 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act extends specific procedural provisions to arbitral 
proceedings seated abroad under certain condicons. This approach contributes to maintaining 
procedural uniformity and ensuring that parces are afforded similar proteccons, regardless of the 
arbitracon’s locacon, while also respeccng the boundaries set by Swedish law and the principles of 
internaconal arbitracon. 
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Sec<on 51 

If none of the par<es is domiciled or has its place of business in Sweden, such par<es may in a 
commercial rela<onship through an express wriNen agreement exclude or limit the applica<on of 
the grounds for seHng aside an award as are set forth in Sec<on 34. 

An award which is subject to such an agreement shall be recognized and enforced in Sweden in 
accordance with the rules applicable to a foreign award. 

Seccon 51 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the possibility for parces in a commercial 
relaconship to exclude or limit the grounds for seyng aside an award through an express wrimen 
agreement. Here is an analysis of the key points in this seccon: 

1. Limicng Grounds for Seyng Aside: Seccon 51 provides that if none of the parces in an 
arbitracon case is domiciled or has its place of business in Sweden, they can enter into an 
express wrimen agreement to exclude or limit the applicacon of the grounds for seyng 
aside an award as specified in Seccon 34 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act. 

2. Commercial Relaconship Requirement: This provision applies specifically to parces in a 
commercial relaconship. It suggests that parces engaged in commercial accvices have 
the flexibility to structure their arbitracon agreement in a way that suits their needs and 
expectacons. 

3. Party Autonomy and Flexibility: This seccon reflects the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitracon. Parces are given the freedom to shape their arbitracon proceedings based 
on their preferences, subject to certain legal limits. The ability to exclude or limit grounds 
for seyng aside allows parces to tailor the arbitracon process to their unique 
circumstances. 

4. Exclusivity of Grounds: Seccon 34 outlines the grounds for seyng aside an award in 
Sweden, which include issues like lack of jurisdiccon, procedural irregularices, excess of 
mandate, and public policy violacons. By default, these grounds provide a legal 
framework for reviewing and potencally challenging an award. Seccon 51 allows parces 
to agree to restrict or eliminate some of these grounds. 

5. Recognicon and Enforcement: The provision emphasises that if parces include an 
agreement under Seccon 51, and the resulcng award is subject to such an agreement, 
the award will be recognised and enforced in Sweden as if it were a foreign award. This 
means that the award’s recognicon and enforcement will follow the rules applicable to 
awards made in other jurisdiccons, as governed by relevant internaconal convencons 
and treaces. 

6. Balancing Interests: Seccon 51 reflects the balance between preserving party autonomy 
and upholding the principle of legal certainty. It acknowledges that parces with no 
substancal conneccon to Sweden may have different expectacons and needs in 
arbitracon, and it respects their right to manage their disputes accordingly. 

7. Informed Decision-Making: The requirement of an “express wrimen agreement” ensures 
that parces knowingly and intenconally agree to exclude or limit the grounds for seyng 
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aside an award. This prevents any inadvertent waiver of rights and ensures transparency 
in the arbitracon process. 

Conclusion: Seccon 51 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act highlights the significance of party autonomy in 
arbitracon proceedings involving parces with no domicile or place of business in Sweden. It allows 
parces to crar an arbitracon agreement that suits their commercial relaconship while maintaining the 
integrity of the arbitracon process and internaconal enforcement mechanisms. 
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Recogni<on and Enforcement of Foreign Awards, etc. 

Sec<on 52 

An award rendered abroad shall be deemed to be a foreign award. 

In conjunc<on with the applica<on of this Act, an award shall be deemed to have been rendered in 
the country where the arbitra<on had its seat. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 52 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the treatment of awards rendered abroad in the 
context of the Act. Here is an analysis of the key points in this seccon: 

1. Recognicon of Foreign Awards: This seccon establishes that an award rendered abroad is 
classified as a “foreign award” when it comes to the applicacon of the Swedish Arbitracon 
Act. A foreign award refers to an arbitracon award made in a jurisdiccon other than the 
one in which enforcement is being sought. 

2. Determining the Place of Arbitracon: The seccon provides guidance on determining the 
place of arbitracon for the purposes of applying the Swedish Arbitracon Act to a foreign 
award. It states that when applying the Act, an award is to be considered as having been 
rendered in the country where the arbitracon had its seat. 

3. Applicability of the Act: This seccon clarifies that when dealing with a foreign award, the 
Swedish Arbitracon Act is applied to determine the legal status, recognicon, and 
enforcement of the award within Sweden. It underscores the importance of applying the 
Act to both domescc and foreign arbitracon awards to ensure a coherent and consistent 
legal framework. 

4. Recognicon and Enforcement: The classificacon of foreign awards under this seccon is 
parccularly relevant when it comes to the recognicon and enforcement of such awards 
within Sweden. The Act provides guidance on the condicons under which a foreign award 
can be recognised and enforced in the country, aligning with internaconal arbitracon 
norms and convencons. 

5. Legal Certainty and Consistency: By specifying that foreign awards are treated as such 
under the Act, this seccon contributes to legal certainty and predictability in cross-border 
arbitracon cases. It establishes a clear framework for handling foreign awards and 
ensures that the principles of the Act are applied uniformly. 

6. Interaccon with Internaconal Convencons: The concept of foreign awards is integral to 
the recognicon and enforcement of arbitracon awards under internaconal convencons, 
such as the New York Convencon on the Recognicon and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral 
Awards. The Act’s alignment with this concept ensures that awards rendered in other 
jurisdiccons can be effeccvely enforced in Sweden and vice versa. 

Conclusion: Seccon 52 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act provides a framework for the treatment of 
foreign awards within the context of the Act. By designacng foreign awards as such and clarifying the 
principles that apply to their recognicon and enforcement, this seccon enhances the predictability, 
consistency, and internaconal enforceability of arbitracon awards in Sweden. 
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Sec<on 53 

Unless otherwise stated in Sec<ons 54–60, a foreign award which is based on an arbitra<on 
agreement shall be recognized and enforced in Sweden. 

Seccon 53 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes a fundamental principle regarding the recognicon 
and enforcement of foreign awards in Sweden. Here is an analysis of this seccon: 

1. Recognicon and Enforcement Principle: Seccon 53 serves as a general rule scpulacng that 
a foreign award, which is rendered based on an arbitracon agreement, shall be recognised 
and enforced in Sweden. This principle underscores Sweden’s commitment to facilitacng 
the recognicon and enforcement of arbitracon awards from other jurisdiccons, 
promocng internaconal arbitracon as an effeccve means of resolving disputes. 

2. Promocon of Arbitral Awards: This seccon reflects Sweden’s pro-arbitracon stance and 
its alignment with internaconal standards, including the New York Convencon on the 
Recognicon and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. By recognising and enforcing 
foreign awards, Sweden enhances its reputacon as an arbitracon-friendly jurisdiccon, 
thereby amraccng internaconal parces to choose it as a seat for arbitracon proceedings. 

3. Consistency with Internaconal Convencons: The provision supports Sweden’s obligacons 
under internaconal convencons, such as the New York Convencon, which promotes the 
recognicon and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards across borders. By upholding this 
principle, Sweden aligns itself with global efforts to streamline and facilitate internaconal 
arbitracon procedures. 

4. Presumpcon of Enforcement: Seccon 53 establishes a presumpcon in favour of 
recognising and enforcing foreign awards. This reflects the underlying principle that 
parces who have willingly parccipated in arbitracon proceedings and obtained an award 
should generally have their awards recognised and enforced in other jurisdiccons, 
thereby avoiding unnecessary challenges to the enforceability of valid awards. 

5. Excepcons in Seccons 54-60: While Seccon 53 establishes the general principle of 
recognicon and enforcement, it also acknowledges that there may be excepcons to this 
principle. Seccons 54-60 likely outline specific circumstances or criteria under which 
recognicon and enforcement of foreign awards may be denied or subject to condicons. 
These excepcons might relate to issues like public policy, procedural irregularices, or 
other compelling grounds. 

Conclusion: Seccon 53 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act encapsulates the foundaconal principle that 
foreign awards based on arbitracon agreements shall be recognised and enforced in Sweden. This 
principle promotes a favourable environment for internaconal arbitracon and aligns Sweden with 
internaconal arbitracon standards, fostering legal certainty and predictability for parces engaged in 
cross-border disputes. 
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Sec<on 54 

A foreign award shall not be recognized and enforced in Sweden if the party against whom the award 
is invoked proves: 

1. that the par<es to the arbitra<on agreement, pursuant to the law applicable to them, 
lacked capacity to enter into the agreement or were not properly represented, or that 
the arbitra<on agreement was not valid under the law to which the par<es have 
subjected it or, failing any indica<on thereon, under the law of the country where the 
award was made; 

2. that the party against whom the award is invoked was not given proper no<ce of the 
appointment of the arbitrator or of the arbitra<on proceedings, or was otherwise 
unable to present its case; 

3. that the award deals with a dispute not contemplated by, or not falling within, the terms 
of the submission to arbitra<on, or contains decisions on maNers which are beyond the 
scope of the arbitra<on agreement, provided that, if the decision on a maNer which 
falls within the mandate can be separated from those which fall outside the mandate, 
that part of the award which contains decisions on maNers falling within the mandate 
may be recognized and enforced; 

4. that the composi<on of the arbitral tribunal, or the arbitral procedure, was not in 
accordance with the agreement of the par<es or, failing such agreement, was not in 
accordance with the law of the country where the arbitra<on was seated; or 

5. that the award has not yet become binding on the par<es, or has been set aside or 
suspended by a competent authority of the country in which, or under the law of which, 
the award was made. SFS (2018:1954). 

Seccon 54 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the circumstances under which a foreign award may 
not be recognised and enforced in Sweden. This seccon focuses on establishing grounds for refusal of 
recognicon and enforcement. Here is a detailed analysis of this seccon: 

1. Grounds for Non-Recognicon and Non-Enforcement: Seccon 54 specifies several grounds 
upon which a foreign award may not be recognised and enforced in Sweden. These 
grounds are meant to ensure that the recognicon and enforcement of foreign awards 
align with fundamental principles of fairness and proper procedure. 

2. Lack of Capacity or Proper Representacon: The first ground relates to the capacity of the 
parces to enter into the arbitracon agreement or their proper representacon under the 
applicable law. If it is proven that the parces lacked the legal capacity to enter the 
agreement or were not properly represented, the award may not be recognised and 
enforced. 

3. Lack of Proper Nocce or Inability to Present Case: The second ground focuses on ensuring 
due process. If the party against whom the award is invoked can prove that it was not 
given proper nocce of the arbitracon proceedings or was unable to present its case, this 
can lead to non-recognicon and non-enforcement. 
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4. Scope of the Submission to Arbitracon: The third ground pertains to the scope of the 
arbitracon agreement. If the award deals with a dispute that was not contemplated by or 
does not fall within the terms of the submission to arbitracon, or if it contains decisions 
on mamers beyond the scope of the arbitracon agreement, the award may not be 
recognised and enforced. However, if separable, the part of the award related to mamers 
within the mandate may scll be enforced. 

5. Non-Compliance with Arbitracon Agreement or Procedure: The fourth ground addresses 
the arbitral procedure itself. If the composicon of the arbitral tribunal or the arbitracon 
procedure was not in accordance with the parces’ agreement or, in the absence of such 
an agreement, not in accordance with the law of the country where the arbitracon took 
place, the award may be refused recognicon and enforcement. 

6. Award Not Yet Binding, Set Aside, or Suspended: The firh ground pertains to the status 
of the award. If the award has not yet become binding on the parces, or if it has been set 
aside or suspended by a competent authority in the country where it was made or under 
the law of that country, then it may not be recognised and enforced. 

7. Purpose and Impact: Seccon 54 serves as a proteccve measure to ensure that foreign 
awards being recognised and enforced in Sweden meet certain procedural and 
substancve standards. These grounds aim to safeguard parces’ rights, due process, and 
the integrity of the arbitral process. 

Conclusion: Seccon 54 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act lays out comprehensive grounds for non-
recognicon and non-enforcement of foreign awards. These grounds reflect the balance between 
promocng internaconal arbitracon and maintaining fairness and integrity in the arbitracon process, 
further enhancing Sweden’s reputacon as a jurisdiccon supporcve of arbitracon. 

 

Sec<on 55 

Recogni<on and enforcement of a foreign award shall also be refused if a court finds: 

1. that the award includes determina<on of an issue which, in accordance with Swedish 
law, may not be decided by arbitrators; or 

2. that it would be clearly incompa<ble with the basic principles of the Swedish legal 
system to recognize and enforce the award. 

Seccon 55 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines addiconal grounds for the refusal of recognicon and 
enforcement of a foreign arbitral award in Sweden. These grounds focus on the compacbility of the 
award with Swedish law and the fundamental principles of the Swedish legal system. Here is a detailed 
analysis of this seccon: 

1. Determinacon of Issues Beyond Arbitrators’ Authority: The first ground for refusal 
concerns the content of the award. If the award includes a determinacon of an issue that, 
according to Swedish law, falls outside the authority of arbitrators to decide, the court 
may refuse recognicon and enforcement. This ground underscores the importance of 
respeccng the limitacons on arbitrators’ jurisdiccon under Swedish law. 
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2. Incompacbility with Basic Principles of Swedish Legal System: The second ground 
addresses the overall compacbility of the foreign award with the basic principles of the 
Swedish legal system. If the court finds that recognising and enforcing the award would 
be clearly incompacble with these principles, it may refuse recognicon and enforcement. 
This ground reflects the principle that foreign awards should not violate core principles of 
fairness and juscce within the local legal system. 

3. Purpose and Impact: Seccon 55 aims to ensure that the recognicon and enforcement of 
foreign awards do not run contrary to fundamental principles of Swedish law and juscce. 
This safeguards the integrity of the legal system while allowing flexibility in enforcing 
foreign arbitral awards. 

4. Alignment with Internaconal Standards: These grounds align with internaconal standards 
for the recognicon and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. They emphasise the 
importance of upholding fundamental principles while maintaining a pro-arbitracon 
stance. 

Conclusion: Seccon 55 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act provides essencal safeguards against the 
recognicon and enforcement of foreign awards that may contradict Swedish law or fundamental legal 
principles. This seccon strikes a balance between promocng internaconal arbitracon and preserving 
the integrity of the Swedish legal system, refleccng the commitment to fair and just outcomes in the 
enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in Sweden. 

 

Sec<on 56 

An applica<on for the enforcement of a foreign award shall be lodged with the Svea Court of Appeal. 

The original award or a cer<fied copy of the award must be appended to the applica<on. Unless the 
Court of Appeal decides otherwise, a cer<fied transla<on into the Swedish language of the en<re 
award must also be submiNed. 

Seccon 56 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the procedure for applying for the enforcement of 
a foreign arbitral award in Sweden. This seccon establishes the requirements for submiyng the 
applicacon and the necessary documents to the appropriate court. Here is a detailed analysis: 

1. Applicacon to the Svea Court of Appeal: According to this seccon, an applicacon for the 
enforcement of a foreign arbitral award must be filed with the Svea Court of Appeal. This 
specific court is designated to handle applicacons for the recognicon and enforcement of 
foreign arbitral awards. 

2. Submission of Original Award or Cercfied Copy: The applicant must amach the original 
award or a cercfied copy of the award to the enforcement applicacon. This requirement 
ensures that the court has access to the award itself, allowing for a proper assessment of 
the award’s content and validity. 

3. Cercfied Translacon Requirement: In addicon to the award or its cercfied copy, a cercfied 
translacon of the encre award into the Swedish language must be submimed, unless the 
Court of Appeal decides otherwise. This translacon requirement ensures that the court, 
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which may not necessarily be familiar with the language of the original award, can 
understand the content of the award accurately. 

4. Purpose and Impact: Seccon 56 ensures that the enforcement process is transparent and 
manageable. By submiyng the original award or a cercfied copy along with a cercfied 
translacon, the court can verify the authenccity and content of the award. 

5. Efficiency and Consistency: Requiring a cercfied translacon and the original award helps 
maintain consistency in the enforcement process and allows the court to assess the award 
accurately. It also prevents any misinterpretacon or misunderstanding that might arise 
due to language barriers. 

Conclusion: Seccon 56 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the necessary steps and requirements 
for applying for the enforcement of a foreign arbitral award in Sweden. By specifying the court of 
appeal, the submission of the original award or cercfied copy, and the provision of a cercfied 
translacon, this seccon ensures a smooth and transparent process for enforcing foreign arbitral 
awards while maintaining the integrity and understanding of the awards within the local legal system. 

 

Sec<on 57 

An applica<on for enforcement shall not be granted unless the opposing party has been afforded an 
opportunity to express its opinion upon the applica<on. 

Seccon 57 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes an essencal procedural safeguard when it comes 
to the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in Sweden. This seccon ensures that the opposing party 
is given the opportunity to present its perspeccve before a decision is made on the enforcement 
applicacon. Here is a detailed analysis: 

1. Right to Opposing Party’s Input: Seccon 57 underscores the principle of fairness and due 
process by requiring that the opposing party be given a chance to provide its input on the 
enforcement applicacon. This ensures that all parces involved have a voice in the process 
and that their rights to be heard are respected. 

2. Promocng Procedural Fairness: By allowing the opposing party to express its opinion, this 
seccon helps maintain the principles of procedural fairness and natural juscce. It prevents 
unilateral decisions and ensures that all relevant informacon is considered before 
reaching a judgment on the enforcement of the foreign arbitral award. 

3. Balancing Interests: This provision strikes a balance between the interests of the party 
seeking enforcement and the party against whom enforcement is sought. It allows the 
court to consider both perspeccves and make a well-informed decision that takes into 
account the arguments and concerns of all parces involved. 

4. Prevencng Unjust Enforcement: Allowing the opposing party to present its opinion helps 
prevent the potencal enforcement of awards that might be unjust, incorrect, or obtained 
through unfair means. It provides a safeguard against the enforcement of awards that 
might be contrary to the principles of juscce or public policy. 
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5. Aligning with Internaconal Standards: This requirement is in line with internaconal best 
praccces for the recognicon and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. Providing an 
opportunity for the opposing party to be heard is consistent with principles advocated by 
internaconal arbitracon convencons and agreements. 

Conclusion: Seccon 57 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act ensures that the enforcement process remains 
fair, transparent, and just by requiring that the opposing party be given the chance to express its 
opinion before a decision on the enforcement applicacon is made. This provision upholds the 
principles of due process, procedural fairness, and natural juscce while promocng the integrity of the 
enforcement process for foreign arbitral awards in Sweden. 

 

Sec<on 58 

If the opposing party objects that an arbitra<on agreement was not entered into, the applicant must 
submit the arbitra<on agreement in an original or a cer<fied copy and, unless otherwise decided by 
the Court of Appeal, must submit a cer<fied transla<on into the Swedish language, or in some other 
manner prove that an arbitra<on agreement was entered into. 

If the opposing party objects that a pe<<on has been lodged to set aside the award or a mo<on for 
a stay of execu<on has been submiNed to the competent authority as referred to in Sec<on 54, sub-
sec<on 5, the Court of Appeal may postpone its decision and, upon the request of the applicant, 
order the opposing party to provide reasonable security in default of which enforcement might 
otherwise be ordered. 

Seccon 58 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines important procedural requirements and 
consideracons when an applicacon for enforcement of a foreign arbitral award is met with specific 
objeccons. Let us delve into the analysis: 

1. Proof of Arbitracon Agreement: 

a. This seccon addresses situacons where the opposing party challenges the 
existence or validity of the arbitracon agreement underlying the award. 

b. The provision emphasises that the applicant seeking enforcement must provide 
evidence of the arbitracon agreement, either by submiyng the original agreement 
or a cercfied copy. 

c. If required, the applicant must also provide a cercfied translacon of the arbitracon 
agreement into the Swedish language. 

2. Ensuring Documentacon of Agreement: 

a. Requiring documentacon of the arbitracon agreement ensures transparency and 
clarity in the enforcement process. 

b. The provision ensures that the court has the necessary informacon to assess the 
validity of the arbitracon agreement before deciding on enforcement. 

3. Addressing Challenges to the Award: 
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a. If the opposing party objects to the enforcement on grounds such as a pending 
mocon to set aside the award or a mocon for a stay of execucon, this seccon 
provides a mechanism for addressing such challenges. 

b. The Court of Appeal is granted discreconary authority to postpone its decision on 
enforcement pending resolucon of these challenges. 

4. Security Requirement: 

a. The seccon enables the Court of Appeal, upon request by the applicant, to order 
the opposing party to provide reasonable security as a condicon for postponing the 
enforcement decision. 

b. This security requirement ensures that the opposing party’s objeccons do not 
unduly delay the enforcement process while also proteccng the interests of the 
applicant. 

5. Balancing Interests: 

a. The provision strikes a balance between the interests of the applicant seeking 
enforcement and the opposing party raising objeccons. 

b. It provides a procedural mechanism to address potencal challenges to the 
enforcement process while ensuring that enforcement is not unfairly hindered. 

Conclusion: Seccon 58 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes procedures for addressing specific 
objeccons that may arise during the enforcement of a foreign arbitral award. By requiring evidence of 
the arbitracon agreement, allowing postponement of enforcement decisions in light of challenges, 
and providing for a security requirement, this seccon aims to ensure fairness, transparency, and 
efficiency in the enforcement process, while addressing the concerns of both parces involved. 

 

Sec<on 59 

If the Court of Appeal grants the applica<on, the award shall be enforced as a final judgment of a 
Swedish court, unless otherwise determined by the Supreme Court following an appeal of the Court 
of Appeal’s decision. 

Seccon 59 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act deals with the enforcement of a foreign arbitral award when 
the Court of Appeal grants the applicacon. Let us analyse this seccon: 

1. Enforcement as a Final Judgment: 

a. This seccon states that if the Court of Appeal approves the applicacon for 
enforcement of a foreign arbitral award, the award is to be enforced as if it were a 
final judgment of a Swedish court. 

b. Essencally, once the Court of Appeal grants the applicacon, the foreign arbitral 
award is given the same legal status and enforceability as a domescc court 
judgment. 
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2. Principle of Finality: 

a. Treacng the foreign arbitral award as a final judgment emphasises the finality and 
binding nature of the award’s decisions. 

b. This recognicon enhances the enforceability of the award and provides it with the 
same level of authority and legal effect as a judgment issued by a Swedish court. 

3. Appeal and Determinacon by Supreme Court: 

a. The seccon also introduces the possibility of an appeal to the Supreme Court. 

b. If either party disagrees with the Court of Appeal’s decision to enforce the award, 
they can appeal to the Supreme Court. 

c. The Supreme Court, upon reviewing the case, has the authority to either affirm or 
overturn the Court of Appeal’s decision. 

4. Ensuring Consistency and Fairness: 

a. The provision contributes to consistency in enforcing foreign arbitral awards by 
treacng them similarly to domescc judgments. 

b. Allowing an appeal to the Supreme Court provides an addiconal layer of review to 
ensure fairness and proper applicacon of the law. 

5. Importance of Enforceability: Recognising foreign arbitral awards as enforceable 
judgments encourages internaconal arbitracon and provides parces with the confidence 
that their awards will be honoured in accordance with the same principles as domescc 
judgments. 

Conclusion: Seccon 59 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the consequences of the Court of 
Appeal’s decision to grant an applicacon for the enforcement of a foreign arbitral award. By treacng 
the award as a final judgment of a Swedish court and allowing the possibility of an appeal to the 
Supreme Court, this seccon establishes a clear procedure for enforcing foreign arbitral awards while 
maintaining fairness, consistency, and the principles of due process. 

 

Sec<on 60 

If a security measure has been granted in accordance with Chapter 15 of the Code of Judicial 
Procedure, in conjunc<on with the applica<on of Sec<on 7 of the same Chapter, a request for 
arbitra<on abroad which might result in an award which is recognized and may be enforced in 
Sweden shall be equated with the commencement of an ac<on. 

If an applica<on for the enforcement of a foreign award has been lodged, the Court of Appeal shall 
examine a request for a security measure or a request to set aside such decision. 

Seccon 60 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the relaconship between arbitracon proceedings 
abroad and the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. Let us analyse this seccon: 
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1. Equacng Request for Arbitracon Abroad with Commencement of Accon: 

a. This seccon establishes that when a request for arbitracon abroad is made, which 
might lead to an award that can be recognised and enforced in Sweden, that 
request is equated with the commencement of a legal accon. 

b. This means that the process of inicacng arbitracon proceedings abroad is 
considered equivalent to filing a lawsuit in a domescc court in terms of its legal 
implicacons. 

2. Security Measures and Equivalency with Accons: 

a. The seccon specifies that if a security measure has been granted in accordance 
with the provisions outlined in Chapter 15 of the Code of Judicial Procedure, along 
with the applicacon of Seccon 7 of the same chapter, the request for arbitracon 
abroad is treated as if it were the inicacon of a legal accon. 

b. This is important for situacons where parces seek security measures before or 
during arbitracon proceedings to protect their rights, assets, or interests. 

3. Equacng Enforcement of Foreign Award with Legal Accon: 

a. If an applicacon for the enforcement of a foreign arbitral award has been lodged, 
this seccon mandates that the Court of Appeal should examine requests for 
security measures or requests to set aside such decisions related to the 
enforcement of the award. 

b. This provision ensures that mamers related to the enforcement of foreign arbitral 
awards are treated with a similar level of scrucny and amencon as legal accons 
brought before domescc courts. 

4. Ensuring Consistency and Procedural Fairness: By equacng requests for arbitracon 
abroad with legal accons and ensuring that similar principles are applied to enforcement 
requests, this seccon contributes to a consistent and fair approach to both domescc and 
internaconal dispute resolucon processes. 

5. Streamlining the Process: Treacng certain arbitracon-related accons as equivalent to 
legal accons streamlines the procedural framework and clarifies the legal implicacons of 
inicacng arbitracon proceedings abroad or seeking enforcement of foreign awards in 
Sweden. 

Conclusion: Seccon 60 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes the legal equivalence between 
certain arbitracon-related accons abroad and the commencement of legal accons in domescc courts. 
This provision ensures that requests for arbitracon abroad, security measures, and enforcement of 
foreign awards are all handled with the appropriate level of amencon and procedural fairness. It 
contributes to a coherent framework for handling various aspects of internaconal arbitracon within 
the Swedish legal system. 
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Provisional Regula<ons 

1999:116 

1. This Act shall enter into force on 1 April 1999, at which <me the Arbitra<on Act (SFS 1929:145) 
and the Foreign Arbitra<on Agreements and Awards Act (SFS 1929:147) shall be repealed. 

Regulacon 1 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act pertains to the effeccve date of the Act, the repeal of 
exiscng legislacon, and the transicon to the new legal framework. Let us analyse this regulacon: 

1. Effeccve Date: 

a. Regulacon 1 specifies that the Swedish Arbitracon Act shall enter into force on 1 
April 1999. 

b. This means that the provisions of the new Arbitracon Act would start applying from 
this date onwards. 

2. Repeal of Exiscng Legislacon: 

a. The regulacon states that with the entry into force of the new Arbitracon Act, two 
exiscng laws would be repealed. 

b. The first repealed law is the “Arbitracon Act” (SFS 1929:145). 

c. The second repealed law is the “Foreign Arbitracon Agreements and Awards Act” 
(SFS 1929:147). 

3. Implicacons of Repeal: 

a. The repeal of the previous Arbitracon Act and the Foreign Arbitracon Agreements 
and Awards Act signifies that these laws would no longer be in effect once the new 
Arbitracon Act takes effect. 

b. The old laws are being replaced by the new comprehensive Swedish Arbitracon 
Act. 

4. Transicon to the New Legal Framework: 

a. The effeccve date and the repeal of the old laws mark a transicon to the new legal 
framework for arbitracon in Sweden. 

b. Any arbitracon proceedings inicated arer 1 April 1999 would be governed by the 
provisions of the new Swedish Arbitracon Act. 

5. Context and Impact: 

a. This regulacon sets the stage for the implementacon of the new arbitracon 
legislacon in Sweden. 

b. The new Arbitracon Act aimed to modernise and streamline the arbitracon process 
and bring it in line with internaconal standards and best praccces. 
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c. Repealing the old laws ensures that the legal landscape for arbitracon in Sweden is 
consistent and up-to-date. 

Conclusion: Regulacon 1 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act establishes the effeccve date of the Act, 
repeals the prior Arbitracon Act and the Foreign Arbitracon Agreements and Awards Act, and marks 
the transicon to a new legal framework for arbitracon in Sweden. This regulacon is a key step in 
modernising the arbitracon process in the country and aligning it with internaconal standards. 

 

2. The previous Act shall apply to arbitral proceedings which have been commenced prior to the 
entry into force or, with respect to enforcement of a foreign award, when the applica<on for 
enforcement was lodged prior to the entry into force. 

Regulacon 2 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the transiconal provisions for arbitral 
proceedings that were inicated or for the enforcement of foreign awards that were applied for prior 
to the new Act’s entry into force. Let us analyse this regulacon: 

1. Applicability of the Previous Act: 

a. Regulacon 2 states that the previous Arbitracon Act (SFS 1929:145) shall apply to 
certain situacons despite the new Act’s entry into force. 

b. The situacons specified are those involving arbitral proceedings that were 
commenced prior to the entry into force of the new Act. 

2. Arbitral Proceedings Commenced Prior to Entry into Force: 

a. If arbitral proceedings were inicated before the effeccve date of the new Act (1 
April 1999), the previous Arbitracon Act (SFS 1929:145) would scll apply to those 
proceedings. 

b. This means that ongoing arbitracon cases that were already in progress under the 
old Act’s provisions would concnue to be governed by those provisions. 

3. Enforcement of Foreign Awards: 

a. The regulacon also applies to the enforcement of foreign awards. 

b. If an applicacon for the enforcement of a foreign award was lodged before the new 
Act’s effeccve date, the enforcement process would be subject to the provisions of 
the previous Arbitracon Act. 

4. Implicacons: 

a. Regulacon 2 ensures concnuity and legal certainty by allowing arbitral proceedings 
and enforcement processes that were already in mocon before the new Act’s 
enactment to be completed under the rules of the previous Act. 

b. This avoids disrupcng ongoing cases by introducing new legal provisions mid-
process. 
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5. Context and Impact: 

a. This regulacon serves to manage the transicon from the old arbitracon legal 
framework to the new one in a way that respects the rights and expectacons of 
parces involved in ongoing arbitracon mamers. 

b. It demonstrates an understanding of the need for stability and predictability in the 
resolucon of disputes that were already underway before the new Act’s 
implementacon. 

Conclusion: Regulacon 2 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act provides for the concnued applicacon of the 
previous Arbitracon Act to arbitral proceedings that were commenced or for the enforcement of 
foreign awards that were applied for prior to the entry into force of the new Act. This regulacon aims 
to ensure a smooth transicon between the old and new legal frameworks for arbitracon, maintaining 
consistency and legal predictability for ongoing cases. 

 

3. Where an arbitra<on agreement has been concluded prior to the entry into force, the 
provisions of sec<on 18, second paragraph, sec<on 21, first paragraph, sub-sec<on 1, and 
sec<on 26, second and third paragraphs of the Arbitra<on Act (SFS 1929:145) shall apply, with 
respect to the period within which the award shall be rendered, to proceedings that are 
commenced within two years from the date of the entry into force of the new Act. 

Regulacon 3 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act pertains to the transiconal provisions related to the 
applicacon of specific seccons from the old Arbitracon Act (SFS 1929:145) to arbitracon agreements 
concluded prior to the new Act’s entry into force. Let us break down this regulacon: 

1. Applicacon to Arbitracon Agreements Concluded Prior to Entry into Force: 

a. Regulacon 3 focuses on arbitracon agreements that were concluded before the 
new Act’s effeccve date (1 April 1999). 

b. It specifies that certain provisions from the previous Arbitracon Act (SFS 1929:145) 
shall concnue to apply to arbitracon proceedings arising from such pre-exiscng 
agreements. 

2. Seccons Covered: 

a. The regulacon idencfies the specific seccons from the old Act that will concnue to 
be relevant within the specified cmeframe. 

b. Seccon 18, second paragraph: This seccon likely pertains to the cmeframe within 
which the arbitracon award must be rendered. 

c. Seccon 21, first paragraph, sub-seccon 1: This seccon likely addresses the imparcal 
handling of disputes by arbitrators. 

d. Seccon 26, second and third paragraphs: This seccon likely relates to the procedure 
for submiyng applicacons to the District Court and related processes. 
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3. Timeframe for Applicacon: 

a. The provisions specified in Regulacon 3 will apply to arbitracon proceedings that 
are commenced within two years from the date the new Act enters into force. 

b. This implies that for arbitracon agreements concluded prior to the new Act’s 
effeccve date, parces have a window of two years to inicate proceedings that will 
be subject to the menconed seccons of the old Act. 

4. Context and Purpose: 

a. Regulacon 3 serves as a mechanism to ensure a smooth transicon for arbitracon 
proceedings stemming from agreements made before the new Act’s enactment. 

b. By allowing certain provisions from the old Act to concnue to apply within a defined 
period, the regulacon recognises the legicmate expectacons of parces who had 
entered into arbitracon agreements under the previous legal framework. 

5. Implicacons: 

a. This regulacon provides legal certainty and clarity to parces with exiscng 
arbitracon agreements by specifying the rules that will govern their proceedings 
during the transiconal phase. 

b. It acknowledges the fact that parces would have structured their agreements and 
anccipated certain procedures based on the provisions of the old Act. 

Conclusion: Regulacon 3 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act outlines the applicability of specific seccons 
from the old Arbitracon Act (SFS 1929:145) to arbitracon proceedings inicated within two years of the 
new Act’s entry into force, for agreements concluded before the new Act. This regulacon aims to 
ensure that parces with exiscng agreements can concnue their proceedings under the familiar 
provisions, maintaining consistency and respeccng their expectacons. 

 

4. In the circumstances set forth in sub-sec<ons 2 and 3, the par<es may agree that only the new 
Act shall apply. 

Regulacon 4 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the possibility for parces to agree that only the 
new Act shall apply in certain circumstances. Let us analyse the key aspects of this regulacon: 

1. Reference to Sub-Seccons 2 and 3: Regulacon 4 refers to “the circumstances set forth in 
sub-seccons 2 and 3”. This suggests that the regulacon is related to specific condicons or 
situacons outlined in the previous seccons of the Act. 

2. Flexibility in Choosing Applicable Law: 

a. The regulacon grants parces the opcon to agree that only the new Act shall apply 
to their arbitracon proceedings. 
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b. This provision reflects the principle of party autonomy in arbitracon, allowing 
parces to customise the procedural and substancve aspects of their arbitracon 
agreement. 

3. Sub-Seccon 2: Applicability of the Old Act: 

a. It is essencal to refer to sub-seccon 2 menconed in the regulacon to understand 
the context fully. 

b. Sub-seccon 2 likely outlines circumstances where certain provisions of the old 
Arbitracon Act (SFS 1929:145) concnue to apply to arbitracon agreements 
concluded before the new Act’s entry into force. 

c. Parces may choose to override the applicacon of those provisions by agreeing that 
only the new Act shall govern their proceedings. 

4. Sub-Seccon 3: Time-Limited Applicacon of Old Act: 

a. Sub-seccon 3 might describe another set of circumstances in which specific 
seccons of the old Act apply to arbitracon agreements concluded before the new 
Act’s entry into force. 

b. Similar to sub-seccon 2, parces can decide that only the new Act shall govern, 
thereby potencally excluding the applicacon of certain provisions from the old Act. 

5. Purpose and Implicacons: 

a. Regulacon 4 provides parces with the freedom to tailor the legal framework that 
governs their arbitracon proceedings. 

b. By allowing parces to choose whether only the new Act applies, this regulacon 
respects the parces’ preferences and intencons while preserving the flexibility that 
arbitracon is known for. 

6. Legal Certainty and Consistency: The regulacon contributes to legal clarity and 
consistency by allowing parces to establish a uniform legal basis for their arbitracon, 
regardless of whether the old or new Act would have otherwise applied. 

Conclusion: Regulacon 4 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act empowers parces to agree that only the new 
Act shall apply to their arbitracon proceedings, even if certain circumstances specified in sub-seccons 
2 and 3 might have triggered the applicacon of the old Act. This provision underscores the significance 
of party autonomy in arbitracon and enables parces to create a tailored and coherent legal framework 
for their dispute resolucon process. 

 

5. References in statutes or other legisla<on to the Arbitra<on Act (SFS 1929:145) shall refer 
instead to the new Act. 

Regulacon 5 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the issue of references to the repealed 
Arbitracon Act (SFS 1929:145) in other statutes or legislacon. Here is an analysis of this regulacon: 
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1. Updacng Legal References: 

a. Regulacon 5 scpulates that references to the old Arbitracon Act (SFS 1929:145) in 
other statutes or legislacon shall be understood to refer to the new Act. 

b. This regulacon is essencally a transiconal provision that ensures that exiscng legal 
references in other laws, regulacons, or documents remain accurate and applicable 
arer the introduccon of the new Arbitracon Act. 

2. Consistency and Clarity: 

a. The purpose of this regulacon is to maintain consistency and clarity in the legal 
system by avoiding confusion caused by outdated references to the repealed 
Arbitracon Act. 

b. As the old Act is being replaced by the new Act, updacng references is crucial to 
prevent misunderstandings and ensure that the correct legal framework is 
followed. 

3. Avoiding Interpretacon Issues: 

a. If references to the old Act were not updated, there could be potencal confusion 
regarding which provisions apply, leading to interpretacon issues and legal 
uncertainty. 

b. By explicitly stacng that references shall be understood to mean the new Act, this 
regulacon aims to eliminate such ambiguity. 

4. Facilitacng Legal Transicon: 

a. During legal transicons such as the enactment of a new law or the repeal of an old 
one, it is common to include provisions like Regulacon 5 to address how references 
in exiscng legal documents should be treated. 

b. This helps to smoothly integrate the new legal framework without disrupcng the 
concnuity of exiscng laws. 

5. Preserving Legislacve Intent: By updacng references to the new Act, Regulacon 5 ensures 
that legislacve intent is upheld. Laws are oren interconnected, and accurate references 
are essencal to maintain the intended legal relaconships. 

Conclusion: Regulacon 5 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act serves as a transiconal provision that directs 
the updacng of references from the repealed Arbitracon Act (SFS 1929:145) to the new Act. This 
provision is designed to maintain legal clarity, consistency, and accurate interpretacon during the 
transicon to the new legal framework, thereby facilitacng a seamless integracon of the new Act into 
the broader legal landscape. 
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2018:1954 

1. This Act shall enter into force on 1 March 2019. 

Regulacon 1 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the commencement of the Act by specifying its 
effeccve date. Here is an analysis of this regulacon: 

1. Effeccve Date: 

a. Regulacon 1 states that the Swedish Arbitracon Act shall enter into force on 1 
March 2019. 

b. The regulacon establishes the date on which the new Act will become operacve 
and applicable within the Swedish legal system. 

2. Implementacon Timing: 

a. By indicacng the specific date of commencement, Regulacon 1 provides legal 
certainty regarding when the provisions of the new Arbitracon Act will take effect. 

b. This is important for ensuring a smooth transicon from the previous legal 
framework to the new one. 

3. Legislacve Intent: 

a. The specified effeccve date reflects the legislacve intent to enact the new 
Arbitracon Act and have its provisions applied from that parccular day onward. 

b. It demonstrates a deliberate decision by the lawmakers to replace the older 
legislacon with the new Act on that specific date. 

4. Transicon Planning: 

a. Announcing the effeccve date well in advance allows legal praccconers, 
arbitrators, parces to disputes, and other stakeholders to prepare for the changes 
brought about by the new Act. 

b. It provides cme for familiarisacon with the Act’s provisions and the adjustment of 
procedures accordingly. 

5. Certainty and Consistency: Regulacon 1 ensures that there is clarity regarding when the 
old Arbitracon Act will be replaced by the new one. This prevents any ambiguity about 
which legal provisions are in effect at any given cme. 

6. Legal Concnuity: During the transicon from the old Act to the new Act, there may be 
ongoing arbitral proceedings or other legal mamers. By seyng a specific effeccve date, 
the regulacon ensures a clear demarcacon point for the applicacon of the different legal 
regimes. 

Conclusion: Regulacon 1 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act plays a fundamental role in establishing the 
date on which the new Act will come into force. By specifying 1 March 2019 as the effeccve date, this 
regulacon provides clarity, certainty, and predictability in the transicon from the previous Arbitracon 
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Act to the new framework. It reflects the legislacve intent to implement the new Act and is a 
foundaconal element in the process of legal reform and change. 

 

2. Older provisions s<ll apply to arbitral proceedings which have been commenced prior to the 
entry into force. Despite this, the following new provisions shall s<ll apply: 

(a) the applicable procedural order in Sec<on 41 and the possibility to allow for oral 
evidence in English in Sec<on 45 a in procedures ini<ated acer the entry into force, and 

(b) the requirement of leave to appeal in Sec<on 43, second paragraph, for appeals of Court 
of Appeal determina<ons that are rendered acer the entry into force. 

Regulacon 2 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act addresses the transiconal provisions and the interplay 
between the older provisions and the new provisions introduced by the Act. Here is an analysis of this 
regulacon: 

1. Commencement Timing: 

a. Regulacon 2 clarifies that the older provisions of the Arbitracon Act scll apply to 
arbitral proceedings that were commenced before the new Act’s entry into force. 

b. This provision ensures concnuity in ongoing proceedings and respects the parces’ 
expectacons based on the legal framework in place when they inicated the 
arbitracon. 

2. Excepconal Applicacon of New Provisions: 

a. Despite the general applicacon of older provisions, Regulacon 2 scpulates that 
specific new provisions will apply to proceedings commenced before the entry into 
force of the new Act. 

b. This excepconal applicacon of certain new provisions indicates that the lawmakers 
intended to introduce these specific changes irrespeccve of when the arbitracon 
was inicated. 

3. New Procedural Orders: 

a. Subseccon (a) of Regulacon 2 highlights that the applicable procedural order 
outlined in Seccon 41 of the new Act will apply to proceedings inicated arer the 
new Act’s entry into force. 

b. This indicates the importance of the procedural order and its impact on the conduct 
of arbitral proceedings, aligning it with the new provisions for proceedings inicated 
arer the Act’s implementacon. 

4. Language of Oral Evidence: 
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a. Subseccon (a) also introduces the possibility of allowing oral evidence in English 
without interpretacon into Swedish in proceedings inicated arer the new Act’s 
entry into force, as outlined in Seccon 45a. 

b. This provision recognises the significance of language flexibility in internaconal 
arbitracon, acknowledging the changing dynamics of cross-border disputes. 

5. Leave to Appeal for Court of Appeal Determinacons: 

a. Subseccon (b) of Regulacon 2 emphasises that the new requirement of leave to 
appeal in Seccon 43, second paragraph, for appeals of Court of Appeal 
determinacons applies to determinacons rendered arer the entry into force of the 
new Act. 

b. This change introduces a procedural requirement for certain appeals, ensuring that 
parces have a clear understanding of the process for challenging Court of Appeal 
determinacons. 

6. Transiconal Balance: 

a. Regulacon 2 strikes a balance between the need for concnuity in ongoing 
proceedings and the desire to introduce specific changes and improvements 
provided by the new Act. 

b. By applying selected new provisions to proceedings inicated arer the entry into 
force, the regulacon demonstrates a careful consideracon of the pracccal impact 
of these provisions on ongoing arbitracons. 

Conclusion: Regulacon 2 of the Swedish Arbitracon Act governs the transiconal provisions between 
the older and new legal frameworks. It preserves the applicacon of older provisions for ongoing 
proceedings while seleccvely introducing new provisions that address procedural orders, language of 
oral evidence, and the requirement of leave to appeal for certain determinacons. This regulacon 
ensures a smooth transicon to the new Act while respeccng the rights and expectacons of parces 
involved in ongoing arbitral proceedings. 
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